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Abstract

Exascale Computer System Design:
The Square Kilometre Array

With each new generation, the performance of high-performance computing
systems increases. In the past decade, supercomputers reached petascale perfor-
mance: machines capable of processing more than 1015 floating-point operations
per second (FLOPS). Today, engineers are working to conquer the next barrier:
building an exascale system capable of processing more than 1018 FLOPS. A ma-
jor challenge is to keep power consumption low. Petascale systems reached an
energy e�ciency of a few GFLOPS per watt, but it is estimated that exascale sys-
tems need to reach at least 50 GFLOPS per watt. System architects face a huge
design space that is too expensive to simulate or prototype. New methodologies
are needed to assess the architectural trade-o�s involved in reaching the goal of
building an energy-e�cient exascale system in this decade.

A prime example of an exascale system is the computing system required to
operate the future Square Kilometre Array (SKA) radio telescope. Hundreds of
thousands of antennas and thousands of dishes are constructed in two phases in
the Australian and South African deserts. Two instruments are constructed in
phase one: SKA1-Low and SKA1-Mid. The raw data from the receivers—nearly
150 TB/s in phase one alone—need to be processed in near real-time. Processing
is performed in three steps: the station processor, the central signal processor
(CSP), and the science data processor (SDP). The output is scientific data, such
as sky images, for astronomers to use. The SKA is the use case for the exascale
system design methodology we develop in this dissertation, with particular focus
on the imaging pipeline.

The first contribution of this work is an application-specific model to derive
the computing requirements on the processing platform from the instrumental
parameters of radio telescopes. A first-order prediction of power consumption is
based on extrapolations from the TOP500 supercomputer list. An analysis of
the original SKA phase-one baseline design, released by the SKA Organisation
(SKAO), shows that the telescope requires a sustained computing throughput of
nearly 1 EFLOPS for the SDP. We predict a power consumption of up to 120 MW
in 2018. Partly based on results of this analysis, the SKAO released a revised
design of the telescope to reduce the power consumption of the system. The
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ii ABSTRACT

rebaselined design requires a reduced computing throughput of up to 200 PFLOPS
at a power consumption of up to 30 MW.

The second contribution is an analysis of potential hardware platforms for the
station processor and the CSP using an existing methodology: prototyping. We
analyze the performance and energy e�ciency of key algorithms of both processors
on three programmable platforms: an Intel® Xeon® CPU, an Nvidia Tesla GPU,
and a Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA. The CPU implementation is more energy-e�cient
than the GPU implementation for station processing, whereas the GPU is more
e�cient for the CSP. The FPGA implementation increases energy e�ciency further
and a custom application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) solution leads to the
lowest energy consumption. We analyze the high-level designs of two ASICs and
compare them with the programmable platforms. They reduce power consumption
by a factor of 7 to 8 compared with the programmable platforms.

The third contribution is a methodology and an analytic performance model
of processors to analyze computer systems in early stages of the design process.
Our methodology can quickly analyze performance and energy-e�ciency trends,
without the time-consuming e�ort of creating prototypes or performing simula-
tions. For an early design-space exploration (DSE) it is important to achieve a
good relative accuracy; i.e., the accuracy with which systems are ranked based
on performance or energy e�ciency. We compare our performance estimates with
measurements on two systems and achieve a good correlation of 0.8 for bench-
mark applications from SPEC CPU2006 and Graph500. The model we developed
evaluates a design point in a few seconds, showing the potential for a fast DSE.

The fourth contribution is an analysis of potential architectures for the SDP.
The algorithms needed to generate sky images are still actively researched, and
new algorithms are being developed to achieve the required image quality at low
computing costs. Constructing prototypes to analyze new algorithms and archi-
tectures is very time-consuming. Therefore, we apply our methodology based on
analytic modeling to key imaging algorithms used in current state-of-the-art in-
struments: gridding and the 2D FFT, covering 34% of the estimated compute
load. We perform a design-space exploration to find architectural properties that
lead to low power consumption of the computing system. The results show that
gridding benefits from vector units whereas the 2D FFT primarily benefits from a
high memory bandwidth.

The final contribution is a proposal for an architecture for the SKA. The results
of prototyping and the analysis using our analytic model are scaled to the full size
of the phase-one telescope. The proposed architecture for the SKA1-Low station
processor consumes 55 kW for all stations. The CSP for SKA1-Low consumes
5.3 kW for digital processing and for SKA1-Mid consumes 3.2 kW. For gridding
and the 2D FFT, the worst-case power consumption of the SDP is 3.3 MW for
SKA1-Low and 258 MW for SKA1-Mid for imaging with the full instrument at
the maximum bandwidth and resolution. Actual power consumption will be lower
as individual science cases will not use the full instrument. The results show the
potential of using analytic performance models for early design-space exploration
of exascale system architectures.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

We are standing at the dawn of the exascale computing era. Today, scientists
use petascale computing systems—computers capable of performing more than
1015 operations per second—for modeling, simulation, and prediction to progress
our knowledge in fields such as climate change, astrophysics, fusion energy, and
materials science. In 2010, the United States Department of Energy (US DOE)
released a report addressing the opportunities and challenges of moving to exa-
scale computing [27], a thousandfold increase in computing capabilities over petas-
cale. Computational science would not only benefit from the increased complexity
of problems such systems can solve, but they will also transform computational
science. Many real-world systems are described by multiple, interacting physical
processes. Scientists have only just started carrying out simulation of such inter-
acting processes with petascale computing, but these e�orts are still limited in
their spatial and temporal resolution. Fully-coupled simulations at high resolution
will become feasible with the advent of exascale computing.

One of the key examples of scientific applications that need an exascale com-
puting system is the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) [117]. The SKA is a future
radio telescope which will generate an unprecedented amount of data. It is es-
timated that an exascale computing system is required to process the raw data
into scientific data products that astronomers use to advance our knowledge of the
universe [38]. The telescope is seen as one of the projects driving exascale system
development and is the use case in this dissertation for the exascale system design
methodology we develop.

One of the many challenges that architects face is to design a system that
reaches exascale performance at an acceptable power consumption. Furthermore,
for scientific instruments like the SKA it is key to build a system that maximizes
scientific output. System architects need to employ a holistic design approach to
address these issues, an approach that considers all aspects of computer design
at once: from processor architecture and applications, to networking and storage.
The development of such methodologies was emphasized in 2015 by the signing of
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Figure 1.1: Extrapolation of TOP500 supercomputer data [127] to 2020.

an executive order by President Obama of the United States of America to speed
up the development of exascale computing [100].

1.1 Exascale system design

The 2010 report from the US DOE shows the challenging constraints on power
consumption that system designer face: although a 500-fold increase in computing
capabilities is required from 2010 technology, power consumption may only increase
by a factor of 3. The US DOE states that a power budget of 20 MW1 is acceptable
to keep the operational costs of such systems a�ordable.

We illustrate this challenge further by presenting data from the TOP500 su-
percomputer list [127] in Figure 1.1. We calculate the energy e�ciency of a su-
percomputer as the performance attained for the LINPACK benchmark (RMax)
divided by its power consumption. We plot this energy e�ciency for the top 10
systems at the end of each year of the past decade. The figure shows data from
the November lists, while for 2016 preliminary data from the June list is shown.

Based on the historical data, we extrapolate both the average energy e�ciency
as well as the best attainable energy e�ciency to 2020: the year that exascale ma-
chines are expected to be available. Based on this historical scaling, it is predicted
that we reach an e�ciency of about 14 giga-floating point operations per second
(GFLOPS) per watt. However, given the energy budget of 20 MW for an exascale
system, we need to reach an energy e�ciency of at least 50 GFLOPS per watt. One
method to close this gap is to increase the amount of specialization in exascale
computing systems and tailor the system to the workload it is envisioned to run.

1Throughout this dissertation, we use binary prefixes (based on powers of 1024) for all values
with byte as the unit of measurement and SI prefixes (powers of 1000) for all other cases.
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Figure 1.2: The IBM Roadrunner supercomputer. Image credit: Los Alamos National
Laboratory2.

Petascale system design. We place our current pursuit of exascale system
design further into historical perspective by looking at the challenges faced when
designing petascale systems in the past. In 2001, Dongarra and Walker [57] used
the TOP500 supercomputer list to predict that petascale systems would become
feasible around 2009, one year earlier than the goal of 2010. The article shows
one major di�erence between our current challenge and the pursuit of petascale
systems: although it was acknowledged that the predicted power consumption of
petascale systems was high, on the order of several megawatts, it was deemed to
be a�ordable. This is a crucial di�erence to today’s challenge to build an exascale
system.

The IBM Roadrunner supercomputer [81], installed at the Los Alamos Na-
tional Laboratory, was the first system to reach a sustained performance of more
than 1 PFLOPS running the LINPACK benchmark. The system is shown in Fig-
ure 1.2. It reached the milestone in 2008, two years before the goal of building
a petascale supercomputer by 2010. The work of Barker et al. [32] describes the
approach taken to design the system. They used performance modeling to predict
the performance of the Roadrunner, Jaguar (Oak Ridge National Laboratory), and
Jugene (Forschungszentrum Jülich) systems. For a set of applications, they con-
structed scaling models manually. Measurements on a 500-TFLOPS system served
as model validation and were used as the input to the scaling models to predict
the performance of petascale systems.

Workload-optimized systems. The energy e�ciency of computer systems
needs to improve in order to build an exascale system at the power budget set
by the US DOE. Historically, improvements in e�ciency of computer systems
have primarily been driven by a few key technologies, as shown in Figure 1.3. Un-
til 2004, e�ciency increased thanks to device scaling and the resulting increased
clock speeds at reduced voltage: Moore’s law in combination with Dennard scal-
ing. Around 2004, clock speeds peaked, and problems with high power dissipation

2http://www.lanl.gov
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forced the industry to move into a di�erent direction. As a result, multi-core and
multi-threaded microprocessors appeared, and the e�ciency of computing systems
was improved by harnessing the available data-level parallelism in applications [86].

It is expected that harnessing more parallelism by simply increasing the num-
ber of cores in a system is not su�cient to increase the computing e�ciency in
the future [86]. The energy spent in communication and the di�culty of finding
parallelism in applications will likely prohibit this [83]. Furthermore, we show in
Figure 1.1 that even if we can maintain scaling based on historical trends, we
will not reach the energy e�ciency required for an exascale system. As a result,
the community is moving towards workload-optimized systems. By using holistic
design approaches, it is possible to optimize the entire system—the computing
hardware, network, software stack, application, etc.—and design a system tailored
to specific applications. A system specialized for solving a specific problem can
achieve a higher e�ciency than a general-purpose system.

Hardware-software co-design. The models developed by Barker et al. [32] for
the design process of petascale computing systems are an example of hardware-
software co-design. We know co-design primarily from the field of embedded sys-
tems, where joint design of software and hardware is widely used to reach the
demanding power e�ciency requirements of battery-operated devices [116]. Both
Kerbyson et al. [80] and Shalf et al. [116] argue that co-design will also play a
critical role in exascale system design. Kerbyson et al. give three examples of co-
design where exascale system design can benefit: 1) co-design for performance, 2)
co-design for energy e�ciency, and 3) co-design for fault tolerance. With co-design
for performance, both the application and the system architecture are optimized
to achieve the best performance. An example of this is the modeling approach used
for the Roadrunner system. Co-design for energy e�ciency optimizes the complete
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system for low power consumption, which plays an important role given the power
budget for an exascale system. Lastly, co-design for fault tolerance is used to design
a system that behaves optimally despite experiencing faults.

Holistic system design. The co-design approach advocated by Kerbyson et
al. [80] is indeed important for exascale system design. However, we argue that
we need to go one step further: instead of performing co-design for performance,
power e�ciency, or any other metric separately, we need to have a holistic design
process. With holistic system design, we take all metrics into account in a single
methodology to analyze the trade-o�s. The underlying thought is that we need
to design a system that meets the performance, power, cost, and other goals at
the same time. Given the fact that we will not have much slack in any of these
constraints at exascale, a holistic system design approach will be key to successfully
design exascale computing systems.

1.2 Computing challenges in the SKA
In the early 1930s, Karl Jansky was the first to discover radio noise from ex-
traterrestrial sources, leading to the advent of radio astronomy [65]. Following the
discovery of these signals, Grote Reber was the first to construct a parabolic radio
telescope, a type of telescope we know today. Since the early days of radio astron-
omy, designs of radio telescopes have evolved considerably. Driven by the science
astronomers wish to pursue and the resulting scientific requirements, telescopes
were increased in size and sensitivity. As a result, many modern telescopes consist
of large arrays of many receivers, which allows astronomers to investigate weaker
signal sources and look deeper into the universe.

These trends become clear by looking at historical developments of radio tele-
scopes of the Netherlands Institute for Radio Astronomy (ASTRON) [28]. The in-
stitute constructed its first radio telescope in 1956: the Dwingeloo telescope. This
telescope consisted of a single 25-m parabolic dish and was, at the time, the largest
radio telescope in the world. Several years later, the need arose for a larger instru-
ment, leading to the development and construction of the Westerbork Synthesis
Radio Telescope (WSRT) in 1974. Instead of a single dish, the WSRT consists
of 14 25-m parabolic dishes spread out over a 2.7-km long east-west line. More
recently, in 2004, ASTRON constructed the Low-Frequency Array (LOFAR), an
aperture-array instrument spread out over large parts of Western Europe: nearly
80 stations—the aperture-array equivalent of a dish, and each consisting of many
simple dipole antennas—were constructed in The Netherlands, France, Germany,
Great Britain, Sweden, and Poland, forming a single radio telescope together.

Today, the worldwide astronomical community is designing the next radio tele-
scope: the Square Kilometre Array (SKA). Early designs for the SKA discuss a
system with thousands of dishes and antennas, spread out over hundreds of kilo-
meters [55]. Figure 1.4 shows an artist’s impression of the future telescope, to be
constructed in both South Africa and Australia. The receivers in such a system
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Figure 1.4: Artist’s impression of the Square Kilometre Array. Image credit: SKA Or-
ganisation3.

will generate data at a rate that cannot be reasonably stored and thus has to be
processed in near real-time. Furthermore, near real-time data processing ensures
that the telescope can be used to its full extent and that no break in observations is
needed to finish processing. In this dissertation, we define near real-time behavior
as follows:

Definition 1.1. (Near real-time) A system delivers near real-time performance
if it continuously processes input data at the rate at which data is produced by
the source. A near real-time system is always ready to accept data. However,
production of output data may incur a significant delay and no hard deadline
exists.

Figure 1.5 shows an overview of the processing chain for aperture-array instru-
ments such as LOFAR or as envisioned in the SKA. Processing consists of three
main steps, which we detail further in Chapter 2: station processing, central sig-
nal processing, and science data processing. Already for LOFAR, an IBM® Blue
Gene®/L supercomputer, for a short time in 2015 the number six on the TOP500
supercomputer list [127], was acquired to correlate the signals of the di�erent
aperture-array stations in the central signal processor.

For the SKA, the design challenges of the computing system are twofold. Firstly,
it is estimated that an exascale system, larger than any existing supercomputer,
is needed to process the data in near real-time [38]. Secondly, this has to be done

3http://www.skatelescope.org
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Figure 1.5: Overview of the processing pipeline for the aperture-array instrument con-
cepts.

at a very low power consumption such that operating the telescope is a�ordable.
This leads to the requirement of building a computing infrastructure with a much
higher energy e�ciency than can be achieved today.

1.3 Problem statement
System architects must consider myriad aspects in designing future exascale sys-
tems. A methodology is needed to obtain a thorough understanding of applications,
architectures, and their interactions to design an energy-e�cient computing sys-
tem that achieves the required performance. Architects need to combine knowl-
edge about algorithmic trade-o�s, processor architectures, accelerators, network
topologies, communication protocols, energy-saving techniques, etc. Assessing all
this information together is necessary to make optimal design choices.

For the SKA, this is crucial as well. The telescope imposes stringent constraints
on the computing system: it imposes a near real-time constraint on the processing
at low power consumption. Furthermore, design choices may influence the scientific
capabilities of the instrument. This leads to a large and complex design space
for the telescope and its computing systems, showing the importance of using
a holistic design methodology to optimize not only energy e�ciency, but also
scientific relevance.

The goal of this work is twofold. First, we want to provide system architects
with a methodology to estimate and understand the performance and energy ef-
ficiency of future computing systems as well as enable them to perform a large
design-space exploration (DSE) in a short time span with better accuracy than
back-of-the-envelop calculations. We facilitate this by developing an analytic model
to analyze future systems. Secondly, we want to understand the computing tech-
nology needed for the digital processing system of the SKA to reduce power con-
sumption to a minimum. We derive requirements on the computing systems for
the workload and propose an architecture based on the results of prototyping, on
the results of performance and power modeling of custom application-specific in-
tegrated circuits (ASICs), and on the results of a DSE using our holistic design
methodology.
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1.4 Contributions and outline
This dissertation focuses on an exascale system design methodology and its appli-
cation to the Square Kilometre Array. Although the SKA, introduced in Chapter 2,
features prominently in this work, the methodologies we develop and use are ap-
plicable to the design of computer systems in general. The main contributions of
this dissertation are the following:

1. An application-specific model to derive SKA computing platform
requirements. Chapter 3 presents an application-specific model to translate
radio telescope instrumental parameters into requirements on the computing
platform. The model enables us to understand the impact of design changes
of the SKA on the computing platform needed for data processing. We apply
the model to di�erent SKA instruments and assess the impact of several
configurations on the required computing and bandwidth throughput. Partly
based on results from this model, the SKA Organisation redesigned the first
phase of the SKA telescope such that it is feasible to construct given the
power and cost budget of the project.

2. Energy-e�cient computing elements for the first two SKA process-
ing stages. In Chapter 4, we introduce an ASIC solution that minimizes en-
ergy consumption for the station processor and discuss an ASIC design that
minimizes energy consumption for the central signal processor (CSP). To
determine which computing technology minimizes the energy consumption,
we analyze prototypes based on three programmable platforms—a CPU, a
GPU, and an FPGA platform—and compare the results with a model of the
potential ASIC platforms that are too costly to prototype in this phase of
the design.

3. A generic methodology for fast design-space exploration based on
a new analytic multi-core processor performance model. In Chap-
ter 5, we propose a generic methodology to analyze computer systems in
the early stages of the design process and to understand how applications
interact with the computing architecture they execute on. Prototyping and
simulation of computer systems are time-consuming processes and do not
have the capacity to analyze the large design space of future exascale com-
puting systems. In contrast, our methodology is based on a new analytic
processor-performance model. Analytic models are fast to evaluate and en-
able design-space exploration (DSE) of large design spaces.

4. Design-space exploration of SKA SDP compute nodes. We perform
a design-space exploration of candidate compute node architectures for the
science data processor (SDP) in Chapter 6. We apply the generic computing
system analysis methodology we develop in Chapter 5 and identify the ar-
chitecture that minimizes energy consumption for two key algorithms in the
SDP: gridding and the 2D FFT.
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5. An architecture proposal for the SKA computing system. In Chap-
ter 7, we propose an architecture for the computing systems in the SKA.
We use the energy-e�cient ASIC solution from Chapter 4 and propose a
system-level architecture for the station processor and CSP. The results of
the DSE of compute nodes in Chapter 6 form the basis of an architecture
for the SDP. Based on the computing requirements derived in Chapter 3,
we scale the architecture to the full size of the SKA and estimate the power
consumption of digital processing for the di�erent instruments.

Chapter 8 concludes the dissertation and discusses future work.

Related publications by the author. Parts of the work presented in this
dissertation were published in several scientific papers. The key contribution of
Chapter 3 is a model to derive computing and power requirements of radio tele-
scopes, presented by the author in [4, 15]. A minor part of the model was presented
earlier by Wijnholds et al. [14], while the model was later used by Vermij et al. [6].

The contribution of Chapter 4 is an analysis of several potential hardware
platforms to minimize the energy consumption of the station processor and the
CSP. Parts of the station processor analysis were presented in [17, 16]. The author
implemented the station processor software on CPUs and on GPUs. The high-
level station processor ASIC design was conceived by Schmatz et al. [13] and
evolved into the design presented in this dissertation. The author also developed
the power and area models for both designs. The CSP ASIC design is the work of
Fiorin et al. [10, 2]. The author studied existing implementations for the remaining
platforms.

The analytic multi-core performance model, presented by the author in [11], is
the key contribution of Chapter 5. The methodology for exascale system design is
composed of the analytic performance model combined with the work performed
by Anghel et al. [7, 9, 1] for the workload characterization and the work performed
by Mariani et al. [12, 5] on the workload extrapolation to exascale. The author
contributed to all of these.
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Chapter 2

The Square Kilometre Array

Astronomers strive to expand our knowledge of the universe. For their science,
they wish to look further back in the history of the universe and get more de-
tailed views of the sky. As such, they need increasingly larger and more sensitive
telescopes. Currently, the astronomical community is working on the design of the
Square Kilometre Array (SKA): a future radio telescope that will be the largest
of its kind in the world when constructed [52]. The design and construction of the
telescope is a worldwide e�ort led by the SKA Organisation (SKAO): an overarch-
ing entity representing the SKA, while several astronomy institutes and university
departments around the world lead the design consortia. Several consortia exist,
each focused on delivering part of the design: the physical manifestation of the
receivers, data transport and processing, local infrastructure for power delivery,
etc.

The SKA itself will consist of several instruments, together covering a large
fraction of the radio spectrum. The instruments will be constructed on the south-
ern hemisphere, in both South Africa and Australia. These sites were selected for
their relatively low background noise or radio-frequency interference (RFI). Con-
struction of the SKA is planned in two phases: in phase one, part of the telescope is
constructed as a proof-of-concept, which will be expanded to the full size in phase
two. However, the phase-one telescope will already be a valuable instrument for
astronomers and is a challenging telescope to design. Currently, the consortia are
focusing on the design of the phase-one telescope. The exact manifestation of the
instrument is still fluid. A baseline design was issued by the SKAO in 2013 [54],
while an iteration on that design, the rebaselined design, was released in 2015 [53].

In this chapter, we discuss the SKA and the computing pipeline required for
data reduction. Several di�erent computing pipelines are planned for, each tar-
geting di�erent science cases. The imaging pipelines generate sky images, while
the non-imaging pipelines, such as the pulsar search and timing pipelines, analyze
time series and return the time behavior of sources. This dissertation focuses on
the imaging pipeline as many of the science cases depend critically on e�cient
imaging [54]. In Section 2.1, we introduce the key astronomical science cases for

11
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the SKA. Section 2.2 discusses the phase one and two instruments in detail, fol-
lowed by a description of the imaging computing pipeline in Section 2.3. Section 2.4
summarizes the timeline for the design and construction of the telescope.

2.1 Scientific goals
In the early design phases of the Square Kilometre Array, the community realized
they needed a telescope with about one square kilometer of collecting area (hence
the name) to study the history of the universe in further detail. A telescope of
such size can be used to answer questions over an extensive period of cosmic time.
While engineers are working on the design of the instrument itself, astronomers
are developing a wide range of science cases. Several of these science cases were
identified as the key science applications of both phase one and phase two of the
SKA [36]:

• The cosmic dawn and the epoch of reionization. From previous mea-
surements of the cosmic microwave background we have an idea of how the
universe evolved when it was only 380,000 years old. In the subsequent 700
million years, the first stars formed in the universe. This period, the cosmic
dawn followed by the epoch of reionization is still shrouded in mystery and
the SKA can play a vital role in understanding this era in the evolution of
the universe.

• Planet formation. It is unclear how small pebbles surrounding young stars
are able to stick together and eventually form planets. The SKA will be able
of directly observing this phase of planet formation.

• Gravitational waves. Recently, gravitational waves were discovered [20].
One of the scientific applications of the SKA is the capability to detect more
gravitational waves and identify sources of such waves.

• Cosmic magnetism. Magnetic fields may play an important role in many
cosmic processes. The SKA will form the first detailed magnetic map of our
own galaxy, allowing us to study these e�ects in more detail.

• Galaxy evolution. The large raw sensitivity of the telescope allows as-
tronomers to perform the most extensive galaxy survey to date. The goal is
to reach one billion galaxies over 12.5 billion years of history, advancing our
understanding of the life cycle of galaxies.

• The bursting sky. The study of fast radio bursts allows us to map the
plasma content in the universe in greater detail then previously possible.
The SKA makes it possible to identify radio bursts and the associated objects
that emit them.

• Forming stars through cosmic time. It is known that the rate of star
formation has changed over the history of the universe. What is not yet
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known, is why these changes in the star formation rate occurred. The SKA
will play an important role in answering these questions.

• Cosmology and dark energy. Dark energy is one of the phenomena in
the universe on which we have little understanding. It is known that it plays
a crucial role in the universe, but we need more observations to be able to
model the phenomenon better. Measurements with the SKA should allow us
to improve on current models.

Besides these eight key science applications, many more have been identified
by the radio astronomy community. Many of them can be found in the book
“Advancing Astrophysics with the Square Kilometre Array”, edited by Bourke et
al. [145].

2.2 The telescope

The construction of the telescope is divided in two phases. In phase one, a part
of the telescope will be constructed as a proof-of-concept. At the time of writing,
the SKA consortia are focusing their e�orts on this phase. Over the past years,
several designs were proposed and iterated upon and the design of the phase-
one telescope is slowly evolving into a design that is feasible to construct at the
end of this decade. The original baseline design [54] was a challenging design,
which would have required significant improvements in computing technology to
be feasible for phase one of the SKA. After the consortia sent their initial feasibility
studies, partly based on the results of modeling computing platform requirements
and power consumption in Chapter 3, a rebaselined design [53] was proposed as a
feasible design point in the 2020 time frame.

The design of the phase-two telescope is still very fluid. It is expected that
the current phase-one designs will be extended with more collecting area. Fur-
thermore, one or more instruments will be added using technologies that are still
under development in the advanced instrumentation program (AIP). Some of the
consortia are already progressing towards a tentative design for these additional
instruments. It is of importance to notice that the rebaselining of the phase-one
telescope, has no consequences for the design of phase two.

2.2.1 Phase-one telescope

In this dissertation, we focus primarily on the rebaselined SKA phase-one telescope
as it is the most concrete design available. However, this section discusses both
the baseline design and the rebaselined design. The computing platform require-
ments and the estimates on power consumption for both designs are compared in
Chapter 3.
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Table 2.1: Instrument configurations for the SKA phase one according to the rebaselined
design [53].

SKA1-Low SKA1-Mid
Technology Aperture array Dish with SPF
Location Australia South Africa
Lower frequency 50 MHz 350 MHz
Upper frequency 350 MHz 13.8 GHz
Instantaneous bandwidth 300 MHz 1 GHz or

2.5 GHz
Polarizations 2 2

Phased-array configuration
Elements per station or dish 256 1
Beams 1 1

Telescope array configuration
Stations or dishes 512 133 + 64
Station or dish diameter 35 m 15 m
Max. baseline length 80 km 150 km

Rebaselined design

The rebaselined design for phase one consists of two di�erent instruments: SKA1-
Low and SKA1-Mid [53]. An artist’s impression of the two instruments is shown in
Figure 2.1. The two instruments cover di�erent bands of the frequency spectrum
and are targeted at di�erent science cases. As a result, each instrument uses its
own receiver technology. Table 2.1 lists the parameters of the instruments relevant
to this work.

SKA1-Low. The SKA1-Low instrument is designed to receive signals in the
lowest frequency band: from 50 to 350 MHz. At such low frequencies, parabolic
dishes are ine�cient and phased-array technology is used as it is more cost-
e�ective [63]. A large set of small antennas is placed in the field and grouped
in aperture-array stations, as is shown in Figure 2.1a. These stations form, after
beamforming, the equivalent of a parabolic dish.

In total, 512 stations are planned in the Australian desert, each with 256 dual-
polarized antennas. One beam is aimed at the sky per station. Each pair of stations
forms a baseline, the longest baseline determines the resolution of the final sky
images. The longest baseline for SKA1-Low is 80 km.

SKA1-Mid. South Africa will host the SKA1-Mid instrument, an instrument
based on parabolic dishes with single-pixel feeds (SPFs) (a single, dual-polarized
receiver element). Several di�erent feeds can be fitted to cover the frequency band
of 350 MHz up to 13.8 GHz. The instantaneous bandwidth is 1 GHz for the lower
frequency bands (up to 1.65 GHz) and 2.5 GHz for the higher frequency bands. A
total of 133 dishes are planned, with a maximum baseline length of 150 km.
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(a) SKA1-Low. (b) SKA1-Mid.

Figure 2.1: Artist’s impressions of two SKA phase-one instruments. Image credit: SKA
Organisation.

Currently, the MeerKAT telescope array, a precursor instrument for the SKA,
is constructed in South Africa [35]. MeerKAT will be operational as an independent
instrument when finished, but its 64 dishes are eventually incorporated into the
SKA phase-one instrument.

Baseline design

Although the original baseline design is outdated, we discuss the design to show
how the computing requirements model we derive later in this dissertation influ-
enced the design and was part of the rebaselining process. In the original baseline
design for phase one, three instruments were planned: SKA1-Low, SKA1-Mid, and
SKA1-Survey [54, 92]. Table 2.2 lists the parameters of the instruments relevant
to this work.

SKA1-Low. The total number of planned aperture-array stations in phase
one was 1024, twice the number of antennas as planned in the current rebaselined
design. The planned maximum baseline length was shorter with 70 km.

SKA1-Mid. The original SKA1-Mid design consisted of 190 dishes plus the 64
dishes of the MeerKAT telescope. The total baseline length was 200 km compared
with 150 km in the current design.

SKA1-Survey. For survey science cases (mapping of the radio sky) it is use-
ful to have a large survey speed. The survey speed is a measure of how fast an
instrument can observe one field after another. One method to increase the survey
speed, is to point multiple beams on the sky. For parabolic dishes, this is achieved
by mounting a phased-array feed (PAF) in the focal plane. With such a feed,
multiple beams are pointed around the main beam of the dish.

The SKA1-Survey instrument planned to use this technology. A total of 60
dishes were planned, each mounted with a PAF which pointed 36 beams on the
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Table 2.2: Original baseline design [54] of the SKA phase one. Changed design param-
eters of SKA1-Low and SKA1-Mid with respect to the rebaselined design are shown in
bold.

SKA1-Low SKA1-Mid SKA1-Survey
Technology Aperture array Dish with SPF Dish with PAF
Location Australia South Africa Australia
Lower frequency 50 MHz 350 MHz 350 MHz
Upper frequency 350 MHz 13.8 GHz 4 GHz
Instantaneous bandwidth 300 MHz 1 GHz or 500 MHz

2.5 GHz
Polarizations 2 2 2

Phased-array configuration
Elements per station or dish 256 1 94
Beams 1 1 36

Telescope array configuration
Stations or dishes 1024 90+64 60 + 36
Station or dish diameter 35 m 15 m 15 m
Max. baseline length 70 km 200 km 50 km

sky. The 90 dishes were to be integrated with 36 dishes of the Australian Square
Kilometre Array Pathfinder (ASKAP) telescope [51]. The instrument covered the
band from 350 MHz up to 4 GHz with an instantaneous bandwidth of 500 MHz.
The longest baseline length was 50 km. Currently, the SKA1-Survey instrument is
deferred to SKA phase two.

2.2.2 Phase-two telescope
The methodologies we develop in this dissertation are certainly also applicable to
the future phase-two design. However, at the time of writing, only little information
is available on how the SKA phase-one telescope will be extended to phase two.
Various options exist and a decision which paths to pursue will be made at some
point after the phase-one design process finishes. The decision will be based on
the scientific impact and the available budget. Some of the options include:

• Extension of the SKA1-Low instrument with four times as many stations
and larger baselines;

• Extension of the SKA1-Mid instrument to up to 2,000 dishes and larger
baselines;

• Equipping the SKA1-Mid instrument with wide-band single-pixel feeds for
an increased instantaneous bandwidth;
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• Construction of a mid-frequency survey instrument: either an instrument
like the deferred SKA1-Survey or a mid-frequency aperture array (MFAA)
instrument.

To give an example of the scale of the phase-two telescope, consider the phase-
two instrument based on MFAA technology: SKA-AAMID [67]. Its current design
consists of 250 stations of more than 166,000 antennas each. In comparison to
SKA1-Low, 300 times more antennas are constructed and nearly 3,000 beams are
generated per station, resulting in a 1,300 times higher data rate for all stations
combined. Similarly, the computing requirements will increase by a factor of 1,000
in the stations alone.

2.3 Imaging pipeline
The science cases can be divided in two categories: imaging and non-imaging sci-
ence cases. The imaging science cases use the imaging pipeline and the data prod-
ucts generated are either calibrated visibilities or sky images. The outcome of these
studies are, for example, statistics on source counts or background noise. The non-
imaging science cases usually deal with the transient sky: phenomena where time
behavior is studied—for example, gamma bursts or pulsars. These science cases
use the pulsar search or timing pipelines.

In this dissertation we focus on the imaging pipeline, and in particular on the
digital processing required. In this section we describe a potential pipeline for
the SKA instruments. We base the design primarily on the existing pipeline for
LOFAR [69, 107, 111]—a radio telescope array operated by ASTRON—besides
input from the SKA consortia and other institutes [45, 95, 123].

The digital processing pipeline of radio telescopes for imaging science cases is
broadly divided into three steps as shown in Figure 2.2:

1. Station processing. At a phased-array station or dish with PAF, analog
signals are digitized, channelized to increase their frequency resolution (di-
vided into multiple frequency bins), and beamformed. The station processor
reduces the data rate towards the centralized processing stages.

2. Central signal processing. Beam data from stations and dishes are sent
to a central signal processor (CSP), the first centralized stage, for further
channelization and correlation. Correlating two data streams and integrating
them over a short time span yields visibilities, representations of the Fourier-
transformed sky brightness distribution.

3. Science data processing. The CSP sends visibilities to the second cen-
tralized stage: the science data processor (SDP). The SDP calibrates the
instrument and creates a radio image of the sky. The final data products are
stored in the data archive where astronomers can access them.

Each instrument will have its dedicated processing facilities.
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Figure 2.2: Overview of the processing pipeline for the di�erent instrument concepts.

2.3.1 Station processor
The station processor for phased-array instruments performs the first digital pro-
cessing. A block diagram of the required processing steps is shown in Figure 2.3.
The primary goal of station processing is to reduce the data rate towards the cen-
tral signal processor. The station processor achieves this goal by beamforming the
antenna signals to point the telescope at a specific location on the sky. Only the
beam data is transported and, if the number of beams is smaller than the number
of antennas, the data rate is reduced. Station processing for an aperture-array
instrument, such as SKA1-Low, or a dish with PAFs, such as the deferred SKA1-
Survey instrument, is similar. However, this step is omitted for dishes with SPFs
as they already generate a single beam.

The first step after digitization of the analog signals is to channelize the an-
tenna signals over multiple subbands—increasing the frequency resolution of the
signal (at the expense of time resolution). Channelization is achieved using a set
of polyphase filter banks: a finite-impulse response (FIR) filter followed by a fast
Fourier transform (FFT). Beamforming points the phased array at a location on
the sky by delaying the signal depending on the beam direction and adding the
signals from di�erent antennas together, as shown in Figure 2.4. A complex gain
function implements the time delay and includes multiplication with various cal-
ibration parameters. The resulting data product (beams) are transported to the
CSP.

The response of the signal paths from di�erent antennas vary slightly, influ-
enced by various factors (for example, di�erent receiver temperatures or the toler-
ances of parts used). Before beamforming, it is possible to calibrate the station to
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Figure 2.5: Central signal processor.

correct for these e�ects. Calibration is performed per subband. First, the signals
of a subband are correlated for all pairs of antennas. The correlated signals are
input for the calibration algorithm (for example, StEFCal [113]), which updates
the calibration parameters used for beamforming.

2.3.2 Central signal processor
For imaging science cases, the pipeline of the central signal processor (CSP) is
the same for all instruments. It is the first processing stage where data from all
stations or dishes is combined and one CSP is constructed per instrument. The
primary objective is to amplify the astronomical signal in the direction of interest.
The strength of these signals is far below the noise floor and they are amplified by
correlation.

Data for each pair of stations, a baseline, is correlated. Each baseline measures
a spatial frequency component of the final sky image, determined by the length of
the baseline. The time and frequency resolution of the output data, the visibilities,
depends on the geometric distribution of the stations or dishes. As the Earth
rotates, the orientation of each baseline changes with respect to the sky. Both
the time and frequency resolution need to be su�cient to reduce the e�ects of
time-averaging smearing and bandwidth smearing to an acceptable level [37].
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Figure 2.5 shows a block diagram of the processing steps of the CSP. Before
the signals are correlated, three additional steps are performed first: the signals
are further channelized (or channelized for the first time, for instruments with
SPFs such as SKA1-Mid), aligned in time, and corrected for the bandpass of the
station processor’s filters. Channelization is done using another polyphase filter
bank (FIR and FFT) and divides the subbands into channels to reduce the e�ects
of bandwidth smearing. The time delay, needed to account for the geometric delay
between stations or dishes as they are spread out in the field, is done in two steps:
a coarse-grained, inter-sample time delay before the polyphase filter bank and a
fine-grained, intra-sample time (phase) delay after the filter bank. For phased-array
instruments, the response of the station processor’s polyphase filter bank is not
perfect within a subband. This e�ect becomes visible after the second polyphase
filter bank in the CSP and is corrected for by applying a bandpass correction.

The signals are correlated after applying the time delay and correction step.
The correlated data is integrated over some time interval. The e�ects of time-
averaging smearing are reduced by shortening the integration interval.

2.3.3 Science data processor
The science data processor (SDP) generates the final data products for the as-
tronomers to use. The goal of the imaging pipeline is to create high-quality images
of the sky and the SDP employs a self-calibration strategy to create these images.
Self-calibration is an iterative process where a model of the sky is fitted to the
input data: the SDP iteratively generates an improved image cube which is used
to find better calibration parameters. An image cube is a set of images of the same
location of the sky, one for each frequency channel.

A potential strategy for imaging is shown in Figure 2.6. There are three main
cycles in the processing chain: the calibration cycle, the major cycle, and the minor
cycle. Before we describe the pipeline in detail, the following coarse processing steps
are identified:

• Before any of the cycles execute the visibilities from the CSP are preprocessed
and stored in the visibility bu�er;

• Within the major and calibration cycles, gridding and a two-dimensional
FFT (2D FFT) create the (dirty) image cube from the visibilities;

• In the minor cycle the sky model is updated based on the sources extracted
from the image cube;

• Source extraction in the minor cycle is imperfect. In the major cycle, a new
image cube is created by first subtracting the sources in the sky model from
the visibilities after which weaker sources can be extracted in further minor
cycles;

• At some point, new calibration parameters are derived based on the improved
sky model in the calibration cycle.
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Visibilities received from the CSP are first preprocessed. Some of the visibilities
may be contaminated with radio-frequency interference and need to be removed.
Examples of (man-made) radio interference are airplane and satellite transmis-
sions, mobile phone communication, or poorly-shielded engines. Often, the RFI is
a narrow-band signal which only a�ects a subset of the frequency channels [101].
The first step is to flag visibilities contaminated with RFI and remove them. From
a science perspective, removing a few percent of visibilities due to RFI is not prob-
lematic: it might require to increase the total observation time by a few percent
to reach the required dynamic range. Furthermore, signals from very strong ra-
dio sources in the sky (for example, the supernova remnant Cassiopeia A or the
galaxy Centaurus A on the Northern hemisphere) are present in the visibilities
even when they are (far) away from the main beam of the instrument. Remov-
ing these sources from the visibilities is called demixing and needs to be done at
the highest time and frequency resolution. After demixing, visibilities are, based
on the science case, optionally integrated in both time and frequency to reduce
the processing load of the imager. The integrated visibilities are calibrated for
direction-independent e�ects using an initial sky model and known instrumental
e�ects.

The resulting visibilities are stored in a temporary bu�er. The first calibration
and major cycle is started and a dirty image cube (one image per frequency chan-
nel) is created. The visibilities are combined into an image in the Fourier domain
and a Fourier transform is used to generate the actual sky images. Current in-
struments use a 2D FFT to transform the image as it is computationally e�cient.
However, the FFT expects the Fourier image to be a regular grid of samples. As a
result, the visibilities—which are not sampled at a regular grid by the instrument
due to the distribution of receivers in the field—are first gridded before the FFT
is applied.

Gridding of visibilities involves multiplying each visibility with a convolution
kernel and accumulating the result to the Fourier grid. Each visibility has a location
in a three-dimensional (u, v, w) coordinate system. The u and v coordinates are
determined by the spatial frequency component of the baseline associated with
the visibility and the orientation of the baseline—which changes when the Earth
rotates. The w-coordinate is a result of the curvature of the Earth: the visibilities
are not measured on a plane as the telescope is constructed on the Earth’s surface.
The convolution kernel corrects for this e�ect, and the size of the kernel depends
on the longest baseline length in the instrument.

The convolution kernel is updated regularly. For phased-array instruments, the
illumination pattern, or beam shape, is di�erent for each station. The process of
generating the convolution kernels is shown in Figure 2.7. The illumination pattern
for both stations of a baseline are multiplied together, oversampled to the size of the
convolution kernel, and multiplied with the convolution kernel itself. The resulting
kernel is oversampled further using a backward and forward 2D FFT. Depending
on the exact u- and v-coordinates of the baseline, a subset of the oversampled
convolution kernel is selected to grid the visibilities.

After the dirty image cube is created, a number of minor cycles is performed:
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Figure 2.7: Calculation of the A-projection kernels.

the strongest source in the image cube is identified, added to the sky model and
subtracted from the images. Source extraction, or deconvolution, subtracts the
point-spread function (PSF)—the telescope’s response to a point source in the
sky—for each source from the image cube. Subtraction of sources in the image
domain is imperfect, making it impossible to find weak sources. Therefore, after
several iterations of the minor cycle a new major cycle starts. Based on the sky
model, the contribution of the sources to the visibilities is predicted and subtracted
from the measured visibilities in the Fourier domain before a new image cube is
generated. This new dirty image cube, or residual image cube, contains only the
source contributions that are not yet identified and a new minor cycle starts to
further improve the sky model.

At some point, no further sources can be identified as the artifacts of un-
calibrated e�ects (noise) are stronger than the remaining sources in the image.
Further major and minor cycles do not have the desired e�ect, and the calibra-
tion cycle needs to be completed first. Based on the sky model constructed thus
far, new calibration parameters are derived to correct for various instrumental and
direction-dependent (ionospheric) e�ects. Calibration parameters are updated and
a new calibration cycle is started.

After the instrument is calibrated the final data products are generated. The
sources added to the sky model are restored in the residual image and the resulting
image cube is stored in the data archive, ready for the astronomers to use. Another
option is to store the visibilities, corrected with the calibration parameters, in the
data archive.
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2.4 Project timeline
The SKA project is a large, worldwide e�ort to build a new radio telescope. For the
analysis performed in this dissertation, we need to have an indication of when com-
puting machinery has to be acquired such that scientific results can be delivered
as planned.

The first concept of the SKA telescope appeared around 1991 [117]. The first
concept system design was ready in 2012, with the subsequent release of the base-
line design in 2013 [54] and rebaselined design in 2015 [53]. The design consortia
started detailing the phase-one design in 2013 and are working towards tender and
procurement of the SKA phase one in 2017. Construction of the phase-one instru-
ments is planned to start in 2018, and is planned to be completed in 2023. Early
scientific output is already expected in 2020, using a partially completed telescope.
Together with phase-one construction, the detailed design process is started for
phase two. Phase-two construction is planned for 2023 and the final telescope will
be delivered in 2030.

In this dissertation we primarily focus on analyzing the phase-one telescope, as
a detailed design is readily available. As the tender is planned for 2017, with con-
struction starting in 2018, we expect the computing machinery to be constructed
using technology available in 2018. Although the computing machinery (primarily
of the SDP) will be gradually extended over time with newer technologies to keep
pace with telescope construction, we assume that 2018 technology will play an
important role in achieving the SKA phase one early science goals.
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Chapter 3

SKA computing
platform requirements

The design process of radio telescopes is a complex a�air. The design starts with
a set of requirements on the capabilities of the instrument, derived from science
cases, and ends with a detailed design for each component of the instrument. The
final design is feasible to construct when it meets the given cost budget (both cap-
ital and operating costs) and other constraints. A telescope consists of a multitude
of components, starting with the individual antennas or dishes, to amplifiers, dig-
itizers, computing infrastructure, support infrastructure (e.g., power delivery and
cooling), etc. For each subcomponent, requirements are derived from high-level
requirements which the design should meet. In this dissertation we focus on the
digital computing components of the SKA.

The science cases lead to scientific requirements on, for example, the sensitivity,
survey speed, or resolution of the telescope. These scientific requirements translate
into a high-level instrument design: the number of antennas or dishes constructed,
their physical distribution, receiver bandwidths, etc. Based on the imaging strategy
introduced in Chapter 2, we construct a model to derive requirements on the
computing system in terms of required processing capability (in ops/s or FLOPS)
or data bandwidths from the high-level instrument design. Eventually, a computing
system can be designed which meets these requirements.

During the design process, a cost model is needed to evaluate the impact of
design decisions on the feasibility of constructing or operating the instrument. Such
a cost model is used to assess trade-o�s during every step of the design process.
The result of the model can be a monetary cost, or an indirect measure of cost:
e.g., the power consumption or the size of the required system. If a cost budget
is provided, the designers can use these models to analyze feasibility of the design
and change the instrument if the cost budget is violated. In some cases the design
of the instrument can be changed without changing the scientific capabilities of
the instrument. However, changing the design may also lead to reduced scientific
capabilities of the instrument.

27
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In this chapter, we construct a model to derive requirements on the computing
platform for imaging science cases in Section 3.1. The model covers the three parts
of the digital processing pipeline: the station processor, the central signal processor,
and the science data processor. In order to evaluate each design, a cost model to
predict power consumption is derived in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, we apply the
models to the SKA phase-one instruments and discuss the computing platform
requirements and the estimated power consumption. A discussion of related work
is presented in Section 3.4 and conclusions are given in Section 3.5.

3.1 Model construction
The model we construct to derive requirements on the computing platform is based
on the imaging strategy described in Section 2.3. For the SKA, the processing must
be done in near real-time. That is, the total computation time may not be longer
than the observation time. This way, the telescope can observe continuously and
observations are not interrupted to finish processing. We derive the computing
requirements, in terms of operations per second, and bandwidth requirements, in
terms of bytes per second, for real-time processing.

We count arithmetic operations, additions and multiplications both count as
a single operation. Complex additions are counted as two real-valued operations,
while complex multiplications are counted as six operations. The model is inde-
pendent of an actual implementation and, as such, the model is independent of
the data type. The choice of data type (integer, single-precision floating-point,
etc.) depends on requirements on the dynamic range of the processed signals. For
example, both the station processor and the CSP can be implemented using either
integer or floating-point arithmetic to meet the requirements: the choice depends
mostly on which type achieves best performance on the target hardware platform.

3.1.1 Station processor
Instruments with phased-array technology use a station processor for the first
data reduction step. For dishes with single-pixel feeds, there exists no equivalent
processing step.

Each phased array contains Nelem antennas or receiving elements with Npol
polarizations each. Given the signal bandwidth �fsignal, the processor samples
signals of each element at the Nyquist rate of 2�fsignal. Following the block dia-
gram in Figure 2.3, the first step is to channelize the signal into multiple subbands
using a polyphase filter bank for each element and each polarization. The model
assumes that no oversampling is performed for channelization.

The polyphase filter takes as input the real-valued samples from the A/D-
converters and produces complex output samples (real and imaginary) per sub-
band. An Ntap-tap FIR filter performs approximately 2Ntap operations per sam-
ple and a real-to-complex N -point FFT algorithm performs 2.5N log2 (N) op-
erations [64]. The output of the real-to-complex FFT has Hermitian symmetry,
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and the number of subbands generated is half the number of points in the FFT:
N = 2Nband. The subband bandwidth and the sampling frequency are both �fband
for Nband = �fsignal/�fband subbands. Together, all polyphase filters for a phased
array station require

Rppf = Rfir + R�t = NelemNpol2Ntap2�fsignal

+ NelemNpol5Nband log2 (2Nband) �fband (3.1)

operations per second.
For simplicity, we assume that the sample size of the station processor is the

same throughout the processing chain. In practice, for field-programmable gate
array (FPGA) or ASIC implementations, the sample size can be di�erent for each
step to optimize the amount of resources used. Let bstat be the size of the samples
in bits, both the input and the output data rate of the polyphase filters is

Bppf = bstatNelemNpol2�fsignal = 2bstatNelemNpolNband�fband, (3.2)

where the signal before the polyphase filter is sampled at the Nyquist frequency
and the samples after polyphase filtering are of complex nature and have e�ectively
2bstat bits per sample.

The station beamformer uses a complex gain function to implement the time
delay in the frequency domain and to apply various calibration parameters. For
each of the Nbeam beams, beamforming involves a complex multiply-add operation
(eight real-valued multiply and add operations) per sample resulting in a compute
rate of

Rbf = 8NbeamNelemNpolNband�fband. (3.3)

The complex gains are applied per beam, resulting in a data rate before beam-
forming of

Bgain = 2bstatNbeamNelemNpolNband�fband. (3.4)

The output of the beamformer is transported to the CSP, with an output data
rate of

Bstat = 2bstatNbeamNpolNband�fband. (3.5)

This output data rate is independent of Nelem as the signals of all elements are
beamformed into one or more beams.

Station calibration involves both correlation and a solver to find calibration
parameters. The calibration parameters vary slowly with respect to the sampling
rate, so the processor only calibrates the station every few minutes using a subset
of the data. Let ·stat-int be the integration time—the time over which we collect
samples to correlate and accumulate the results—and ·stat-update the calibration
update interval. The data rate into the correlator is a fraction of the data rate out
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of the polyphase filter, given by the integration time and the calibration update
interval:

Bstat-cor = Bppf
·stat-int

·stat-update
. (3.6)

For every duration of the calibration update interval ·stat-update, the processor
only processes data for ·stat-int time. In contrast to correlating all data in real
time, the correlator computing rate is reduced by a factor of ·

stat-int

·
stat-update

. The cor-
relator computes 0.5NelemNpol (NelemNpol + 1) ¥ 0.5N

2
elemN

2
pol correlations, N

2
pol

correlations for each antenna pair. Each correlation requires one complex multiply-
accumulate or eight real-valued operations for a total compute rate of

Rstat-cor = 4N

2
elemN

2
polNband�fband

·stat-int
·stat-update

(3.7)

operations per second. For the calibration algorithm, we assume StEFCal is used.
StEFCal requires 40 operations per dual-polarized antenna element per iteration
of the algorithm [113], for a total of

Rstat-cal = 40N

2
elemNiter

1
·stat-update

(3.8)

operations per second, where it is estimated that Niter = 15. The calibration algo-
rithm updates calibration parameters for all elements, polarizations, and subbands
once every ·stat-update seconds, resulting in a data rate of

Bstat-cal = 2bstatNelemNpolNband
1

·stat-update
. (3.9)

Combining all equations together, the computing requirement of a phased array
station is

Rstat = Rppf + Rbf + Rstat-cor + Rstat-cal. (3.10)

3.1.2 Central signal processor
The CSP from Figure 2.5 receives data from the station processors or the dishes
and correlates the data. For the sake of simplicity, in this dissertation we use Nstat
to denote either the number of aperture-array stations or dishes with or without
PAFs. We assume that all samples have a fixed data width of bcsp bits. If the sample
width is di�erent from the station processor, a data conversion step is performed
first after which the data rate is

B

conv
stat = NstatBstat

bcsp
bstat

= 2bcspNstatNbeamNpolNband�fband.

(3.11)
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In case of dishes with SPFs, no station processor is involved and we calculate the
sample rate di�erently as

Bdish = bcspNstatNpol2�fsignal. (3.12)

Before applying the polyphase filter for further channelization, samples are
coarsely aligned in time. This time delay can be implemented using a bu�er and
requires no operations. The polyphase filter generates N

all
channel complex channels

per beam with a bandwidth and sampling rate of �fchannel and is similar to the
filter in the station processor, except it operates on complex data for instruments
with a station processor and the output has no Hermitian symmetry. As a result,
the computing requirement for the complex input data is

Rcsp-ppf = NstatNbeamNpol4NtapNband�fband

+ NstatNbeamNpol5N

all
channel log2

3
N

all
channel

Nband

4
�fchannel (3.13)

for data from stations or PAFs and

Rcsp-ppf = NstatNbeamNpol4Ntap�fsignal

+ NstatNbeamNpol5N

all
channel log2

!
2N

all
channel

"
�fchannel (3.14)

for dishes without phased arrays. Depending on the science case, either the full
signal bandwidth or a fraction of the bandwidth is processed. We assume that
this data reduction is performed immediately after the polyphase filters. Based on
the imaging bandwidth �fimage, the CSP correlates Nchannel = �fimage/�fchannel
channels where �fimage Æ �fsignal.

Before correlation, a fine-grained time (phase) delay correction and a bandpass
correction are applied. Both gains are combined using one complex multiplication
of six operations per sample and require

Rgain = 6NstatNbeamNpolNchannel�fchannel (3.15)

operations per second.
Data is correlated for each baseline (each pair of stations), and N

2
pol visi-

bilities are generated per integration period for each baseline. The total num-
ber of visibilities generated per integration period, including autocorrelations, is
0.5NpolNstat (NpolNstat + 1) ¥ 0.5N

2
statN

2
pol. Each correlation and integration re-

quires a complex multiply-accumulate (eight operations), and has a compute rate
of

Rcor = 4N

2
statN

2
polNbeamNchannel�fchannel. (3.16)

Depending on the integration time ·csp, the correlation step might either increase
or decrease the data rate towards the SDP. The rate at which visibilities are
generated is

Vcsp = 0.5N

2
statN

2
polNbeamNchannel

1
·csp

(3.17)
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resulting in a data bandwidth of

Bcsp = 2bcspVcsp. (3.18)

The total compute requirement for the CSP is determined by combining the
equations. The required compute rate is

Rcsp = Rcsp-ppf + Rgain + Rcor (3.19)

operations per second.

3.1.3 Science data processor
The SDP receives visibilities from the CSP and creates sky images for each beam.
We follow the imaging strategy from Figure 2.6 and assume an imaging approach
based on w-snapshots [48]. For w-snapshots, images are generated for a short
snapshot interval and recombined (reprojection) into a final image. Although re-
projection requires additional operations, w-snapshot imaging significantly re-
duces the number of operations needed for gridding in comparison with naive
w-projection [48], and, as a result, reduces the overall computing requirement.
The snapshot time is optimized to minimize the operation count. Before the itera-
tive imaging process starts, the data is preprocessed. The model includes the cost
of RFI flagging and direction-independent calibration, the cost of demixing is not
included.

The first step we model is RFI flagging. Data received from the CSP is flagged
using the AOFlagger tool. A model derived for the AOFlagger, used by LOFAR,
estimates 278 operations per visibility to remove RFI [101], leading to a compute
requirement of

Rrfi = 278Vcsp (3.20)

operations per second. We neglect data reduction due to RFI flagging, as in practice
RFI contaminates only a small percentage of the data.

If bandwidth smearing requirements allow, we integrate several frequency chan-
nels together after RFI flagging and demixing. We calculate the number of channels
integrated as N = Â�fsdp/�fchannelÊ, where �fsdp is the minimum channel width
based on bandwidth smearing requirements given by Alexander et al. [22] as

�fsdp = 0.1Dstatflow
Bmax

, (3.21)

where Dstat is the station or dish diameter, flow the lowest frequency in the signal
band, and Bmax the maximum baseline length. The number of images in one image
cube is then

Nimage≠channel =
I

Nchannel, if N = 0
N

channel

N , otherwise.
(3.22)
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Note that in the case the bandwidth smearing requirement leads to narrower chan-
nels than the CSP delivers, we do not increase the frequency resolution further
and the requirement is not met.

Although the exact calibration strategy for the SKA is not yet known, we
use a model for direction-independent and direction-dependent calibration derived
by Bolton et al. [34]. Preprocessing of the data involves calibration for direction-
independent e�ects and the process contains three steps: predict, solve, and correct.
In the predict step, visibilities are predicted based on the initial sky model. The
predicted visibilities are compared with the observed visibilities in the solve step
where the calibration parameters are determined. The solver is based on StEF-
Cal. Finally, in the correct step, the observed visibilities are corrected with the
calibration parameters.

Given by Bolton et al., the computational cost per visibility of the predict step
is

Cpredict = 64N

2
statNsources + 242NstatNsources + 128N

2
stat, (3.23)

where Nsources is the number of sources in the sky model used for calibration. They
estimate the cost of the solve step per visibility as

Csolve = 48N

2
statNiter, (3.24)

where Niter = 50. Correction is estimated at

Ccorrect = 64Nstat (Nstat ≠ 1) (3.25)

operations per visibility. Later in this section we use Equations 3.23–3.25 to derive
the cost for direction-dependent calibration as well.

The total computing cost of direction-independent calibration is

RDI-cal = (Cpredict + Csolve + Ccorrect)
NbeamNimage≠channel

·csp
(3.26)

operations per second.
Transforming the visibilities into a set of images in an image cube needs several

steps. First, baseline-dependent averaging [135] is used to reduce the computational
cost of gridding. Due to the short baselines in the core of the telescope, multiple
visibilities will contribute to the same pixels in the Fourier image. Integrating
these pixels before gridding is computationally more e�cient than gridding them
separately. The number of visibilities that are integrated is calculated based on
time-smearing requirements and the integration time for core baselines and is given
by Alexander et al. [22] as

·core = 1200Dstat
Bcore

, (3.27)

where Bcore is the maximum baseline length in the core. As a result, we integrate
M = Â·core/·cspÊ visibilities. A two-region baseline-dependent averaging strategy
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is used and the resulting visibility rate for one beam is

Vsdp = Nimage≠channel0.5N

2
statN

2
pol

3
Fshort
·core

+ 1 ≠ Fshort
·csp

4
, (3.28)

where Fshort is the fraction of baselines in the core.
The visibilities are gridded for each snapshot period Tsnap. The snapshot du-

ration determines the size of the convolution kernel. The size of the convolution
kernel is Nsupport =

Ô !
N

2
gw + N

2
AA

"
, where NAA is the support size to taper the

field of view and Ngw the support size for the w-kernel [47]. The snapshot duration
depends on Ngw as given by

Tsnap = Ngw
Dstat

0.5BmaxÊ

, (3.29)

where Ê is the Earth angular velocity of 7.27 · 10≠5 radians per second. The com-
puting cost of the gridding operation is

Cgrid = Nop2VsdpTcalN
2
support. (3.30)

Here, Nop is the number of operations required to grid one visibility to one grid
point and Tcal is the duration of one calibration cycle. We set Nop = 10 based on
an implementation of the gridding algorithm for LOFAR, and Tcal = 1200 seconds
and NAA = 7 based on experience with existing telescopes.

Computation of the gridding kernels itself is dominated by the cost of the last
(oversampled) 2D FFT in Figure 2.7. For every pair of stations and correlations,
a di�erent kernel is calculated based on the illumination pattern. They are re-
computed every ·A≠stability seconds. The cost of computing the kernels once per
calibration cycle is

CA-projection = Nimage≠channel0.5N

2
statN

2
pol

Tcal
·A≠stability

◊ Q

2
N

2
support log2

!
Q

2
N

2
support

"
, (3.31)

where the oversampling factor Q = 8.
After gridding, the data is Fourier-transformed into an image cube, containing

N

2
pol polarized images for each image channel and for each beam. The size of the

images along one dimension is Npixel = Á 3B
max

D
stat

Ë where the PSF is oversampled by
a factor of 3. The number of pixels is assumed to be rounded to the next power
of 2, as the computing cost of the 2D FFT is based on a radix-2 implementation.
One 2D FFT per snapshot time results in a total computing cost of

CiFFT = Nimage≠channelN
2
pol

Tcal
Tsnap

5N

2
pixel log2(N2

pixel) (3.32)

operations. Finally, the image cubes of each snapshot period are combined in a
single image cube. This is estimated at 50 operations per pixel [34], for a total
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computing load of

Creproject = Nimage≠channelN
2
pol

Tcal
Tsnap

50N

2
pixel. (3.33)

The total computing requirement for each of the di�erent steps depends on the
number of calibration and major cycles, Ncal and Nmajor respectively. Furthermore,
all computations for all beams need to be done within the length of one calibration
cycle, Tcal. The computing requirements in operations per second to generate the
image cube are thus:

Rgrid = CgridNbeamNcalNmajor/Tcal, (3.34)
RA-projection = CA-projectionNbeamNcalNmajor/Tcal, (3.35)
RiFFT = CiFFTNbeamNcalNmajor/Tcal, (3.36)
and
Rreproject = CreprojectNbeamNcalNmajor/Tcal. (3.37)

In order to provide the algorithms with su�cient data, the bandwidth out of the
visibility bu�er is

Bvis-bu�er = bsdpNimage≠channel0.5N

2
statN

2
pol

1
·csp

(3.38)

bits per second. The resulting dirty image cube is used to improve the sky model
in the minor cycles. In each minor cycle, the CLEAN deconvolution algorithm [68]
identifies sources and subtracts the point-spread function from the image. For
one iteration of the minor cycle, subtracting the PSF requires one multiply and
subtract operation per pixel, resulting in a computing cost of

Cextract = 2Nimage≠channelN
2
pixelN

2
pol. (3.39)

The total computing requirement for all beams, calibration, major, and minor
cycles is

Rextract = CextractNbeamNcalNmajorNminor/Tcal, (3.40)

where Nminor is the number of minor cycles.
After several iterations of the minor cycle, a major cycle is closed. Based on the

improved sky model, contribution of sky sources to the visibilities is predicted and
subtracted from the observed visibilities. This way, consecutive cycles can identify
fainter sky sources in the image. The inverse process of gridding and 2D FFT is
performed, which has the same computational requirement as the forward process:

Rmajor-predict = Rgrid + RA-projection + RiFFT + Rreproject. (3.41)

After several major and minor cycles, the calibration loop is closed. Direction-
dependent calibration finds new calibration parameters based on the improved
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sky model. The exact strategy for direction-dependent calibration is still unclear
and is likely di�erent for the SKA1-Low and SKA1-Mid instruments. Based on
Bolton et al. [34] we model direction-dependent calibration using the same three
steps as direction-independent calibration. However, the solve and correct step are
performed for multiple directions:

RDD-cal = (Cpredict + NdirectionsCsolve + NdirectionsCcorrect)

◊ NcalNbeamNimage≠channel
·csp

, (3.42)

where Ndirections is the number of directions to solve for.
The total computing requirement of the SDP is now given as

Rsdp = Rrfi + RDI-cal + Rgrid + RA-projection + RiFFT+
Rreproject + Rextract + Rmajor-predict + RDD-cal (3.43)

operations per second.

3.2 Power model
The requirements on the computing system for the di�erent instrument configu-
rations are given by the model derived in the previous section. The results give
system architects insights into the size of the computing system needed for data
processing and can be used to estimate the capital cost of constructing the tele-
scope. However, the model does not give insights into the operating cost of the
telescope.

In this section we present a power model which estimates power consumption
based on the total computing throughput. The power consumption of the comput-
ing system is a measure of the operating cost of the telescope and allows system
architects to trade-o� operational cost of the instrument with scientific capabili-
ties.

For each processor, we choose a likely candidate technology: FPGA technol-
ogy for the station processor and the CSP, and general-purpose high-performance
computing (HPC) technology for the CSP (as an alternative) and the SDP. We
analyze the CSP with both candidate technologies as an implementation based on
HPC technology can be implemented in a shorter time span. A potential strategy
is to first implement the CSP with an HPC system such that it is operational soon,
and later upgrade it with an FPGA system to reduce power consumption.

3.2.1 HPC platform
The later stages of the processing pipeline are implemented using floating-point
arithmetic. We use projections from the TOP500 supercomputer list to extrapolate
the energy e�ciency of HPC systems. Figure 3.1 plots the most energy-e�cient
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Figure 3.1: Extrapolation of TOP500 supercomputer data to 2018.

system each year in the TOP500—based on the peak performance divided by sys-
tem power—and projects the energy e�ciency towards 2018 for the SKA phase
one. The projection matches the observation from Koomey et al. [84] that the
number of computations per joule doubles every 1.57 years. We assume that the
SDP workload achieves a 20% implementation e�ciency—the system achieves 20%
of its peak performance—, as existing studies show similar poor e�ciency of key
SDP algorithms [98, 110]. The CSP workload can achieve a higher implementation
e�ciency on HPC systems [109], for which we assume a 60% implementation ef-
ficiency. Based on these numbers, we estimate that a system can reach an energy
e�ciency of 7.6 GFLOPS per watt for the SDP workload and 22.8 GFLOPS per
watt for the CSP workload in 2018.

Using such extrapolation models based on historical improvements of comput-
ing e�ciency should be done with care: it is uncertain if technology scaling will
continue in the future as it did in the past. As a result, extrapolating results far
into the future may lead to overestimation of achieved e�ciency. In this chapter,
we use the models to extrapolate to the year 2018: a modest two-year prediction.

3.2.2 FPGA platform
In the early stages of the pipeline there is no need for the high dynamic range of
floating-point arithmetic, and, in contrast to the later stages of the pipeline, they
will likely be implemented using integer arithmetic to reduce power consumption
with small bit widths. We expect that FPGA technology is used in the first stages
of the pipeline and base the FPGA power model on UniBoard technology [71].
The UniBoard is a digital processing platform designed and built by ASTRON.
The first production run was delivered in 2011. The platform contains eight Altera
Stratix IV FPGAs. Power measurements were done on a UniBoard system for the
beamformer of the APERTIF instrument [41]. Four boards consume 785 W while
processing at a rate of 10.3 Tops/s, resulting in an energy e�ciency of 13.1 giga-
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Table 3.1: Parameters for the SKA phase-one instruments as they are defined in the
baseline design [54].

Parameter SKA1-Low SKA1-Mid band 1 SKA1-Survey band 1
Instrument parameters

Nelem 256 n/a 94
Npol 2 2 2
Nstat or Ndish 1024 254 96
Dstat 35 m 12 m 12 m
Nbeam 1 1 36
Ntap 8 8 8
Nband 2048 n/a 2048
Nall

channel 262144 262144 262144
Niter 15 n/a 15
�fsignal 300 MHz 435 MHz 500 MHz
�fband 146.5 kHz n/a 244.1 kHz
�fchannel 1.1 kHz 3.8 kHz 1.9 kHz
Bmax 70 km 200 km 50 km
·csp 0.6 s 0.08 s 0.3 s
Bcore 6 km 9 km 10 km
Fshort 0.9 0.75 0.55
bstat 8 b 8 b 8 b
bcsp 32 b 32 b 32 b
bsdp 32 b 32 b 32 b

Configuration parameters

·stat-int 1.0 s n/a 1.0 s
·stat-update 240 s n/a 240 s
Nchannel 131072 262144 65536
�fimage 300 MHz 435 MHz 500 MHz
�fsdp 2.3 kHz 3.8 kHz 7.6 kHz
·core 6.6 s 1.6 s 1.2 s
Tsnap 42.3145 104.847 177.784
Ngw 3.07627 63.52 26.9269
Tcal 20 min 20 min 20 min
·A≠stability 30 s 300 s 300 s
Npixel 8192 65536 16384
Ncal 3 3 3
Nmajor 10 10 10
Nminor 100 100 100
Nsources 300 300 300
Ndirections 30 30 30
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operations per second (Gops/s) per watt. The APERTIF system operates at 60%
e�ciency, the stations processor’s and CSP’s regular algorithms map well to an
FPGA platform. By using the scaling law derived by Koomey et al. we estimate
energy e�ciency for FPGA platforms at 276 Gops/s per watt for 18-bit integer
operation in 2018.

3.3 Results
The models derived in the previous sections are used to derive requirements on
the computing systems for the SKA phase-one instruments and to estimate the
power consumption of the system. The models are applied to both the original
baseline design, as well as the rebaselined design. For all instruments, we analyze
the lowest frequency band (band 1 for SKA1-Mid and SKA1-Survey), the band
with the highest computing requirements. For SKA1-Mid, only 435 MHz of the
available bandwidth in band 1 is imaged as this is the only part of the band that
overlaps with the MeerKAT bands. However, the computing requirements are still
higher than for the full bandwidth of 1 GHz of band 1 without the MeerKAT
dishes.

We perform the analysis for continuum imaging science cases. Although for
continuum imaging only a single final image is created of the full bandwidth—in
contrast to one image per frequency channel for spectral line imaging—, the cal-
ibration, major, and minor cycles are performed at full frequency resolution to
construct accurate sky models for calibration. The time and frequency resolution
in the SDP are based on the time and bandwidth smearing requirements, limiting
the signal degradation on the longest baseline to 2% [22]. It is expected that the
resolution for calibration of continuum imaging science cases will not be substan-
tially di�erent from the resolution of spectral line imaging to reach the dynamic
range for the SKA [40]. As a result, we expect that the computing load is similar:
both spectral line imaging and continuum imaging require the high-resolution sky
model for calibration.

The parameters for the baseline design instruments are listed in Table 3.1. Most
of the parameters are retrieved from the baseline design document [54]. However,
not all required parameters are defined in the document. The number of taps in
the FIR filters and subband count, the number of StEFCal iterations, the station
correlator integration and calibration interval, the number of major, minor, and
calibration cycles and the number of sources and directions for calibration in the
SDP are estimated based on experiences with existing telescopes. The fraction
of core baselines and the core baseline length are assumptions that lead to a
reasonable reduction in computing load. Other parameters are retrieved from the
baseline design document.

We set three calibration cycles per 20 minutes of observing, with 10 major
cycles per calibration cycle and 100 minor cycles per major cycle. We set the
number of sources to calibrate for to 300, with 30 directions for direction-dependent
calibration. The number of pixels in the image is calculated based on the baseline
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Table 3.2: Parameters for the SKA phase-one instruments as they are defined after
rebaselining [53].

Parameter SKA1-Low SKA1-Mid band 1
Instrument parameters

Nelem 256 n/a
Npol 2 2
Nstat or Ndish 512 197
Dstat 35 m 12 m
Nbeam 1 1
Ntap 8 8
Nband 512 n/a
Nall

channel 65536 65536
Niter 15 n/a
�fsignal 300 MHz 435 MHz
�fband 585.9 kHz n/a
�fchannel 4.6 kHz 15.3 kHz
Bmax 80 km 160 km
·csp 0.52 s 0.08 s
Bcore 6 km 9 km
Fshort 0.45 0.4
bstat 8 b 8 b
bcsp 32 b 32 b
bsdp 32 b 32 b

Configuration parameters

·stat-int 1.0 s n/a
·stat-update 240 s n/a
Nchannel 65536 65536
�fimage 300 MHz 435 MHz
�fsdp 4.6 kHz 15.3 kHz
·core 6.82 s 1.6 s
Tsnap 52.0964 112.808
Ngw 4.32847 54.6743
Tcal 20 min 20 min
·A≠stability 30 s 300 s
Npixel 8192 65536
Ncal 3 3
Nmajor 10 10
Nminor 100 100
Nsources 300 300
Ndirections 30 30
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length and rounded up to the nearest a power of 2, as the computing cost model
for the 2D FFT is based on a radix-2 implementation.

The rebaselined design [53] attempts to increase the feasibility of the design by,
amongst others, reducing the computational load of the instrument. The primary
di�erence with the baseline design is that only two out of three instruments will
be constructed, SKA1-Survey is deferred to phase two. As the design of SKA1-
Low and SKA1-Mid have changed, several of the parameters (such as time and
frequency resolution) have changed as well. Table 3.2 lists the parameters for the
rebaselined design.

3.3.1 Baseline SKA phase-one design
Table 3.3 shows the computing and bandwidth requirements of the three instru-
ments in the original SKA phase-one design. For each of the three processing steps
we show a breakdown of the requirements for the key algorithms. Data input and
output bandwidths are given for each processing step.

Station processing is only needed for the two phased-array instruments, SKA1-
Low and SKA1-Survey. Channelization dominates the computing load for SKA1-
Low due to the large number of antennas, while beamforming 36 beams is the
main computing cost for SKA1-Survey. The station processor requires a sustained
computing throughput of 17.1 Pops/s for SKA1-Low and 3.5 Pops/s for SKA1-
Survey. In particular for SKA1-Low, station processing significantly reduces the
data rate from the antennas to the CSP.

For the CSP, correlation is the most compute-intensive algorithm for all three
instruments, which needs up to 5 Pops/s. For both SKA1-Low and SKA1-Survey,
more computing capacity is needed for station processing than for the CSP. It
should be noted that the SKA1-Mid correlator load is higher for wider bands, but
we analyzed band 1 due to the imager’s higher computing load. The data rate
decreases after correlation for SKA1-Survey due to a su�ciently long integration
time. In contrast, the data rate after correlation is higher than the input data rate
for both SKA1-Low and SKA1-Mid.

The SDP has the highest computing load for all three instruments. SKA1-
Mid has the highest computing requirements, with more than 900 Pops/s, nearly
1 Eops/s, of sustained throughput for near real-time operation, primarily due to
the 200-km maximum baseline. The computing requirement of SKA1-Low is ap-
proximately 237 Pops/s and 322 Pops/s for SKA1-Survey.

Figure 3.2 shows the relative breakdown for groups of algorithms. For SKA1-
Low, calibration of direction-dependent e�ects dominates the computing load due
to the large number of stations while the cost of predicting visibilities is responsible
for the largest fraction of processing for SKA1-Mid and SKA1-Survey. Visibility
prediction itself is dominated by the 2D FFT needed for the reverse imaging pro-
cess, both the forward and inverse 2D FFTs together account for approximately
40% of the compute load.

We apply the power model we derived for HPC and FPGA-based systems to
the computing requirements. Figure 3.3a shows the power consumption of station
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(a) SKA1-Low. (b) SKA1-Mid.

Calibration and RFI flagging
Gridding and A-projection
2D FFT and reprojection
Visibility prediction

(c) SKA1-Survey.

Figure 3.2: Relative computing load of the di�erent algorithms in the SDP for the three
baseline design instruments.

processing for all stations or dishes for both SKA1-Low and SKA1-Survey. With
about 62 kW, processing of raw antenna data is 5◊ more expensive for SKA1-Low
as it is for SKA1-Survey.

Power consumption of the CSP is analyzed for both FPGA and HPC technology
in Figure 3.3b. As can be expected from the model, power consumption of an HPC-
based system is 12◊ as expensive as FPGAs. For FPGA-based systems, the CSP
consumes 2 to 19 kW depending on the instrument. While for a HPC-based system,
a power consumption 25 to 235 kW is predicted.

Figures 3.3c, 3.3d, and 3.3e show contour plots of the power consumption of
the three instruments for the SDP. Di�erent science cases use the instruments
at di�erent operating points, which is reflected by the plots: we show the im-
aged bandwidth along the horizontal axis and the longest baseline length in the
observation along the vertical axis. For the baseline length, we assume that we
use all stations such that no baseline is used that is longer than the value along
the vertical axis. Note that the number of stations does not scale linear with the
longest baseline length: the core of the instruments has the highest density of base-
lines, resulting in many baselines shorter than 1 km. The color of the contour plots
indicates the amount of power consumed for that operating point.

The contour plots shows a few steps where power consumption suddenly in-
creases when the baseline length is increased. For example, for SKA1-Mid there is
a step around 130-km baselines. These steps are caused by a sudden increase in the
number of pixels in the image. The baseline length determines the minimum num-
ber of pixels, which are rounded to the nearest power of two. For the SKA1-Mid
example, from a 130-km baseline length onwards, the size of the image increases
from 32,768 pixels to 65,536 pixels resulting in a large increase in computing load.
This e�ect can be removed by using mixed-radix FFTs, which allow for a more
gradual increase in pixels.

The maximum power consumption of the SKA1-Low and SKA1-Survey instru-
ments is similar with approximately 35–45 MW. Maximum power consumption of
the SKA1-Mid instrument is significantly higher at 120 MW. The actual power
consumption of the instrument depends on the science case. As an example, if an
astronomer wants to image with SKA1-Low with all baselines up to 35 km and
50 MHz of the total available bandwidth, it consumes about 5 MW. On the other
hand, if an astronomer wants to image with the full bandwidth of 435 MHz for
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(c) SKA1-Low science data processor
with HPC technology.
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(d) SKA1-Mid science data processor
with HPC technology.
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(e) SKA1-Survey science data processor
with HPC technology.

Figure 3.3: Estimated power consumption of the instruments in the baseline design.
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SKA1-Mid with the same power consumption, only baselines up to 6 km can be
used.

Results of this study were used by the SKA SDP design consortium to analyze
the feasibility of the instrument. Paired with a power budget set by the SKAO it
showed to what extend the instrument could be used by the astronomers. Partly
based on that analysis, the rebaselined design was proposed by the SKAO.

3.3.2 Rebaselined SKA phase-one design
The results of the computing requirements analysis of the rebaselined SKA phase-
one telescope are listed in Table 3.4. As for the baseline design, we show a break-
down for the three processing stages. Only two instruments are planned in the
rebaselined design, SKA1-Low and SKA1-Mid.

Compared with the original baseline design in Table 3.3, rebaselining has re-
duced station compute requirements from 16.7 Tops/s to 15.1 Tops/s per station.
Halving the number of stations reduced the total amount of computing required
to 7.7 Pops/s. Furthermore, input and output bandwidths have halved compared
with the original design.

The reduced number of stations has a significant impact on the computing
requirements of the CSP. For SKA1-Low, the requirement decreased by a factor
of 4 to 1.3 Pops/s. For SKA1-Mid, the requirement decreased from 565 Tops/s to
316 Tops/s. In contrast to the original baseline design, the data rates out of the
CSP are lower than the input data rates. This is due to the lower number of
stations and dishes and the shorter maximum baseline length for SKA1-Mid.

The computing requirements of the SDP have decreased significantly as well.
In total, the requirement decreased by a factor of 6 to only 39 Pops/s for SKA1-
Low and by a factor of 4.5 to 201 Pops/s for SKA1-Mid. For both instruments,
rebaselining reduced the computing requirements of all key algorithms. The cost
of direction-dependent calibration decreased most significantly for SKA1-Low, due
to the reduced number of stations. For SKA1-Mid, the reduction in computing
requirements of the 2D FFT and direction-dependent calibration has most impact
on the overall computing load.

Figure 3.4 shows the relative breakdown of the computing requirements for the
rebaselined instrument. For SKA1-Low, calibration still dominates the computa-
tional load, although the fraction decreased slightly. For SKA1-Mid the relative
breakdown did not change significantly compared with the baseline design and the
cost of predicting visibilities, and thus the 2D FFTs, is still the largest contributor.

As for the baseline design, we apply the power model and show the results
in Figure 3.5. The power consumption for SKA1-Low station processing for all
stations in Figure 3.5a has halved compared with the original design. The power
consumption of the CSP decreased by a factor of 4 for SKA1-Low and a factor of
1.7 for SKA1-Mid.

Figures 3.5c and 3.5d show the contour plot of the SDP’s power consumption
for, respectively, the SKA1-Low and SKA1-Mid instruments. The power consump-
tion for both SKA1-Low and SKA1-Mid has decreased significantly compared with
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(a) SKA1-Low.

Calibration and RFI flagging
Gridding and A-projection
2D FFT and reprojection
Visibility prediction

(b) SKA1-Mid.

Figure 3.4: Relative computing load of the di�erent algorithms in the SDP for the two
rebaselined instruments.
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(c) SKA1-Low science data processor
with HPC technology.
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(d) SKA1-Mid science data processor
with HPC technology.

Figure 3.5: Estimated power consumption of the instruments in the rebaselined design.
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the original baseline design. The SKA1-Low instrument consumes at most 6 MW,
a reduction of nearly 7◊. The maximum power consumption of SKA1-Mid de-
creased from 120 MW to 30 MW, a reduction of 4.5◊. It is clear from the results
that the rebaselining process was successful: at the same power consumption, the
instruments can be used to a larger extent, although it should be noted that the
scientific capabilities of the instrument changed as well.

3.4 Related work
The computing cost, in terms of operations or time needed to compute a solution,
for algorithms used by radio telescopes is widely studied. Most related work dis-
cusses the design, behavior, or implementation of a single algorithm used in the
station processor [113], the CSP [50, 132, 101], or the SDP [47, 123] and derive
scaling models for the computational cost for di�erent telescope configurations.
Several studies focus on the implications of instrument system design on comput-
ing requirements. Yashar and Kemball [141] model various approaches to some of
the most important steps in imaging: gridding and the 2D FFT. They use an-
alytic models to analyze trade-o�s between di�erent algorithms for an SKA-like
instrument. A further analysis of gridding approaches for di�erent instruments
is performed by Humphreys and Cornwell [73] for the ASKAP telescope and by
Cornwell [46] for both the EVLA and the SKA. In contrast, the computing model
derived in Section 3.1 is a complete telescope model. Our model is partially con-
structed by integrating models for several individual algorithms from this existing
work, while we derived scaling models for the remaining algorithms. It provides
the telescope architects with a holistic view of the computing system and shows
the implications of design decisions beyond an individual processing stage.

Besides analyzing the computing cost of the di�erent instruments, several stud-
ies report the implications for power consumption. D’Addario [50] proposes an
ASIC design for the correlator and combines a computing model with a power
model based on extrapolation from previous ASIC correlators to derive estimates
for an SKA1-Mid-like instrument. A discussion of power and monetary cost for
single- or dual-band SKA phase-one aperture-array designs, partially based on
evaluation of earlier telescopes, is performed by Colegate et al. [44]. Furthermore,
Anghel et al. [8] use a bottom-up analytic model to derive power consumption of
the station processor and CSP for the SKA phase-one instruments. These studies
focus their analysis on analyzing and optimizing a specific part of the pipeline and
include power and cost for analog electronics for the station processor as well. In
contrast, we provide the system architects with a complete view on the digital
computing system with a model covering all three processing stages. Besides in-
cluding the SDP in the model, we also derive the requirements of correlation and
calibration for the station processors.

An accurate computing platform requirements and cost model is necessary for
the SKAO to design an instrument that meets the power budget and maximizes
the scientific output. Recently, Bolton et al. [34] discussed the model used by the
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SDP consortium. Our work, presented in Section 3.1, and their work was performed
in cooperation: they used our work [4] as a reference while we extend our work
using some of their models as well. We used the models from Bolton et al. for
calibration as well as the method to derive the optimal snapshot time and the cost
of reprojection for the w-snapshots algorithm.

3.5 Conclusions
This chapter introduced a model to convert telescope design parameters into re-
quirements on the computing system for sky imaging. We applied the model to
the baseline SKA phase-one design and to the rebaselined design and estimated
power consumption by extrapolating historical energy-e�ciency trends to 2018.

The baseline design consists of three instruments: SKA1-Low, SKA1-Mid, and
SKA1-Survey. The computing requirement of station processing is 17.1 Pops/s for
SKA1-Low and 3.5 Pops/s for SKA1-Survey. The CSP requires between 560 Tops/s
and 5.3 Pops/s depending on the instrument. The computing requirements of the
SDP are the highest: up to 908 Pops/s for the SKA1-Mid SDP. The most demand-
ing algorithms are gridding, the 2D FFT, and direction-dependent calibration.

The first-order power model predicts a consumption of up to 62 kW for station
processing for the baseline instruments. The power consumption is minimized with
FPGA technology for the CSP and is expected to consume up to 19 kW, while HPC
technology results in a larger power consumption of up to 235 kW. The power
consumption of the SDP is high: up to 120 MW for SKA1-Mid.

The rebaselined design contains two instruments: SKA1-Low and SKA1-Mid.
The computing requirement for station processing decreased to 7.7 Pops/s and for
central signal processing to 1.3 Pops/s and 316.2 Tops/s for SKA1-Low and SKA1-
Mid respectively. The cost of imaging decreased significantly as well, SKA1-Low
requires nearly 40 Pops/s while SKA1-Mid requires approximately 200 Pops/s.

The power consumption decreased similarly for the rebaselined design. Station
processing using FPGA technology consumes only 28 kW. For the CSP, predictions
for both FPGA and HPC technology also decreased to up to 5 kW for FPGA
technology and up to 57 kW for HPC technology. The power consumption of the
SDP has decreased significantly compared with the baseline design, with 6 MW
for SKA1-Low and 30 MW for SKA1-Mid. It will depend on the power budget if
the instruments can be used to their full extend.

The goal of the rebaselined design for SKA phase one was to design an instru-
ment that reduced capital and operating cost compared with the original base-
line design. From the perspective of digital computing needed for sky imaging,
the rebaselining process reduced the requirements significantly compared with the
original design. Overall computing requirements have decreased by a factor of 4.5
to 6, leading to the acquisition of a smaller computing system. Furthermore, the
results of power modeling show that the rebaselined telescope will consume signifi-
cantly less power, leading to lower operating cost. However, the rebaselined design
changes the scientific capabilities of the telescope.
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Chapter 4

Analysis of front-end processors

In order to come up with a proper computing system design, architects need to
understand the behavior of the workload executing on potential target hardware
architectures as to select the best platform for the task at hand. Prototyping is one
method for an architect to get an understanding of this behavior. The workload is
executed on a variety of target platforms and the performance or energy e�ciency
is measured. Usually, the prototyping platform is a scaled-down version of the final
system, potentially using earlier-generation technology if the target platform is not
yet available.

When prototyping using earlier-generation technology, the results need to be
interpreted to understand the behavior on future platforms. Platform features that
are beneficial to the workload are identified, as well as features that have a neg-
ative impact on the performance or energy e�ciency. This knowledge is used to
select the appropriate platform for the future system. Performance and energy-
e�ciency numbers can also be scaled to future technologies, as the decreased en-
ergy consumption for future technologies may influence the choice. Scaling can be
based on semiconductor technology roadmaps, observations of computing systems
in general—such as the doubling of energy e�ciency every 1.57 years as identified
by Koomey et al. [84]—or by prototyping on a range of older-generation platforms.
However, the accuracy of such approaches di�ers and technology might not become
available to fulfill the predicted scaling trends.

A downside of prototyping is the potential cost of the approach. The cost of
person-hours to e�ciently program a large variety of prototypes is potentially
large, as is the cost of acquisition of a large set of prototypes. For some platforms,
the cost of a prototype can be so large that it is not worthwhile to take the
risk of constructing a prototype that is ultimately not selected. For example, the
cost of prototyping an ASIC design can be daunting. For such platforms, it is
useful to identify the potential of a platform before a prototype is constructed by
performing a first-order comparison using analytic models or simulations against
other candidate technologies.

In this chapter, we use a prototyping approach to analyze which digital pro-
51
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Table 4.1: General-purpose platforms used to study the behavior of the algorithms
of the station processor and the CSP. Performance is for single-precision floating-point
operations (CPU and GPU) or integer operations (FPGA).

Platform Technology
node

Peak
performance

O�-chip
bandwidth

Intrinsic
operational
intensity

Intel® Xeon® 22 nm 1,164 GFLOPS 40 GB/s 29.1 ops/byte
E5-2697 v3
Nvidia Tesla 28 nm 5,040 GFLOPS 16 GB/s 315.0 ops/byte
K40x
Xilinx Virtex-6 40 nm 921 Gops/s 19.8 GB/s 46.5 ops/byte
XC6VLX240T

cessing platform leads to an energy-e�cient design of parts of the SKA digital
processing chain. In Section 4.1, the prototyping platforms are introduced and we
use them to analyze implementations of two processing stages: the station proces-
sor in Section 4.2 and the central signal processor in Section 4.3. The workloads
for both processors are implemented on di�erent programmable platforms such as
central processing units (CPUs), graphics processing units (GPUs), and FPGAs.
Furthermore, we analyze a fixed-function ASIC design for each processor. The re-
sults are scaled to technology expected to be available for phase one of the SKA.
Section 4.4 discusses the related work, while Section 4.5 concludes the chapter.

4.1 Prototyping platforms
Table 4.1 list the platforms used for prototyping. For all three platforms, we list
the theoretical peak performance—either in FLOPS or in integer operations per
second1—and the total available o�-chip bandwidth. Using these numbers we cal-
culate the intrinsic operational intensity (OI) of the platform: the minimum num-
ber of operations the application has to perform on each byte of data to be able to
reach the peak performance. If the application has a lower operational intensity,
it is impossible to reach the peak performance. Note that the operational inten-
sity as defined in this chapter is not based on the memory bandwidth, but on
data links with the outside world, which will transport input and output samples
into and from the processors. The station processor and CSP operate continuously
on streaming data and providing the processing elements with su�cient data is
critical for performance.

The CPU we use for the experiments is a recent 22-nm Intel® Xeon® E5-
2697 v3 [77]. This 14-core CPU has a 2.6-GHz clock frequency and a 35-MB L3

1For the CPU and GPU implementations, we use floating-point arithmetic to achieve a high
performance. On the FPGA platform and for the ASIC implementation, we use integer arithmetic
to minimize the energy consumption. For both the station processor and the CSP, the choice of
data type depends on dynamic range of the signal as required by the SKA.
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cache and implements Advanced Vector Extensions 2 (AVX2) vector instructions
which include fused multiply-add instructions. The peak performance of the CPU
is nearly 1.2 TFLOPS. A total of 40 PCI Express (PCIe) lanes deliver a band-
width of 40 GB/s, leading to an intrinsic operational intensity of 29 operations
per byte (ops/byte) that an application needs to expose to be able to reach the
peak performance. For power measurements, we use the LIKWID performance
monitoring tool [128] to read the model-specific registers (MSRs) that implement
the running average power limit (RAPL) interface. The RAPL interface provides
a set of counters to measure the energy consumption of the processor package and
DRAM.

The GPU is a server-grade Nvidia Tesla K40x [99], we expect that server-grade
GPUs are needed in the large-scale computing systems of the SKA due to their
increased reliability in contrast to consumer-grade devices. The Tesla K40x is a
GPU based on the Kepler architecture, fabricated in 28-nm technology. The chip
has 2880 CUDA cores, which we operate at the boost frequency of 875 MHz for a
peak performance of about 5 TFLOPS. The card has 12 GB of DRAM installed.
A PCI Express 3.0 x16 slot is available to interface with a host system. The PCIe
interface has a theoretical peak bi-directional bandwidth of 16 GB/s, leading to an
intrinsic operational intensity of 315 ops/byte. We use nvidia-smi to monitor the
power consumption of the GPU.

For the FPGA platform, we use results from a recent study by Romila [112]. He
implemented the algorithms for both processing steps on a 40-nm Xilinx Virtex-6
XC6VLX240T FPGA [138]. The device contains 768 DSP48E1 slices for process-
ing. A single DSP48E1 slice performs an 18-bit multiply and a 36-bit addition
every cycle—counted as two operations—and the device reaches a maximum per-
formance of 921 Gops/s based on 768 DSP48E1 slices clocked at a maximum fre-
quency of 600 MHz. O�-chip bandwidth is delivered through 24 GTX transceivers,
for a total of 19.8 GB/s. The minimum operational intensity an application needs
to expose to reach the peak performance is 46.5 ops/byte. Romila used the power
measurement facilities of the ML605 evaluation board [139] to measure the energy
consumption of the FPGA.

A main concern for a fair comparison between the four platforms is the use
of di�erent technology nodes. In order to get fair comparison between recent and
more matured technology, we scale power numbers for all platforms to 22-nm
technology using CV

2 scaling based on the International Technology Roadmap for
Semiconductors (ITRS) [78]. We derive a power scaling factor from 40 nm to 22 nm
of 0.68◊ and from 28 nm to 22 nm of 0.89◊. We assume that the implementation
e�ciency stays constant.

4.2 Station processor
The workload of the station processor was introduced in Chapter 2. In this section,
we discuss implementations of the station processor for the rebaselined SKA1-Low
instrument. Instrument parameters for the SKA1-Low instrument are listed in
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Table 4.2: The computing load, bandwidth, and operational intensity for two key algo-
rithms of the station processor in the rebaselined SKA1-Low design.

Processing step Parameter Value
Compute 12.6 Tops/s
Bandwidth 572.2 GB/sPolyphase filter
Operational intensity 5.1 ops/byte

Compute 1.2 Tops/s
Bandwidth 288.4 GB/sBeamforming
Operational intensity 0.5 ops/byte

Compute 13.8 Tops/s
Bandwidth 288.4 GB/sTotal
Operational intensity 5.6 ops/byte

Table 3.2 in Chapter 3. The analysis focuses on the two key algorithms which
process the antenna data in a streaming fashion: the polyphase filter and the
beamformer. These algorithms are responsible for more than 90% of the compute
load and they have a near real-time performance constraint. We implement the
station processor on the platforms listed in Table 4.1 and discuss a tentative ASIC
design. A short description of the algorithms is given in Algorithms A.1 and A.3
in Appendix A.

As the station processor scales linearly with the number of antenna elements,
we compare the platforms in terms of energy and processing time per processed
antenna element for 1 ms of data. The amount of energy per processed element is
su�cient to derive which platform achieves the highest energy e�ciency for the
SKA. The processing time per processed element allows us to scale the system for
near real-time operation.

Based on the computing and bandwidth model derived in Chapter 3, we derive
the operational intensity (OI) for the di�erent algorithms. The total number of
arithmetic operations of each algorithm is divided by the amount of data each
algorithm produces and consumes, and we calculate the OI for both algorithms
separately and together. The results are listed in Table 4.2. The polyphase filter
and beamformer only perform very few operations on each sample and have a OI of
only 5.1 and 0.5 ops/byte respectively. The complete pipeline has a slightly higher
OI of 5.6, as intermediate data is assumed to stay within a computing element or
chip. As a result, we conclude that for the polyphase filter and beamformer, we
cannot operate close to the peak performance for any of the platforms.

As an example, the station processor’s workload on the Intel® Xeon® CPU
can sustain a processing speed of only 112 GFLOPS, accounting for the fact that
the listed bandwidth in Table 4.1 is bidirectional and station processing produces
less data than it consumes. If the algorithms execute faster, the data links cannot
sustain the required data rate into the processor and the CPU will idle regularly.
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Figure 4.1: Energy per processed antenna element using 1 to 14 cores without SMT
and with SMT (28 threads).

For the Nvidia K40x GPU the e�ect is even worse, as it may only reach 1% of the
peak performance based on the OI.

4.2.1 Programmable platforms
An implementation of the station processor is analyzed on the three programmable
platforms. We implement the station processor on the Intel® Xeon® CPU and the
Nvidia GPU and discuss an implementation on an FPGA platform by Romila [112].

CPU

For the FFT algorithm, we use the implementation available from the Intel® Math
Kernel Library (Intel® MKL). The FIR filter and the beamformer use AVX2 fused
multiply-add (FMA) instructions and allow the programmer to reach a high per-
formance on such systems. Furthermore, we use OpenMP to parallelize the appli-
cation. The station processor is trivially parallelized as the polyphase filter (PPF)
for each antenna is independent of each other. The final reduction step, i.e., beam-
forming, is performed as a parallel reduction.

Figure 4.1 shows the scaling of the energy consumption for di�erent thread
counts. We execute the station processor using 1 to 14 cores and see a decrease of
energy consumption from 63 mJ per antenna element while running on one core, to
15 mJ while running on 14 cores. The station processor benefits from simultaneous
multithreading (SMT). By running two threads per core part of the memory access
latency can be hidden. Running 28 threads on the 14-core processor results in the
lowest energy consumption of 12 mJ per antenna element.

Applications usually contain multiple algorithms which process data consecu-
tively. The way each algorithm accesses the data, determined by the data layout
in memory and implementation of the algorithm, may have a significant impact on
the performance. If an algorithm loads and stores data using unit stride, it benefits
from spatial locality. Exploiting spatial locality can lead to improved performance.
However, if an algorithm accesses data with a stride larger than the cache line size
of the platform, it cannot benefit from spatial locality and may experience de-
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Table 4.3: Four possible combinations of memory access patterns for the three algo-
rithms in the station processor.

FIR store FFT load FFT store Beamformer load
A Unit stride Non-unit stride Non-unit stride Unit stride
B Non-Unit stride Unit stride Non-unit stride Unit stride
C Unit stride Non-unit stride Unit stride Non-unit stride
D Non-unit stride Unit stride Unit stride Non-unit stride
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Figure 4.2: Energy consumption (a) and processing time (b) per processed antenna
element to process 1 ms of data in the station processor for di�erent data layouts using
28 threads.

teriorated performance. As a result, careful design of data structures in memory
optimizes the performance of the application.

For the station processor, we can choose the data layout in memory between
the three di�erent algorithms (FIR filter, FFT, and beamforming). Unfortunately,
the three algorithms produce and consume data in di�erent orderings: if the FIR
filter stores data with unit stride, the FFT reads the data using non-unit stride
and vice versa. As a result, there is no trivial data ordering. We distinguish and
implement four di�erent cases, listed in Table 4.3, as there are two options for each
communication step between algorithms.

Figure 4.2 shows the breakdown of energy and processing time per processed
antenna element for each of the four access patterns. The results show the influence
of unit-stride accesses for each algorithm: the algorithms consume the least amount
of energy and execute the fastest in those cases in which they perform unit-stride
loads or stores. For example, the FFT has the lowest energy consumption and
processing time for access pattern D (both loads and stores of the FFT access
arrays with unit stride). Unfortunately, the figure also shows that the positive e�ect
for one algorithm is mostly o�set by the negative e�ect of the other algorithms.
The lowest energy consumption is achieved for access patterns A and D. The
di�erence in energy consumption between A and D is less than 1%. However, the
processing time is 10% shorter than for access pattern D. Selecting access pattern
D over pattern A, leads to a 10% smaller system at an equal power consumption.

The analysis of the operational intensity of the algorithm showed that the
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performance of the system is maximized at 120 GFLOPS. We determine the per-
formance of the implementation by dividing the total operation count, using the
computing model derived in Chapter 3, by the measured execution time. The CPU
implementation of the station processor reaches a performance of 150 GFLOPS
when it is not constrained by sending and receiving input data. A final system
design for the station processor thus needs to use all of the available PCIe links
for data transport, which is still insu�cient to keep the processor occupied with
work.

GPU

The station processing kernels are implemented on the Nvidia K40x GPU. We use
Nvidia’s cuFFT [97] library for the FFT in the polyphase filter and implement
the other kernels ourselves. The intrinsic operational intensity of the platform is
high while the PPF and beamforming kernels have a very low OI. As a result,
the performance is likely limited by the PCI express bandwidth and we need to
use it e�ciently. We use pinned memory and transfer samples as 16-bit integers
which are converted to single-precision floating-point numbers on the GPU. This
approach e�ectively doubles the number of samples transfered per second and is
valid as long as the analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) capture samples at a lower
resolution. We overlap computations and PCIe data transfer to optimize the use
of the GPU.

Although we optimize data transfers over the PCI Express bus, the implemen-
tation is still bandwidth-bound. Measurements show that using pinned memory we
achieve an average PCIe bandwidth of 10.6 GB/s, which is insu�cient to keep the
GPU busy. As a result, changing data layouts between kernels, as was performed
for the CPU implementation, will not improve performance. The GPU reaches a
performance of 44 GFLOPS for the station processor, which is indeed about 1%
of the peak performance as predicted based on the OI.

The low performance of the application also results in a high energy consump-
tion. The GPU consumes an average of 163 watts during execution. For processing
1 ms of antenna data of a single element the GPU consumes 50.4 mJ. We estimate
an energy consumption of 44.9 mJ scaled to 22-nm technology based on the scaling
factor derived in Section 4.1.

One method to improve the energy e�ciency of a GPU solution for station
processing it to select a device with a better intrinsic operational intensity. A low-
power GPU will have a lower peak performance, resulting in a better operational
intensity for the same PCIe bandwidth. Such a device is potentially capable of
reaching the same absolute performance as the Nvidia K40x, while consuming less
power. A second option is to use an integrated CPU and GPU solution, such as
the AMD accelerated processing units (APU) [21], which eliminate the slow PCIe
link.
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FPGA

Romila implemented the polyphase filter for station processing in the SKA1-Low
instrument on a Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA [112]. He reports measured power numbers
on a single FPGA and scales the result to a system capable of real-time processing
of SKA1-Low data. Unfortunately, the power and area cost for the beamformer
are not analyzed. For a fair comparison, we increase measured power consumption
by 11% based on the additional processing required for beamforming compared
with the PPF as listed in Table 3.4.

For 262,144 antenna elements, Romila reports a power consumption of 470 kW.
We estimate that the power consumption for all stations increases to 522 kW with
beamforming. Per antenna element, the power consumption is 2 W or 2 mJ for 1 ms
of antenna data. Scaled to 22-nm technology, an FPGA solution is estimated to
consume only 1.36 mJ.

4.2.2 ASIC
A strategy to reduce the power consumption of the station processor is to design
and produce an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC). Such an approach
may increase the energy e�ciency by both specialization and integration of multi-
ple components. Unfortunately, the cost of producing an ASIC is high: it requires
a large investment in non-recurring engineering (NRE) cost (design time as well
as mask costs) before devices become available as a prototype.

In this section, we discuss a potential design for such an ASIC for the station
processor. The goal is to reduce the power consumption of station processing by
integration. By placing both the ADC and digital processing steps on a single chip,
we reduce the amount of data we need to transport and thus reduce the power
consumption. The ASIC design is an evolution of the design presented earlier by
Schmatz et al. [13]. Our contributions include the modifications needed for the
rebaselined instrument as well as the detailed power and area model. Our power
and area model was also used by Schmatz et al. to analyze the original ASIC
design.

Design

The design, shown in Figure 4.3, is coarsely divided into four main sections: the
ADCs, the filtering and down-sampling section, the image-rejection filter, and
calibration and beamforming. The path from an ADC to the image-rejection filter
section is an antenna channel. Antenna channels are always paired such that the
number of ADCs is a multiple of two. Each channel can be used to receive baseband
signals for the SKA1-Low instrument, or a pair of antenna channels is combined
in a Hartley image-rejection filter [108] to receive signals in higher Nyquist zones
for other instruments.

The ADC section integrates a transimpedance amplifier (TIA) and ADC to
amplify and digitize the antenna signal. We select an 8.8-giga-samples per second
(GS/s), 8-bit ADC developed by IBM [85]. Due to the 8.8-GS/s sampling rate the
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Figure 4.3: Block diagram of the station processor ASIC design.

chip can sample signals up to 4.4 GHz. In order to relax requirements on analog
filters before the ADC, we limit the design to an upper frequency of 4 GHz. The
high sample rate of the ADC allows application of the ASIC to other instruments
besides SKA1-Low. As an example, the ASIC can be used in the deferred SKA1-
Survey instrument which has an upper frequency of 4 GHz.

The digitized samples are sent to the filter and down-sampling section. First,
an 128-tap FIR filter selects the Nyquist zone of interest. The filter is configured
either as a 500-MHz low-pass filter or as a 1-GHz band-pass filter for the image-
rejection filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled to 1.1 GS/s, optionally
calibrated by amplitude scaling, and channelized using a 2048-point polyphase
filter which generates 1024 frequency subbands. Any number of frequency bands
are selected to match the bandwidth requirements of the instrument. For example,
for SKA1-Low, 547 bands are selected for the 300 MHz signal bandwidth2.

In the beamforming and o�-chip transport section, the signals from all antennas
are calibrated and beamformed. The resulting output data rate for a single beam,
based on 2 ◊ 16-bit complex samples, is 17.6 Gb/s for the full 550 MHz signal
bandwidth. The samples are optionally truncated to 8 bit to match SKA1-Low
requirements.

Multiple chips are daisy-chained to beamform any number of antennas. The
data bandwidth per beam is independent of the total number of antennas, and
imposes no limitation on the total number of antennas beamformed. The ASIC
contains additional data I/O ports to connect to the station correlator and to
receive calibration parameters.

Two antenna channels are optionally combined to create a Hartley image-
rejection filter. The local oscillator (LO) in the filter and down-sampling section is
configured to select any 1.1-GHz band between 0 and 4.4 GHz. Before beamform-
ing, a 90-degree phase shift and adder combine the two antenna channels and are
configured to select either the high or low 550 MHz in the 1.1-GHz band.

2The total number of frequency bands and their bandwidth is di�erent than the other imple-
mentations. However, the total processed bandwidth is the same as the channels are narrower.
As a result, this has little to no impact on the scientific capabilities of the instrument.
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Table 4.4: Power and area estimates for MAC unit cells in 22-nm technology.

MAC use Word size Clock Power Area
FIR filter 8 bit 0.9 ns 0.50 mW 1070 µm2

PPF and beamformer 16 bit 0.9 ns 0.83 mW 1850 µm2

Power and area estimates

We derive a first-order model to estimate the power consumption and the die area
of our solution when implemented using 22-nm CMOS technology. We assume that
area and power consumption are dominated by the analog-to-digital converters
(ADCs), the multiply-accumulators, the on-chip RAM, and the o�-chip transport.
For each part where 22-nm numbers are unavailable, we scale technology based
on the ITRS roadmap [78]. Power is assumed to scale by a factor of 0.84 per
technology node, area by a factor of 0.74.

The low-power and area-e�cient ADC was developed by Kull et al. [85]. The
current 8.8-GS/s ADC3 in 32-nm technology uses a chip area of 0.025 mm2 and con-
sumes 49 mW. Scaling these numbers to 22 nm results in a chip area of 0.019 mm2

and a power consumption of 41 mW. Each pair of antenna channels needs a chip
area of 0.038 mm2 and consumes 82 mW power.

Power and area of the multiply-accumulate (MAC) unit cells are estimated
using synthesis tools and are implemented using standard threshold voltage (SVT)
transistors in 22 nm. Synthesis results for MAC cells operating on di�erent word
widths used in the design are summarized in Table 4.4.

The 128-tap FIR filter is clocked at 1.1 GHz and calculates a new output sample
every cycle. As each tap in an FIR filter is implemented using one MAC, 128 MAC
unit cells are needed per filter. The two FIR filters for a pair of antenna channels
need an area of 0.27 mm2 and consume 128 mW.

The polyphase filter consist of an FIR filter followed by an FFT. The real-to-
complex FFTs for two antenna channels are combined into a single complex-to-
complex FFT. The PPF is implemented using 8 MAC cells per antenna channel
for the FIR filters and an estimated 36 MAC cells for the complex-to-complex
FFT. The 52 MAC cells for two antenna channels consume 43 mW and require
0.096 mm2.

Calibration and beamforming of the samples requires an additional 16 MAC
cells for one beam. In 22-nm technology, these cells consume 13 mW and 0.03 mm2.

For the RAM technology, we select embedded DRAM (eDRAM) technology
and estimate the power consumption and area using CACTI 5.3 [72]. The model
is configured for each DRAM element and the number of memory elements and
access width is optimized to reduce the power consumption and area. The model
includes the energy consumption per access, where we assume read and write

3The ADC is not available on the market as a stand-alone part. Power consumption of a
stand-alone ADC would be higher due to high-bitrate o�-chip transport, which we do not need
in our integrated design.
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Table 4.5: Power and area estimates of di�erent eDRAM macros in 22-nm technology
for one pair of antenna channels.

EDRAM macro Size Width Power consumption AreaRead/write Leakage
FIR coe�cients 32,768 B 128 b 18.1 mW 2.2 mW 0.057 mm2

FIR samples 65,536 B 256 b 37.2 mW 6.5 mW 0.150 mm2

FFT twiddle factors 4,096 B 192 b 10.0 mW 2.3 mW 0.033 mm2

FFT samples 16,384 B 768 b 46.1 mW 8.4 mW 0.301 mm2

Calibration weights 16,348 B 128 b 12.1 mW 2.0 mW 0.038 mm2

Table 4.6: Power and area cost of di�erent components for 2 antenna channels and for
an ASIC with 32 antenna channels.

Component 2 Antenna channels 32 Antenna channels
Power Area Power Area

A/D converters 82 mW 0.038 mm2 1.3 W 0.6 mm2

MAC unit cells 184 mW 0.400 mm2 2.9 W 6.4 mm2

EDRAM macros 145 mW 0.579 mm2 2.3 W 9.3 mm2

O�-chip transport 352 mW - 0.4 W -

Total 763 mW 1.017 mm2 6.9 W 16.3 mm2

energy to be equal, as well as leakage and refresh power. We configure CACTI to
use LP-DRAM transistors for the data array, ITRS-HP for the peripheral circuitry,
aggressive interconnection type and global wires outside of mat, temperature is set
to 350 K, 1 read port, 1 write port, and 1 bank. The technology node is set to 32 nm,
the minimum supported by CACTI.

Table 4.5 lists the di�erent eDRAM macros needed in the design. For each
macro, we list the size and access width required, and area and power consumption
returned by CACTI scaled to 22-nm technology. For each macro, the access time
reported by the model is less than 0.9 ns. For each pair of antenna channels, the
static (leakage) power consumption of all eDRAM macros combined is 21.5 mW,
while the dynamic (read/write) power is 123.4 mW. The total area is 0.579 mm2.

O�-chip I/O is estimated at 5 pJ per bit [31]. The minimum data rate we need
to sustain is 70.4 Gb/s for one beam: each beam requires 35.2 Gb/s bandwidth
which is transported on- and o�-chip for daisy-chaining of ASICs. The o�-chip
transport to the correlator is 79 Mb/s for 2 antenna channels and 136 b/s to receive
calibration parameters. The o�-chip transport of data consumes at 352 mW for 2
channels. No area model is included for the transceivers.

The power and area estimates are summarized in Table 4.6. We estimate power
e�ciency for a design with 2 and 32 antenna channels. All components consume
a comparable amount of power for two channels, while only the ADCs consume
less than the other components. In terms of die area the eDRAM macros occupy
most space, more than 15◊ of the ADCs. When scaling to 32 antenna channels,
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Figure 4.4: Energy consumption of the station processor per processed antenna element
for 1 ms of antenna data at the measured technology node (a) and scaled to 22-nm
technology (b).

all power numbers increase significantly except the cost of o�-chip transport. Due
to beamforming, only a single beam has to be transported o�-chip and the energy
cost of o�-chip transport due to integration decreased from 30% to only 3% of
the total consumption. An ASIC with 32 antenna channels consumes 6.9 W and
has a die area of 16.3 mm2. The proposed solution consumes 216 µJ per processed
antenna element for 1 ms of data.

4.2.3 Comparison
Figure 4.4 shows the energy consumption of station processing on the di�erent
platforms. Figure 4.4a shows the measured results, while in Figure 4.4b the results
for the GPU and FPGA are scaled to 22-nm technology for a fair comparison with
the other platforms.

In 22-nm technology, the GPU implementation consumes most energy, with
44.9 mJ for 1 ms of data for one antenna element while the CPU consumes 3.6◊
less energy with 12.4 mJ. The GPU ine�ciency comes from the limited PCIe band-
width, which is insu�cient to achieve the high peak performance of the device.

Both FPGA and ASIC platforms reduce the power consumption by customizing
the data path: only functionality required for the station processor is implemented
and the width of the data path is decreased to match requirements on the dynamic
range of the signal for the SKA instruments. In contrast to the CPU and GPU
platforms, which use a 32-bit data path, both the FPGA and ASIC reduce the
data path to 8 or 16 bit to reduce the size of the adder and multiplication circuits,
reducing the energy consumption.

Implementing the station processor with an FPGA solution would increase en-
ergy e�ciency by a factor of 9 over the CPU solution, while the highest energy
e�ciency is obtained using ASICs. The ASIC solution consumes 209 µJ for pro-
cessing 1 ms of antenna data for one element. Based on these numbers, selecting an
ASIC solution over FPGAs leads to an energy saving of almost 7◊. Even though
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Table 4.7: The computing load, bandwidth, and operational intensity for key CSP
algorithms in the rebaselined SKA1-Low design.

Processing step Parameter Value
Compute 30.4 Tops/s
Bandwidth 2.8 TB/sPolyphase filter
Operational intensity 1.2 ops/byte

Compute 1.3 Pops/s
Bandwidth 2.7 TB/sCorrelation
Operational intensity 52.8 ops/byte

Compute 1.3 Pops/s
Bandwidth 1.0 TB/sTotal
Operational intensity 143.6 ops/byte

an ASIC is more expensive to design and manufacture, the investment can pay
o� given the large reduction in power consumption and the high cost of electrical
power in the desert.

In Chapter 7 we propose an architecture for the SKA. The proposed archi-
tecture for the station processor is based on the ASIC design to minimize energy
consumption. Based on the energy consumption per antenna element for 1 ms of
data, the ASIC solution consumes 315 kW less power compared to the FPGA so-
lution for all 262,144 antenna elements of SKA1-Low. Compared to the CPU and
GPU implementations, the power saving is in the order of several megawatts.

4.3 Central signal processor
For the analysis of the central signal processor we analyze the polyphase filter and
the correlator, together responsible for nearly the full compute load. We analyze
an implementation of the CSP on the platforms listed in Table 4.1 and discuss
a tentative ASIC design. A short description of the algorithms is given in Algo-
rithms A.2 and A.4 in Appendix A.

The PPF scales linearly with the number of stations, while the correlator scales
quadratic with the number of stations. We cannot define an energy metric inde-
pendent of the number of stations for our comparison. As a result, we compare the
di�erent implementations in energy and time required to process one integration
period of 525 milliseconds for 512 stations, one subband, and 128 channels per
subband—the configuration for SKA1-Low in Table 3.2.

Table 4.7 lists the operational intensity of the key algorithms. As for the station
processor, the PPF performs only few operations per byte produced or consumed
by the algorithm. The operational intensity is lower than the station processor as
the samples are four times as large (1 versus 4 bytes). In contrast, the operational
intensity of the correlator is much higher: slightly more than 53 ops/byte. The
operational intensity of the complete process is 144 ops/byte as the high data
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rate between PPF and correlator is assumed to stay within a computing element.
Both the input and output data rate are approximately 0.5 TB/s, lower than the
2.3-TB/s data rate between PPF and correlator.

On all programmable platforms we expect to reach a higher utilization for the
CSP than for the station processor. Theoretically, it is possible to reach the peak
performance on the CPU and FPGA platforms and 50% of the peak performance
on the GPU.

4.3.1 Programmable platforms
The implementations of the CSP on the CPU and GPU platforms are provided
by Romein [109]. As for the station processor, we discuss an implementation by
Romila [112] for the FPGA platform.

CPU

The code for the CPU platform provided by Romein [109] uses AVX2 instructions
and is parallelized using OpenMP. As for the station processor, the implementation
of the FFT algorithm is from the Intel® MKL library.

The algorithm achieves a performance of 737 GFLOPS on the Intel® Xeon®
E5-2697 v3 processor and consumes 158 watts during execution of the CSP appli-
cation. The CPU consumes 332 J for processing 525 ms of data for one subband of
all 512 stations. Processing of 525 ms data takes 2.1 seconds of execution time.

GPU

The GPU implementation of the correlator is also provided by Romein [109]. As for
the station processor, it uses the Nvidia cuFFT library to implement the required
FFTs and the code overlaps PCIe data transfers with kernel execution.

Compared with the station processor, it achieves a much higher performance of
approximately 2 TFLOPS. The CSP achieves almost half of the peak performance,
as predicted by the operational intensity analysis. At this computing speed, the
K40x GPU processes 525 ms of data in 779 ms and is almost capable of processing
the data stream of one subband in real time. During processing, the GPU consumes
154 watts, which results in an energy consumption of 120 J to process 525 ms of
data for all 512 stations.

FPGA

Romila [112] analyzed an implementation of the rebaselined SKA1-Low configu-
ration on a Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA. As for the station processor, he reports the
measured power consumption on a single FPGA and scales results to a full sys-
tem capable of near real-time processing of SKA1-Low data. He studied both the
PPF as well as the correlator and reports power numbers for each algorithm.
Two parameters of his configuration are di�erent with respect to the rebaselined
SKA1-Low system: the channel count of the filters is 128 instead of 512 channels
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in Romila’s design and the integration time increased from 660 samples to 2880
samples. For the channel count, we calculate a reduction in required processing of
28%, so we reduce the power consumption equally. For the integration time, we
assume this has no influence on the power consumption as, due to the streaming
nature of data processing, the total computing rate stays constant.

Romila reports a power consumption of 9.91 kW for the polyphase filter, which
we decrease by 28% to 7.14 kW due to the decreased size of the filter. The correlator
itself consumes 48.26 kW. The total power consumption of the CSP is 55 kW and
during processing of one integration time of 525 ms the 40-nm FPGAs consumes
56.8 J of energy.

4.3.2 ASIC design
The tentative ASIC design for the CSP is proposed by Fiorin et al. [2]. The
architecture is a programmable, near-data accelerator (NDA) using 3D-stacked
memory. The accelerator is based on a single instruction, multiple data (SIMD)
micro-architecture. The design is optimized for the CSP workload, but, due to the
programmable nature, can be used for other signal-processing workloads as well.

Design

Figure 4.5 shows the architecture of the accelerator design. A total of 20 NDA
cores, clocked at 333 MHz, are added to the logic layer of Micron’s 3D-stacked
hybrid memory cubes (HMCs) [74]. The authors consider an 8-GB HMC device
consisting of eight layers of stacked DRAM. Each layer has 32 2-banked partitions
of 32 MB called vaults, controlled by vault controllers. Each HMC can be connected
to either the host or another 3D-stacked device by using up to four 16-lane high-
speed I/O links with an aggregate bandwidth up to 480 GB/s. On the logic layer,
NDAs, link controllers, and vault controllers are connected through an on-chip
communication network.

Each NDA core consists of 64 functional units (FUs). Each functional unit
has its own private register file (RF) and a complex fused multiply-add (CFMA)
unit and is capable of performing single-precision floating-point operations. An
additional register file, the shared scalar register file (SSRF), is used to store scalar
values used by all functional units. Data transferred between the register files and
the memory vaults exploit the wide 32-byte bus. The SSRF serves as a bu�er,
where data is written using the wide bus granularity but read as scalars for the
FUs. All functional units operate in lock step, controlled by a micro-controller.
The micro-controller controls all aspects of the NDA: reading of operands from
memory and transfer to the functional units, processing, and write-back of results
to memory.

Power and area estimates

Fiorin et al. map the PPF and correlator algorithms to the accelerator and derive
a power and area model for 14-nm CMOS technology. For the purpose of this work,
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Figure 4.6: Energy consumption of the CSP for one subband and one integration time
of SKA1-Low at the measured technology node (a) and scaled to 22 nm (b).

we reanalyze their model for 22-nm technology. The total power consumption of
the design is 9.73 W and a single chip processes the 525 ms of data for 512 stations
in 478 ms. For processing data of one integration time, the design consumes 4.65 J.
The additional area on the logic layer of the HMC is 32 mm2 for the NDA.

4.3.3 Comparison
Figure 4.6 shows the comparison of the energy consumption of the CSP application
on the four di�erent platforms. Measurement results are shown in Figure 4.6a,
while results scaled to 22 nm are shown in Figure 4.6b.

Comparing these results with those in Figure 4.4 shows a much better GPU
e�ciency compared to the CPU for the CSP. The GPU consumes 3◊ less energy
than the CPU in 22-nm technology, while for the station processor the CPU im-
plementation was more e�cient due to the lower OI. Still, the energy consumption
of 106.8 J for the GPU is higher than the energy consumed by the FPGA and
ASIC platforms. The FPGA consumes 38.6 J and improves the energy e�ciency
by another factor of 2.7 compared with the GPU.

The ASIC solution consumes the least amount of energy of the four platforms.
It consumes 4.7 J when processing data for one integration period, another factor
of 8.2◊ lower than the FPGA solution. Note that the ASIC solution uses single-
precision floating-point arithmetic, while the FPGA use integer arithmetic with
less bits per sample in earlier stages of the CSP pipeline. Using smaller sample
sizes in the ASIC design can lead to further power savings, further decreasing the
energy consumption of the CSP.

The architecture for the CSP in Chapter 7 is based on the ASIC design to
minimize the energy consumption. Compared to FPGA technology, the ASIC de-
sign saves 33.5 kW for all 512 subbands. A general-purpose solution based on GPU
technology increases the power consumption by nearly 100 kW while a CPU solu-
tion increases the power consumption by more than 300 kW compared to the ASIC
solution.
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4.4 Related work

Existing radio telescopes implement phased-array station processing using FPGAs.
Various papers discuss the architecture of the station processors [133, 118, 126]
needed for real-time processing of antenna data, but do not discuss the achieved
energy e�ciency. The central correlator—the central signal processor in SKA
terminology—of early radio telescopes was implemented using custom ASICs,
while in the past decades implementations used FPGAs [105], CPUs [111], and,
more recently, GPUs [134, 82]. Both Romein et al. [111] and Wayth et al. [134]
discuss achieved the performance of the correlator algorithms.

Besides central correlators used in production, research on the performance and
energy-e�ciency of the individual central correlator algorithms on various hard-
ware platforms is carried out extensively in literature. For example, Van der Veldt
et al. [132] studied the behavior of the polyphase filters and Van Nieuwpoort et
al. [94] the behavior of the correlator algorithm, both on various CPU and GPU
platforms. They performed a similar analysis using the operational intensity to
determine the maximum attainable performance on a platform and discuss both
the attained performance and the energy e�ciency. Sclocco et al. [115] performed
a similar study for beamforming of data from phased-array stations. In contrast,
we studied a complete implementation of both the station processor and the CSP
on four di�erent hardware platforms and compared the results for the same in-
strument configuration.

Although custom ASIC solutions were used in the past for radio astronomy,
their use has diminished over the past decades when programmable platforms,
such as FPGAs, became capable of processing data at a much lower acquisition
cost. However, with the large radio telescopes of the future, the power consump-
tion of programmable platforms becomes a major limitation. To overcome this,
D’Addario [50] proposes, similar to us, the use of custom ASICs for correlation.
His solution is estimated to correlate a 1000-dish instrument with a power con-
sumption of less than 35 kW using a 90-nm CMOS process. In contrast to the
work from D’Addario, we compare an ASIC solution in recent technology to im-
plementations on general-purpose platforms and present energy savings for the
SKA1-Low instrument.

In fields outside radio astronomy, the performance of similar algorithms as
filtering, beamforming, and correlation is widely studied as well. An active topic
is the performance of beamforming algorithms on CPUs, GPUs, and FPGAs for
acoustic or ultrasound systems [124, 70, 93, 106, 23]. Most of this work focuses
on the performance achieved by the implementation. Energy e�ciency of FPGA
implementations is studied by Amaro et al. [23], they argue that the decreased
energy consumption of FPGA platforms compared with GPUs is beneficial for
situations where power delivery capabilities are limited. This is true in particular
for the SKA station processor and CSP as they will be constructed in the desert.
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4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we analyzed implementations of digital computing for the station
processor and the central signal processor of the SKA. We used a prototyping
approach and measured the energy consumption of a CPU, a GPU, and an FPGA
implementation. Furthermore, we analyzed a tentative ASIC solution for both
processors and compared their energy e�ciency with that of the programmable
platforms.

For both the station processor and the CSP, the programmable platform with
the lowest energy consumption is an FPGA solution. For the station processor,
the FPGA solution consumes 9◊ less energy than the CPU solution, while for
the CSP, the FPGA solution consumes 2.7◊ less energy than the GPU solution.
Furthermore, the results show that a high-performance GPU platform is a bad
choice for the station processor: the low PCIe bandwidth and the high peak per-
formance leads to an ine�cient use of the platform for applications with a low
operational intensity. In contrast, the GPU is a better match for the CSP, where
it consumes less energy than a CPU implementation, due to the high OI of the
correlator algorithm.

Energy consumption of both processors is minimized with a custom ASIC so-
lution. We discussed two di�erent ASICs. The first ASIC reduces the power con-
sumption of the station processor by integrating the analog-to-digital converter
with dedicated circuitry for digital processing. The design reduces the energy con-
sumption with 7◊ over the FPGA platform and is estimated to consume only
216 µJ per antenna element for 1 ms of data.

The second ASIC design we studied is aimed at the central signal processor. It
integrates a set of near-data accelerators with a hybrid memory cube. Although
the design uses a 32-bit data path and floating-point arithmetic, it achieves a 8.2◊
energy saving compared with the FPGA solution. The solution consumes 4.65 J to
process one integration time for the SKA1-Low instrument.
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Chapter 5

Fast exascale system modeling

The prototyping approach we used in the previous chapter is not well-suited to the
design and analysis of future exascale computing systems. A fundamental problem
is that future systems are simply not available for prototyping. Using prototyping,
we can get insights into how applications behave on todays systems, but building a
prototype that executes an exascale workload implies having access to an exascale
system in the first place. Furthermore, an engineer needs to spent many hours in
optimally programming each platform.

As a result, system architects have to resort to di�erent methodologies in the
early stages of system design. As an alternative to prototyping, simulators are
widely used to assess the performance and power consumption of future comput-
ing systems. Depending on the abstraction level of the simulator, this can result
in accurate predictions. A downside of the approach is its speed: modern simula-
tors reach a simulation speed of several tens of millions of instructions per second
(MIPS) for complex out-of-order cores [114], orders of magnitude slower than na-
tive execution. Simulating a full exascale system would require many instantiations
of such simulators.

When facing a huge design space, such as for exascale computing systems, both
prototyping and simulation are inadequate methodologies. Architects usually fall
back to back-of-the-envelop calculations or rely on experience to quickly assess
design choices. We propose a holistic design methodology based on analytic mod-
eling to support architects in the early phase of system design. Analytic models
allow the architect to quickly explore a large design space. The system architect
supplies a reference implementation of the application, which is characterized in
a hardware-agnostic manner for several workload sizes. The results are used to
construct a scaling model to extrapolate workloads to exascale. The application
properties, together with hardware parameters, form the input of the performance
and power model. We decouple application characterization from performance and
power modeling, such that the workload does not have to be characterized again
when architectural parameters are changed.

In this chapter, we present our methodology for exascale system design. We
71
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focus in particular on the analytic processor performance model which is at the
core of the system model. In Section 5.1 we discuss di�erent modeling techniques,
while we introduce our methodology in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 introduces our ap-
proach to extract application properties as input for the performance and power
models and extrapolate the results to an exascale workload. Our analytic per-
formance model for multi-core processors with vector extensions is introduced in
Section 5.4, which we validate against two hardware platforms and compare to
a simulator in Section 5.5. Before we apply our methodology to analyze an SKA
workload in the next chapter, we discuss our assumptions on the full system model
in Section 5.6 and the power model in Section 5.7. Section 5.8 discusses related
work, and Section 5.9 concludes the chapter.

5.1 Modeling approaches
Several di�erent approaches exist for modeling of computing systems. We distin-
guish the use of simulators from two types of analytic modeling: mechanistic and
empirical approaches. Besides pure models of a single type, hybrid models exist
which combine di�erent approaches. Example models are discussed in the related
work in Section 5.8.

Simulators

The use of simulators is wide-spread in the computer architecture community.
Detailed simulators allow the architect to accurately predict the performance of
computing systems. However, with increased complexity and parallelism of modern
designs, simulations are becoming slow. Increasing the speed of simulators is an
active research field, most of the proposals increase abstraction of the simulator
at the expense of reducing the accuracy.

Mechanistic models

Analytic models enable fast performance predictions of computing systems. Mech-
anistic models are a class of analytic models and are based on modeling the inner
workings of processors. Using mathematical formulas, they capture how applica-
tions interact with the system architecture. As a result, they provide the engineer
with insights on which e�ects limit the performance of the system. Such mecha-
nistic models do not capture all details of computer architectures and are built
upon simplifying assumptions. As a result, they likely have a worse absolute ac-
curacy compared with simulators. However, their relative accuracy—the accuracy
at which the model can rank di�erent architectures—can still be good, which, in
combination with their inherent speed, makes them useful in the early stages of
computing system design. Mechanistic models can provide better estimates than
back-of-the-envelop calculations.
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Empirical models

Another approach to analytic modeling are empirical models. Empirical models
are based on observations or experiments. Results of these observations or exper-
iments are use to train a model of the system, for example using neural networks
or regression modeling. Such models can achieve higher accuracy compared with
mechanistic models. Although such models are easy to train, generating a diverse
training set still requires either access to many platforms or many slow simula-
tions. This results in a long lead time for the approach when a new algorithm or
architecture has to be analyzed. A further downside of the approach is the lack of
insight they give the architect into why a certain performance is achieved.

Hybrid approaches

Di�erent modeling approaches can be combined into a hybrid approach. For exam-
ple, one could use detailed simulators to simulate the part of the system of interest
while using fast empirical or analytic models to model parts of the system that are
not studied, but are required for correct behavior of the simulator. Such methods
are used to raise the abstraction level of simulators and increase their simulation
speed.

5.2 Methodology
The goal of our approach is to provide system architects with a fast and insightful
model to perform the large design-space exploration needed for exascale systems,
such as, for example, for the SKA. The model gives the architect a holistic view of
the design space: it shows the influence of application and architectural parameters
on performance and power.

We focus on the early stages of system design and by using analytic models it
is possible to explore a large design space in a short time span. In the early design
stages it is important to have a high relative accuracy: early in the design process
it is essential to select the right candidate platforms. Later in the design process,
modeling approaches with increasingly lower abstraction levels are used to improve
absolute accuracy of performance and power predictions. However, such modeling
approaches, for example simulators, run significantly slower and cannot be used
to explore a large design space.

Figure 5.1 shows an overview of our framework. We distinguish three major
parts: 1) PISA—the platform-independent software analysis tool—, 2) ExtrAX—
the workload extrapolation tool—and 3) ExaBounds—the performance and power
models. The methodology we propose is a hybrid approach and combines both
mechanistic and empirical models to construct a full system model. We minimize
the use of empirical models as to minimize the number of experiments needed to
train such models and only use them for the application-specific models of ExtrAX.
At the core of our approach, we rely on mechanistic models for a fast evaluation of
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Figure 5.1: Overview of our framework for exascale computer system design.

di�erent design points and to provide architects with insights on the performance
bottlenecks.

The PISA tool [9] is a hardware-independent application analysis tool based on
the LLVM compiler framework [87]. Run-time analysis routines gather the required
application properties, averages over the application’s runtime, which serve as
input to the analytic model. Examples of properties include the instruction mix,
instruction-level parallelism (ILP), or memory reuse patterns.

We cannot gather properties of exascale workloads, as analyzing an exascale
system is not feasible with today’s systems. As a result, we use PISA to characterize
applications at a smaller scale. We scale the workload properties to the target scale
using ExtrAX [5]. ExtrAX employs an empirical modeling approach to construct
an extrapolation model using regression techniques.

The scaled workload properties together with hardware parameters form the
input to the performance and power models for compute nodes in ExaBounds. We
define a compute node as:

Definition 5.1. (Compute node) A compute node is a building block of a large-
scale computing system containing exactly one single- or multi-core processor, an
associated main memory, and one or more network interfaces1.

In this chapter we focus on the analytic processor-performance model. Fur-
thermore, we integrate existing models for prediction of the power consumption of
compute nodes.

5.3 Application analysis and workload scaling
The goal of the application analysis is to measure the inherent properties of exa-
scale applications in a hardware-independent manner. We wish to analyze the

1In practice, a compute node may contain any number of accelerators. However, in the context
of this work we do not consider such accelerators. An extension of the model with accelerators
is left for future work.
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compiler [1].

application while running on an ideal architecture such that we do not measure
deficiencies of the platform hosting the analysis. Examples of deficiencies include
spill code needed due to limited number of registers available or the availability
of certain functional units. Of course, such deficiencies impact the performance of
the application, but the task of capturing such e�ects is part of the performance
model. A major advantage of analyzing on an ideal architecture is that it leads
to a decoupled approach where workload properties are measured independently
of hardware. With such an approach, we do not have to reanalyze the application
when architectural parameters change.

5.3.1 Platform-independent software analysis
The platform-independent software analysis tool [1] is based on the LLVM compiler
framework. The LLVM compiler front-end compiles application code to an inter-
mediate representation (IR). This LLVM IR is a language- and target-independent
reduced instruction-set computing (RISC)-like virtual instruction-set architecture
(ISA). When transformed to single static assignment (SSA) form, it represents an
architecture with an unlimited number of registers. An instruction trace of the
LLVM IR in SSA form represents an application executing on an ideal machine.

Figure 5.2 shows an overview of PISA. Input is the source code of an application
in, for example, C or C++. The source code is compiled by an LLVM front-end,
such as clang, into the LLVM IR and transformed into SSA form using the mem2reg
optimization pass. Next, we instrument the LLVM IR with calls to our workload
analysis library. The instrumented code is compiled into a binary and linked with
the analysis libraries. The instrumented binary is executed on a host platform and
the workload properties are collected. Note that the analysis itself is performed on
the LLVM IR instruction stream.

Besides analyzing serial applications, PISA supports the analysis of multi-
threaded code. The tool supports applications that are parallelized using both
OpenMP and the message passing interface (MPI). When analyzing these appli-
cations, workload properties are generated per thread individually.

Table 5.1 lists the workload properties that are used by the analytic processor-
performance model. Examples of properties include the instruction count and
types, instruction-level parallelism (ILP), ILP per type of instructions, and the
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Table 5.1: Workload properties measured by PISA and used by the analytic performance
model.

Description Symbol
Instruction count Ninstructions
Fraction of instructions of type t F scalar

t

Fraction of vector instructions of type t F v
t

Fraction of instructions with an event e Fe

Instruction-level parallelism ILP
ILP per type t ILPt
Data reuse distribution (CDF) Dd-reuse
Branch entropy Hbranch

Target
application

Predicted
properties

Design of
experiments

PISA
profiling

Model
construction Predict

Application parameters
at exascale

Figure 5.3: Extrapolation of workload properties to exascale using ExtrAX [5].

data reuse distribution. PISA measures further (unlisted) properties such as the
number of MPI calls and size of communicated data that are not used by the
current model, but are for use by, for example, future network models.

5.3.2 Workload scaling
PISA collects the workload properties of applications. However, it cannot profile
an application at exascale as this is not feasible with today’s systems. Therefore,
we use ExtrAX, a method that takes the workload properties of small-scale ex-
periments and predicts the workload properties of the exascale workload [5]. The
application is characterized using a multidimensional parameter space: di�erent
parameters of the application might scale together or independently.

Figure 5.3 shows a schematic overview of the approach. First, a design of ex-
periments (DOE) is used to setup a training set of parameter configurations at a
scale that is feasible for today’s machines. We use PISA to characterize each of
the parameter configurations. An empirical model is constructed for each work-
load property that fits the observations at di�erent scales. Empirical modeling is
applied here as the scaling models are application-specific and such an approach
automates model construction. Finally, the workload properties at the target scale
are predicted using these models.

The extrapolation methodology is also applied to the workload properties of
multi-threaded OpenMP and MPI applications. While characterizing the applica-
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tions at a small scale, information about each thread is collected individually. We
proceed to cluster the threads based on the workload properties. As threads in
a cluster have similar properties, we construct a single set of scaling models per
thread cluster. We use this approach for, for example, programs that exploit data
parallelism: threads perform the same operations on di�erent data and, as a result,
likely have similar workload properties for each thread. Furthermore, the number
of threads executing on a compute node can change depending on the number of
available cores. As a result, the number of threads is used as an input parameter
for the DOE to allow the prediction of workload properties for di�erent thread
counts.

5.4 Analytic microprocessor performance model
Together with a set of hardware parameters, the application properties obtained by
PISA, optionally scaled using ExtrAX, form the input for the performance model.
The hardware parameters, listed in Table 5.2, size the individual components of
a microprocessor architecture. The example parameter sets in the table describe
a system based on an Intel® Xeon® E5-2697 v3 (Haswell-EP) processor and a
system based on an ARM Cortex-A15 processor. In Section 5.5, we validate the
model for these systems.

The analytic model for multi-core performance prediction is based on the orga-
nization shown in Figure 5.4. The figure shows a compute node with a multi-core,
superscalar, out-of-order processor with vector extensions. Instructions are fetched
from the instruction cache, decoded, and dispatched to both the issue queue (IQ)—
for out-of-order scheduling—as well as to the reorder bu�er (ROB)—for in-order
committing of instructions. Instructions ready for execution are issued to an avail-
able functional unit of the correct type. Completed instructions are committed in
the order they were placed in the ROB.

The load/store functional units load and store data from and to the memory
subsystem. A load miss queue (LMQ) keeps track of outstanding loads which miss
the L1 cache. Each core in the processor has a private L1 and L2 cache. One or
more cores are connected to an L3 cache and form the processor. In a compute
node, a processor is combined with a main memory.

5.4.1 Processor-core model
Processor-core performance is modeled in terms of instructions per cycle (IPC)
or, its inverse, cycles per instruction (CPI). We account for various constraints
related to a) the target application (e.g., its potential instruction-level parallelism),
and b) the resources available for the architecture under evaluation. Given these
constraints, the goal is to find the maximum attainable IPC. Based on the IPC,
the thread execution time is calculated from core performance as

Texecution = Ninstructions
IPC · fcore

, (5.1)
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Table 5.2: Example architecture parameters of an Intel® Xeon® E5-2697 v3 Haswell-
EP [77] (Xeon) processor and an ARM Cortex-A15 [26] (ARM) processor. The second
column lists the parameter symbols used throughout this chapter.

Description Symbol Xeon ARM
# Cores ncores 14 4
Core clock frequency fcore 2.6 GHz 2.3 GHz
Issue width nissue-width 8 8
# Integer units nint 4 3
# Floating-point units nfp 2 2
# Load/store units nmem 2 2
# Branch units nctrl 2 1
# Vector units nvector 2 2
Vector width bv 256 b 128 b
Front-end pipeline depth nfront-pipe 7 12
Issue queue capacity nIQ 60 64
Reorder bu�er capacity nROB 192 128
Load miss queue capacity nLMQ 10 16
Integer multiply latency Tint-mul 3 cycles 4 cycles
Integer division latency Tint-div 18 cycles 25 cycles
Floating-point multiply latency Tfp-mul 5 cycles 5 cycles
Floating-point division latency Tfp-div 6 cycles 25 cycles
Floating-point other latency Tfp-other 3 cycles 4 cycles
Instruction forward latency Tnone 1 cycles 1 cycles
L1 bandwidth BL1 160 GB/s 137 GB/s
L2 bandwidth BL2 160 GB/s 137 GB/s
L3 bandwidth per core BL3 40 GB/s 17 GB/s1

DRAM bandwidth BDRAM 59.7 GB/s 17 GB/s
L1 size ML1 32 kB 32 kB
L2 size ML2 256 kB 0 kB2

L3 size ML3 35 MB 2 MB
DRAM size per socket MDRAM 32 GB 2 GB
Cache line size Wc,line-size 64 B 64 B
L1-hit latency TL1-hit 4 cycles 4 cycles
L2-hit latency TL2-hit 12 cycles 0 cycles
L3-hit latency TL3-hit 36 cycles 21 cycles
DRAM-hit latency TDRAM-hit 217 cycles 274 cycles
1 Unknown, set to the DRAM bandwidth.
2 The Cortex-A15 platform has a single private L1 cache per core and shared

last-level cache.
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Figure 5.4: The scope of the analytic multi-core performance model.

where Ninstructions is the number of instructions and fcore is the core clock speed.
We keep the complexity of the model manageable by modeling the performance

of a core in four steps. First, we model the average throughput of instructions out
of the issue queue and into the functional units accounting only for penalties due
to resource limitations that do not cause full pipeline stalls (i.e., instructions are
issued each cycle). Secondly, we account for the penalty incurred when events fully
stall the pipeline (no instructions are issued). Thirdly, additional e�ects are mod-
eled for resource congestion which cause a variable penalty—for example, cache
bandwidth limitations which only cause penalties if the core issues loads or stores
at a rate which cannot be sustained. Finally, we account for the penalty due to
branch mispredictions.

Modeling resource limitations

Let us consider the architectural parameters listed in Table 5.2 and let – be a vector
representation of these architectural parameters (e.g. – for the ARM Cortex-A15
architecture is the last column of Table 5.2).

In a first step, we compute the instruction throughput by assuming that the
computing pipeline will never be subject to a full stall. We will account for full
stalls at a later stage. Under these circumstances, let IPC–

issue be the instruction
throughput for the architecture –.
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The first resource limitation we formalize, is the issue width nissue-width. A core
can issue at most nissue-width instructions per cycle, leading to the constraint:

IPC–
issue Æ nissue-width. (5.2)

We define a set T = {int, fp, ctrl, mem} of instruction types to categorize in-
structions as: integer, floating-point, control, and memory. For a given type t œ T ,
the issue rate of scalar instructions is limited by the number of functional units nt

of that type. Vector instructions are executed using vector units which are capable
to execute any vector instruction independently from the instruction type t. Let
nvector be the number of vector units in the target architecture.

We measure the fraction of instructions of each type with PISA and account for
scalar and vector instructions of di�erent lengths separately. For each instruction
type t œ T , in each cycle the core executes on average a fraction F

scalar
t of scalar

instructions and a fraction of F

v
t vector instructions of v elements2. Assuming that

the throughput of the functional units is one instruction every cycle, constraints
on functional units are:

’tœT , IPC–
issue · F

scalar
t Æ nt (5.3)

and

IPC–
issue

ÿ

tœT

ÿ

vœV
·F v

t Æ nvector, (5.4)

where V = {2, 4, 8, . . . }. The vector length for each instruction type depends on
the size of the vector in bits and the size of the data type.

Several instructions need more than a single cycle to complete. Furthermore, if
the memory needs to be accessed, a latency occurs based on the memory location
(any level of the cache hierarchy or the main memory). We use the term event
to refer to the occurrence of one of such delays. Such events have impact on the
instruction throughput. In a RISC architecture, each instruction generates one
event or none at all. We classify instructions based on the type of event they
generate, in this work we account for the set of events E :

E = {none, L1-hit, L2-hit, L3-hit, DRAM-hit,
int-mul, int-div, fp-mul, fp-div, fp-other} (5.5)

that includes events associated to accessing di�erent cache levels or the main
memory3, for the long-latency instructions4, and the case that no event happens.
With each event e œ E , we associate a latency Te. For arithmetic instructions, this
models issue-stage pipelining if Te > 1 cycle.

2There exist no vectorized branch instructions in the LLVM IR ISA, so
q

vœV F v
ctrl = 0.

3LX-hit refers to the event of accessing data stored in level X of the cache hierarchy, whereas
DRAM-hit refers to an access to the main memory.

4Integer multiplications and divisions, floating-point multiplications and divisions and other
floating-point operations.
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The number of instructions that can be in flight at the same time, the sum
of delayed instructions subject to latencies and instructions issued in the current
cycle, is bounded by the available ILP in the application. We calculate the average
number of events occurring at the same time for a single event type as IPC–

issueFeTe,
with Fe the fraction of instructions incurring an event and Te the corresponding
penalty. The constraint on available ILP then is:

IPC–
issue

ÿ

eœE
FeTe Æ ILP. (5.6)

The fraction of events per instruction Fe is determined based on the application
characterization. For long-latency instructions, such as multiplications or divisions,
this is the fraction of instructions of this specific type in the program. The fraction
of cache miss events, however, depends on the cache hierarchy of the processor.

The cache-miss fraction is determined from memory reuse distributions follow-
ing Marin et al. [91]. We consider fully-associative caches with least recently used
(LRU) eviction policy and without hardware prefetchers. The reuse distribution
paired with hardware parameters such as the cache size gives the hit rates for a
particular program on a particular cache hierarchy.

The penalties Te are properties of the microarchitecture. For the case that no
event happens, the penalty Tnone is determined by the forwarding logic of the pipe-
line: if the result of an instruction is ready for use in the first cycle after issuing,
Tnone is equal to 1.

The constraint on ILP is not always accurate when penalties of di�erent events
have large di�erences. Consider the example instruction trace in Figure 5.5a. The
10 instructions are scheduled with a critical path length of 6 instructions, resulting
in an average available ILP of 10

6 = 1.67. However, we see from the schedule that
in cycle 0 we issue 1 load instruction, and in cycle 2 we issue 2 load instructions in
parallel. If these load instructions access the main memory with several hundreds
of cycles latency and the additions and multiplications only take few cycles, the
performance of the application is primarily constrained by the load instructions.
However, in cycles 0 and 1 combined, we can, on average, only issue 1.5 load
instructions in parallel.

We capture this problem by defining the ILP per type of instructions and
adding additional constraints to the IPC model. Ideally, we would determine the
ILP per event instead of the ILP per type for an increased accuracy. However, the
probability of certain events (for example, cache misses) is hardware-dependent
and is therefore not known during hardware-independent application analysis with
PISA.

PISA calculates the ILP using an ideal machine model: all instructions are
assumed to execute in one cycle. A schedule based on the instruction trace is
constructed to determine the span (the critical path length) and work (the total
number of instructions). The ILP is the total work divided by the span. Calculation
of the ILP per type is similar, with the exception that we schedule instructions
of types we are not analyzing with latency 0 and do not count them as work.
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; schematic LLVM IR
1. %base = ld 0x0DA5
2. %addrA = add (%base, 4)
3. %addrB = add (%base, 8)
4. %A = ld (%addrA)
5. %B = ld (%addrB)
6. %C = add (%A, 32)
7. %D = add (%B, -16)
8.  %E = mul (%C, %C)
9. %F = mul (%D, %D)
10. %sum1 = add (%E, %F)

1

2 3

4 5

8 9

10

Mem instructions Other instructions

0
Earliest cycle

1

2

3

4

5

6 7

(a) ILP

1

4 5

0
Earliest cycle

1

(b) ILPmem

Figure 5.5: Example of ILP calculation and ILPmem in the application analysis tool.

Figure 5.5b shows the schedule for instruction type mem. With a span of 2 and a
work of 3, the ILP for type mem is, as expected, ILPmem = 3

2 = 1.5.
Using the ILP per type, we define additional constraints on the IPC as

’tœT , IPC–
issue

ÿ

eœE
t

™E
FeTe Æ ILPt, (5.7)

where Et is the subset of events that occurs for the instruction type t. This equa-
tion captures constraints on ILP between instructions of the same type, while
the constraint for overall ILP, Equation 5.6, captures constraints on ILP between
instructions of di�erent types.

The final constraint of the first step is related to the limited number of out-
standing cache requests each core can handle. The number of outstanding accesses
is bounded by nLMQ, the number of available slots in the load miss queue (LMQ)—
or miss-status holding registers (MSHRs). Each memory request that misses the
L1 cache fills a slot in these registers until the request completes. In a similar way
as for the ILP constraint, we calculate the number of outstanding memory requests
and constrain the performance accordingly:

IPC–
issue

ÿ

eœ{L2-hit,
L3-hit,

DRAM-hit}

FeTe Æ nLMQ. (5.8)

Modeling full pipeline stalls

The second step of the model is to capture situations in which the processor fully
stalls. We model the e�ects of the limited size of the reorder bu�er and the issue
queue. If an instruction at the head of the ROB su�ers a very long penalty (for
example, a last-level cache miss), the ROB fills. Eventually, dispatch and issuing
of instructions stops and the core stalls [61]. Furthermore, when an instruction is
issued which incurs a relatively long penalty, such as a L3 cache hit, the IQ fills
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with instructions which are dependent on this instruction and, therefore, cannot
issue. The more frequent the events are, the more dependent instructions will fill
the IQ until no more independent instructions can dispatch and the core stalls.

We determine which of the e�ects occurs first after a long-latency instruction
issues, where we assume only L3 cache accesses and DRAM accesses cause IQ
and ROB stalls. To do so, we compute the maximum attainable IPC–

issue without
accounting for the full stalls (i.e. we solve Equations 5.2-5.8 for IPC–

issue) and
calculate the time in cycles it takes to fill the ROB as tROB-stall = nROB/IPC–

issue.
The time required to fill the IQ is more complex to compute as independent

instructions may still leave the queue when other instructions are incurring penal-
ties. Issuing of instructions stops if the IQ has filled with instructions that are
dependent on long-latency events and therefore cannot issue. Let

N = IPC–
issue

ÿ

eœ{L3-hit,
DRAM-hit}

FeTe (5.9)

be the number of outstanding events potentially causing an IQ stall. The available
parallelism in the application is given by the ILP. Out of each ILP parallel instruc-
tions, N instructions are dependent and fill the queue. As a result, a fraction of
N/ILP instructions entering the IQ are a�ected by the long-latency events. Now,
the time in cycles it takes to fill the IQ is nIQ/ (N/ILP · IPC–

issue). Here, we assume
that the instructions enter the queue at the same rate at which they potentially
leave the queue, IPC–

issue, and we account for the limited dispatch width later in
Equation 5.12.

After the issue queue unblocks, it might not drain completely before a new IQ
stall occurs. Depending on the fraction of instructions causing an L3 cache hit,
FL3-hit, only 1/FL3-hit instructions are issued until the IQ fills again—the other
instructions in the IQ are still blocked. The time in cycles it takes before an IQ
stall occurs is tIQ-stall = min (nIQ · ILP/N, 1/FL3-hit) /IPC–

issue.
We distinguish two cases: ROB stalls occur earlier or at the same time as IQ

stalls, tROB-stall Æ tIQ-stall, or IQ stalls occur earlier. In the first case, no IQ stalls
take place as any instruction causing an IQ stall will always first cause a ROB
stall. The length of the stall is at most the length of the penalty Te minus the
time until the stall as the core continues issuing after the penalty has resolved. In
this case, the time in cycles the core stalls for an event is max (Te ≠ tROB-stall, 0),
where the minimum stall time is 0 cycles in case the tROB-stall is larger than the
penalty. The performance loss in terms of additional cycles per instruction is

CPI–
ROB =

ÿ

eœ{L3-hit,
DRAM-hit}

Fe · max (Te ≠ tROB-stall, 0)
max (IPC–

issue · FeTe, 1) , (5.10)

where Fe

max(IPC–
issue

·FeTe,1) accounts for parallel memory requests in the reorder
bu�er. If there are no parallel memory requests—IPC–

issue ·FeTe is less than one—,
the fraction Fe is unaltered.
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In the case where IQ stalls occur earlier we calculate the performance loss
CPI–

IQ in a similar manner—replacing tROB-stall by tIQ-stall and only accounting
for L3-hit events. However, in this case, IQ stalls and ROB stalls can still both
occur. A memory request that hits the L3 cache might cause an IQ stall, whereas
a later request missing the L3 cache still causes a ROB stall. When IQ stalls occur,
the ROB fills more slowly, so we first calculate the performance while incurring
IQ stalls as IPC–

IQ = 1/

!
CPI–

IQ + 1/IPC–
issue

"
. Using this performance number,

the time until a ROB stall occurs is recalculated as tROB-stall = nROB/IPC–
IQ and

the additional performance loss due to ROB stalls on top of IQ stalls is again
determined using Equation 5.10.

Now, the instruction throughput is calculated accounting for full pipeline stalls.
We define the instruction throughput at this level as IPC–

core, which cannot be
larger than IPC–

issue corrected for full pipeline stalls:

IPC–
core Æ 1

1
IPC–

issue

+ CPI–
ROB + CPI–

IQ
. (5.11)

Modeling resource contention

The third part of the model captures variable e�ects related to limited bandwidth.
The instructions need to be fetched and dispatched at a rate that can be sustained
by the instruction dispatch bandwidth and data transport is limited by the band-
widths at di�erent levels of the memory hierarchy. We add an additional set of
constraints to capture these phenomena.

Given the dispatch width, ndispatch-width, of the processor, we add the con-
straint:

IPC–
core Æ ndispatch-width. (5.12)

For each memory request missing the L1 cache, a cache line of size Wc,line-size
is transfered. The fraction of instructions Fc-ref referencing each cache level or
main memory is defined as the fraction of instructions that hit the current and
all subsequent levels, e.g. FL3-ref = FL3-hit + FDRAM-hit. Given the core frequency
fcore and the maximum bandwidth Bc from a cache or memory, the constraint is

’cœ{L2,L3,DRAM}, IPC–
corefcoreFc-refWc,line-size Æ Bc. (5.13)

In contrast, the granularity of an L1 access is the actual request size. For an average
request size b̂mem the constraint is

IPC–
corefcoreFL1-ref b̂mem Æ BL1. (5.14)

Modeling branch mispredictions

Following Eyerman et al. [62], the branch misprediction penalty is modeled as
the branch resolution time, approximated as the issue queue drain time, plus the
front-end pipeline refill time. The misprediction rate itself, Fmispredict, is obtained
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using the concept of branch entropy as defined by Yokota et al. [142]. The issue
queue drain time is calculated as nIQ/IPC–

core. Given Fctrl, the fraction of control
instructions, and nfront-pipe, the front-end pipeline depth, the branch misprediction
penalty is given by

CPI–
ctrl = FctrlFmispredict

3
nfront-pipe + nIQ

IPC–
core

4
. (5.15)

Combined with all previous defined constraints on IPC–
core, the performance of the

compute core including branch mispredictions is now given as

IPC– Æ 1
1

IPC–
core

+ CPI–
ctrl

. (5.16)

5.4.2 Multi-core model
The previous section introduced the analytic performance model for a processor
core. To model a multi-core processor, we capture interactions between threads
running on di�erent cores. We consider threads that might either belong or not
to the same process. We do not consider simultaneous multi-threading, each core
executes a single thread. We model both cache contention on the shared last-level
cache as well as contention on the memory bus.

We model cache contention by accounting for the phenomena described by
Xu et al. [140]. Let the e�ective cache size Mi be the average size of the cache
occupied by the thread i. Following the access-based model suggested in Xu et al.,
we compute the e�ective cache size by solving the following system of equations:

’N
i>1,

M1
Mi

= FL3-ref ,1 · IPC–̂
1

FL3-ref ,i · IPC–̂
i

, (5.17)

ML3 =
Nÿ

i=1
Mi. (5.18)

Here, N is the number of running threads, ML3 is the total size of the shared
L3 cache, and IPC–̂

i is the IPC of thread i with the size of the L3 cache set to
e�ective cache size Mi. This model assumes that the e�ective cache size of a thread
is proportional to the total number of references per second, FL3-ref ,i, each thread
performs to the L3 cache. For any value Mi, the value of IPC–̂

i is obtained by
applying the processor-core model defined in Equations 5.2-5.16. Thus, the system
defined by Equations 5.17 and 5.18 can be solved numerically.

Once IPC–̂
i is computed for each thread, we evaluate the main-memory band-

width requirements as:

BDRAM,i = IPC–̂
i fcoreFDRAM-ref,iWDRAM,line-size. (5.19)

If the overall bandwidth requirement does not exceed the available bandwidth,q
i BDRAM,i Æ BDRAM, then the multi-core processor model returns the values

IPC–̂
i as final per-thread performance estimates.
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Instead, if the bandwidth requirement exceeds the available bandwidth, we
penalize the performance of each thread by allocating to it a lower bandwidth. In
this case, we assign thread bandwidths B̂DRAM,i proportionally to the requirements
BDRAM,i:

B̂DRAM,i = BDRAM,i · BDRAMqN
i=1 B̂DRAM,i

. (5.20)

Once the B̂DRAM,i are recomputed, we feed these values as per-thread constraints
on the architecture –̂. Thus, we solve Equations 5.2-5.16 again to account for both,
per-thread e�ective cache size and per-thread bandwidth constraint. The newly
found value of IPC–̂

i is finally returned as the estimate of the thread performance.

5.4.3 Vectorization
In the previous sections, we introduced the analytic single- and multi-core per-
formance model. We analyze applications once, and predict the performance for
various architectures. However, when changing the vector width bv of the architec-
ture, workload properties change as well. For example, the instruction count may
decrease, and the instruction mix and ILP potentially change.

To model this e�ect we proceed as follows. First, before instrumenting the
LLVM intermediate representation (IR) for profiling it, we set the LLVM vectorizer
to consider vectors of size 16 elements5 (-mllvm -force-vector-width=16).
The vector length of 16 elements is the maximum supported by LLVM. After
instrumenting the IR, the code generator cares to shrink vector instructions in
the IR down to the size available on the architecture hosting the profiling process,
however the profile is returned for the instrumented IR that is for a vector length
of size 16.

We consider that a target architecture has a vector unit width of bv bits. A
vector instruction of e operations on be-bits-long data elements can be directly ex-
ecuted if e ◊ be Æ bv. When in the application profile there are vector instructions
that cannot be executed on a vector unit of length bv, these instructions will be
implemented on the target architecture as multiple instructions on fewer elements
ê = bv/be. Thus, we recalculate Ninstructions, the total instruction count, by com-
puting the number of smaller vector instructions that would be required to execute
the same operations with the vector unit available on the target architecture. We
denote the new, increased instruction count with smaller vector instructions as
N̂instructions.

Several LLVM instructions which support vector operations do not increase
in number when decreasing vector elements ê (and disappear completely for the
scalar case). For example, extractelement and insertelement extract and
insert a single scalar value into a vector. When moving to smaller vector sizes, the
code inserts or extracts the same amount of elements and, as a result, the count for

5The auto-vectorizer still generates shorter vectors if it cannot organize vector operations of
length 16.
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these instructions does not increase. Furthermore, they are not needed for a scalar
implementation. The vector select instruction is similar: it is used to predicate
vector fields, which is not needed in scalar applications. We set their count to zero
when predicting scalar workload properties.

We calculate the ILP and ILP per type for the new instruction mix. Based on
the ILP and instruction count or vectors of size e =16, we calculate the critical
path length (span) of the instruction stream as

span = Ninstructions
ILP , (5.21)

and as

’tœT , spant =
Ninstructions

!
Ft +

q
vœV F

v
t

"

ILPt
(5.22)

for the span per type. For all instruction types except memory instructions, all new
instructions for smaller vector sizes ê can execute in parallel and we do not increase
the span. We calculate the new ILP and ILP per type by dividing the instruction
counts for smaller vectors, N̂instructions, by the span for 16-element vectors:

ˆILP = N̂instructions
span , (5.23)

and

’tœT ·t”=mem,

ˆILPt =
N̂instructions

!
Ft +

q
vœV F

v
t

"

spant
. (5.24)

Vectors of memory instructions are a special case: although the smaller vectors
can access the memory in parallel, they are not completely independent. If a wide,
aligned vector-load is split into multiple smaller vector-loads, they access the same
cache line and a dependency exists between the two loads. The first load initiates
the memory transfer, and the other loads need to wait for the cache line to be
retrieved. We model this e�ect by assuming that the new accesses serialize and
all new accesses hit the L1 cache. We capture this e�ect by increasing the critical
path length for memory instructions when calculating the ILP for the memory
type as

ˆILPmem =
N̂instructions

!
Fmem +

q
vœV F

v
mem

"

spanmem + N̂mem
, (5.25)

where N̂mem are the additional memory instructions due to the decreased vector
length. Furthermore, we increase the reuse distance distribution for distance zero:
the additional N̂mem memory instructions hit the L1 cache, but serialize with the
first access.
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Table 5.3: Applications from the SPEC CPU2006 and Graph 500 benchmark suites
used in the experiments.

Benchmark Domain Input data set
SPEC CPU2006
429.mcf Combinatorial optimization test
445.gobmk Artificial intelligence test (connect and dniwog)
450.soplex Linear programming test
453.povray Ray-tracing test
456.hmmer DNA pattern search test
458.sjeng Artificial intelligence test
462.libquantum Physics (quantum computing) test
464.h264ref Video compression test
Graph 500
seq-list Graph analytics (BFS) s12 to s15, e16
seq-csr Graph analytics (BFS) s12 to s15, e16

5.5 Validation

The performance predictions of a set of benchmark applications are compared
against measurements on two hardware platforms to validate the model. Further-
more, a comparison with the performance predictions from an x86 simulator shows
how the methodology compares with simulators for design-space exploration.

5.5.1 Setup

The workloads for validation are selected from the SPEC CPU2006 [121] (test
data sizes) and Graph 500 [66] benchmark suites, we use the applications that are
supported by PISA and compile correctly on both target platforms. The bench-
marks and their workload are listed in Table 5.3. For Graph 500, we execute the
sequential list-based (seq-list) and the sequential compressed-sparse-row (seq-

csr) implementations with four di�erent graph sizes (scale 12–15, edge factor 16).
These datasets are sized such as to obtain reasonable simulation and characteri-
zation times, resulting in several tens of billions of analyzed instructions.

The hardware platforms are an Intel® Xeon® E5-2697 v3 (Haswell-EP) pro-
cessor [77] with Turbo Boost disabled and an ARM Cortex-A15 processor [26].
The architectural parameters describing these platforms are listed in Table 5.2.
To sample the performance counters of both processors, we use the perf tool.
All benchmarks are executed 20 times and the results are averaged. We also com-
pare our results with the Sniper x86 simulator version 6.0 [42] configured with the
Intel® Xeon® parameters. Benchmarks are compiled with LLVM 3.4, the same
compiler used by the application characterization tool.
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Figure 5.6: Execution-time predictions for the Intel® Xeon® E5-2697 v3 platform.
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Figure 5.7: Execution-time predictions for the ARM Cortex-A15 platform.

5.5.2 Single-threaded workloads
Figure 5.6 shows the comparison between our proposed model, the hardware mea-
surements, and the Sniper simulator for the Xeon platform without vector in-
structions. In the early phases of the design process, the relative accuracy of the
performance prediction is most important: it is critical to early select the right
architecture that leads to the best performance or the best trade-o� between per-
formance and other metrics.

Our analytic model achieves a high correlation of 0.81 with the measurements,
with a mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) of 49%. The Sniper simulator
achieves a lower MAPE of 24% and a correlation of 0.98. However, our model
evaluation is performed in a matter of seconds whereas the Sniper simulator needed
two days to generate the results on the same machine. This shows the potential
for using an analytic model for design-space exploration: the model is fast and
accurate enough to explore large design spaces.

We configure the model with parameters for the ARM Cortex-A15 processor
and show the results in Figure 5.7. No comparison is made to Sniper, as that is an
x86 simulator. We achieve a correlation of 0.8 and a MAPE of 67%. The relative
error (MAPE) is slightly worse than for the Xeon, but correlation is still high
meaning that we can distinguish between fast and slow applications.

Combining the results for both the Xeon and the Cortex-A15 platform, we
achieve an overall correlation of 0.8 and a MAPE of 66%. Next, we calculate the
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Figure 5.8: Instruction count for the LLVM IR versus measured instruction count.

relative performance improvement running the applications on the Xeon system
versus the ARM platform. All benchmarks execute faster on the Xeon, with an
average speedup of 3.1◊. Our model predicts an average speedup of 2.1◊, which
we attribute to the higher absolute error of our predictions for the Cortex-A15
platform.

A main source of error is the number of IR instructions measured by the ap-
plication characterization tool compared with the number of executed instructions
on the actual architectures. Figure 5.8 shows the di�erences between the num-
ber of IR, x86, and ARMv7-A instructions. For all applications, the number of
IR instructions is lower than the actual instruction counts. Several e�ects explain
this di�erence. First of all, we only characterize the compiled source code of the
application itself. Any calls to external libraries are not characterized, resulting in
a lower instruction count. Furthermore, when compiling the IR code to a partic-
ular platform, additional instructions are inserted due to platform-specific calling
conventions, register spilling, etc. As the application characterization is platform-
independent is does not capture these e�ects. On average, the IR instruction count
is 2.6◊ lower than the corresponding x86 instructions and 5.0◊ lower than for
ARMv7-A.

Another source of error of the model are the averaged workload properties.
Workloads may experience di�erent phases during execution, in which they are
limited in performance by di�erent e�ects. The averaged workload properties are
unable to capture such e�ects, which can lead to a decreased accuracy of the
predictions.

5.5.3 Vectorized workloads
Figure 5.9 shows the predicted and measured performance improvement when
vectorization is enabled on the Intel® Xeon® E5-2697 v3. We use the LLVM
auto-vectorizer to produce vectorized instructions in the IR stream and in the
measured executable. Although these benchmarks are di�cult to vectorize [144],
LLVM achieves a speedup of up to 8% when vectorizing the complete application
with an average speedup of 3%.
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Figure 5.9: Predicted versus measured speedup when using 256-bit vectors versus scalar
instructions on the Xeon E5-2697 v3 platform.

We configure the auto-vectorizer to a vector width of 16 elements and extrapo-
late from the resulting workload profiles to the 256-bit AVX vectors and to a scalar
implementation. The number of vector elements depends on the bit width of their
type (e.g., four 64-bit doubles). Our predictions show an average improvement of
execution time of 2%, with a correlation of 0.57.

For some benchmarks, such as 429.mcf and 462.libquantum, we predict a
small improvement in performance while the measurement shows a large improve-
ment. For these benchmarks, LLVM does not generate vector instructions in the
instrumented IR. However, the compiler back-end still generates vector instruc-
tions which the application characterization tool cannot measure. Our accuracy
is limited by the quality of the vectorizer in the LLVM front-end. In contrast,
for 456.hmmer we overestimate the speedup. For this benchmark, LLVM gener-
ates vector code with predicates per vector field. In this case, not all elements in
the vectors are used, leading to an overestimation of the total number of scalar
instructions and thus an underestimation of the scalar performance.

These results show that even this first-order SIMD model can achieve an ac-
ceptable correlation. Improving its accuracy would likely require modeling the
SIMD overhead and optimizations introduced by the compiler back-end [59].

5.5.4 Multi-threaded workloads
The multi-core model is validated against both platforms. We measure the per-
formance of a single thread while running either multiple instances of the same
program or di�erent programs on the di�erent cores. The performance of a thread
is limited by the contention on the shared last-level cache and the memory band-
width.

Figure 5.10 shows the results for two di�erent Graph 500 implementations:
seq-csr and seq-list. Both implementations are configured to scale 15 and edge
factor 16. We predict and measure the performance of one out of up to 14 threads
running the same code on the Xeon E5-2697 processor. We predict the performance
using both our analytic model and the Sniper simulator.

The seq-csr measurements in Figure 5.10a show that the performance mostly
remains constant with increasing number of threads. The L3 cache of the Xeon
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Figure 5.10: Execution time of an individual Graph 500 thread on the Intel® Xeon®
processor while running identical copies on other cores.

is large enough to not limit performance, even for 14 threads. Our predictions
show the same trend when running 3 to 14 copies on the system. However, our
model predicts a performance increase when running 1 or 2 copies. Investigation
shows that it overestimates the number of L3 hits. The Sniper simulator predicts
a similar e�ect for 1 and 2 threads. Overall, we reach a correlation of 0.66 with
a MAPE of 36% compared with a correlation of 0.76 for Sniper and a MAPE of
12%.

Figure 5.10b shows the results for seq-list. The measurements show the per-
formance of a single thread deteriorates when the number of threads increases—
contention on the L3 cache causes more L3 cache misses. Our model predicts the
same trend and we achieve a very high correlation of 0.99. The MAPE is similar to
seq-csr with 31%. In contrast, the Sniper simulator achieves a worse correlation
for this benchmark of 0.78 (MAPE of 22%). Sniper predictions for up to 12 threads
are similar to our predictions, however, for 13 and 14 threads the simulations start
to diverge and the impact of cache contention is overestimated.

To generate the results using our model, we characterized both Graph 500
applications exactly once. Characterization for seq-list took 72 minutes while
seq-csr took 60 minutes running all analysis sequentially on a single core. Evalu-
ation of the performance models for all configurations took 14 seconds on a single
core, for a total analysis time of 132 minutes. To generate the Sniper results, we
needed 9 days for seq-list and and 5 days for all seq-csr experiments on a single
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Table 5.4: Slow-down from executing 429.mcf on a another core of the ARM Cortex-
A15 processor.

Measured Predicted Model
Benchmark slow-down slow-down error

% % Percentage points

seq-csr-s12 8.2 7.3 ≠0.9
seq-csr-s13 9.4 8.1 ≠1.3
seq-csr-s14 10.0 8.5 ≠1.5
seq-csr-s15 10.1 8.5 ≠1.6
seq-list-s12 8.3 7.2 ≠1.1
seq-list-s13 9.5 6.9 ≠2.6
seq-list-s14 10.0 6.8 ≠3.2
seq-list-s15 10.3 6.5 ≠3.8
429.mcf 12.2 9.1 ≠3.1
445.gobmk-connect 10.7 3.6 ≠7.1
445.gobmk-dniwog 4.1 3.4 ≠0.7
450.soplex 2.9 5.7 2.8
453.povray 2.0 8.9 6.9
456.hmmer 0.9 5.5 4.6
458.sjeng 2.4 1.0 ≠1.4
462.libquantum 12.0 23.4 11.4
464.h264ref 5.2 3.6 ≠1.6

Range 0.9–12.2 1.0–23.4 -0.7–11.4

core. Performing this analysis using our methodology is two orders of magnitude
faster than a state-of-the-art simulator.

Table 5.4 shows the impact of cache and bandwidth contention for all bench-
marks on the ARM Cortex-A15 processor when another application, in this case
429.mcf, is running on another core of the same processor. The second column
shows the measured increase in runtime, which is between 0.9% and 12.2%. The
third column shows the predictions using our methodology and the fourth column
the di�erence with the measured increase in runtime. We predict a slow-down
between 1.0 and 23.4%, with an error between -0.7 and 11.4 percentage points.
For most benchmarks, we slightly underestimated the e�ect of contention on the
last-level cache. The error is similar to the error reported by Xu et al. [140].

5.6 System model
In order to perform a design-space exploration for an exascale system, we need
to combine the processor-performance model with a network model for a com-
plete system model. A network model captures the impact of the network between
computing nodes on the performance of the system. We need to capture data
dependencies between threads and quantify the amount of communication of the
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workload. These properties can subsequently be used to determine the amount of
time threads are waiting on data dependencies based on the network architecture.
Anghel et al. [25] presents a start of such a model by using tra�c heat maps to
profile data tra�c between threads, which is a potential input to the model.

We do not have a network model at our disposal when writing this disserta-
tion. Instead, we assume an ideal network: communication takes no time and data
dependencies are resolved immediately. The algorithms of the SKA analyzed in
the next chapter are trivially parallelizable over several dimensions and exhibit
little internal communication. Therefore, our assumption on an ideal network is
su�cient to perform an insightful analysis and a design-space exploration based
on our multi-core processor performance model is a good approach to design the
computing nodes in the future SKA computing system and determine its perfor-
mance.

5.7 Power model
ExaBounds leverages existing tools to estimate power consumption of the pro-
cessor and DRAM memory. McPAT [89] implements a power model of complete
microprocessors, from their microarchitectures and on-chip interconnect networks,
to the influence of CMOS technology trends. We use CACTI [125] for the main
memory power contribution of a compute node.

The power tools require as input architecture parameters and workload proper-
ties as well as information on the application performance. We predict the applica-
tion performance using the analytic performance model and generate the required
configuration files for both tools. Both McPAT and CACTI predict power con-
sumption for a limited set of technology nodes. In order to predict the power
consumption of technology nodes beyond 32 nm, we use CV

2 scaling based on the
ITRS roadmap [78].

The power consumption of a compute node is given as

Pcompute-node = PCPU + PDRAM, (5.26)

where PCPU is the processor power consumption and PDRAM the power consump-
tion of the main memory. The processor power consumption is calculated as

PCPU = Psubthreshold-leakage + Pgate-leakage + Pruntime-dynamic, (5.27)

where Psubthreshold-leakage is the subthreshold leakage power with power gating,
Pgate-leakage the gate leakage power and Pruntime-dynamic the runtime dynamic power
as predicted by McPAT. The DRAM power consumption is given by

PDRAM = MDRAM
Mdie

NDRAM-banksPbank-leakage

+ BreadEread + BwriteEwrite, (5.28)
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where MDRAM is the total memory size, Mdie the total size of a memory die,
NDRAM-banks the number of memory banks, Pbank-leakage is the leakage power per
bank per die, Bread and Bwrite the total number of bytes read and written per
second, and Eread and Ewrite the energy consumed per byte read or written. The
number of banks is set to 8 and the die size is set to 4 Gb. Bread and Bwrite are given
by the performance model. Pbank-leakage, Eread, and Ewrite are given by CACTI.

In order to analyze the energy e�ciency of di�erent vector architectures we need
a power model that supports such architectures. Unfortunately, McPAT does not
support vector operations natively and we approximate the power consumption of
vector operations by configuring McPAT with more floating-point units to match
the width of the vector registers.

5.8 Related work
The related work for the methodology presented in this chapter is broadly divided
into two categories. First, we discuss related work with respect to the exascale
system design methodology. Secondly, we discuss literature related to processor
performance modeling. Processor performance models, such as the analytic multi-
core processor performance model presented in this chapter, are the building blocks
of large-scale system design methodologies.

Large-scale system design methodologies

Numerous methodologies for large-scale system design have been proposed in the
literature. Barker et al. [32] used performance modeling to predict the performance
of petascale computing systems. They manually constructed a performance model
for stencil applications running on a petascale system and performed a design-
space exploration to analyze how the application scales on systems with a large
core count.

Since then, several authors proposed methods to formalize the process of DSE
of large-scale systems. Spa�ord et al. [119] introduced the Aspen framework for per-
formance predictions of application and architecture combinations. They propose
a domain-specific language to capture the properties of both applications (e.g.,
data movement and floating-point operation count) and architectures (e.g. core
count and peak performance). A description of the system written in the Aspen
language is interpreted and an analytic model is applied to predict performance.
Likewise, Czechowski et al. [49] introduce a mathematical formalism to capture the
behavior of applications. Besides performance prediction, they also predict power
and die area. In contrast to our approach, both methodologies still require manual
model construction: for each application, a separate model is constructed by hand
to capture the relevant workload properties.

Dosanjh et al. [58] postulate that simulators are needed for the design and
analysis of future exascale systems. However, a major drawback of the methodology
are the long analysis times for large workloads which result in the infeasibility of
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analyzing a large design space. Dosanjh et al. propose to find a set of so called
miniapps that are representative for full-scale applications. These miniapps can
subsequently be used in combination with simulators to perform a design-space
exploration.

Similarly, the CoDEx framework [116] relies on simulators to predict the perfor-
mance and power consumption of node architectures and networks. They improve
analysis speed by automatic reduction of the simulated source code such that it
still captures key application behavior. Comparable to our approach, they use au-
tomated extrapolation techniques to scale memory traces to exascale. However,
the approach still relies on slow simulation techniques to analyze exascale system
performance.

As we propose in our work, the analysis speed for design-space exploration
is further improved when using analytic modeling techniques instead of simula-
tors. The ExaSAT framework [129] uses a compiler-based workload analysis tool
to gather the workload properties which are used as the input for an analytic per-
formance model based on the peak performance and peak bandwidth of a system.
In contrast to our work, the ExaSAT framework relies on static code analysis and
can only be applied to structured grid code. With our framework we support any
type of code, including irregular codes. Furthermore, our performance models are
more detailed, which allows us to better capture implementation ine�ciencies of
applications.

Processor performance modeling

In this chapter we focused on the multi-core processor performance model, which
forms the basis of our exascale system design methodology. Performance estima-
tion of hardware-software combinations is an active research topic. Modeling ap-
proaches, as introduced in Section 5.1, include various types of simulators and
analytic models, each with their own advantages and disadvantages.

Examples of frequently-used simulators include SimpleScalar [29], Gem5 [33],
Sniper [42], and ZSim [114]. These simulators track the execution of instruction
streams at di�erent levels of abstraction. SimpleScalar and Gem5 are detailed
microarchitecture models that give accurate performance estimates. However, a
downside of such detailed models is their slow simulation speed, which makes them
impractical for DSE of large design spaces. This issue is addressed by simulators
such as Sniper and ZSim. They do not track the execution of individual instructions
through the core’s pipeline, but employ more simplistic timing models to derive
the performance of the core. By employing less detailed modeling, they sacrifice
accuracy for simulation speed. Although these approaches speed up simulation by
an order of magnitude, we postulate that this is not su�cient to reach the capacity
needed to analyze exascale computing systems.

Thanks to their lower abstraction level simulators are more accurate than an-
alytic performance models. However, compared with simulators, analytic models
can analyze longer execution phases, larger systems, or a larger number of design
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points. We distinguish two types of analytic models: empirical and mechanistic
models.

Empirical models are constructed based on observations of application behav-
ior on a set of (simulated) architectures. Performance predictions based on these
models are used for rapid design-space exploration and use techniques ranging
from regression modeling [88] and neural networks [19, 104], to deterministic and
probabilistic models [30, 90]. Such models can achieve good accuracy, but still rely
on many slow simulations to train the models. Furthermore, when analyzing a
new application or additional architecture parameters, the training set has to be
extended.

In contrast, we base our methodology on mechanistic models as proposed by
Eyerman et al [61]. These mechanistic models represent the actual behavior of
the application and architectural elements by computing the penalties imposed by
di�erent events (misspeculation, resource contention etc.) and adding them to the
execution time. Thanks to their high analysis speed these models can be used for
e�cient design-space exploration of processor cores and for finding potential archi-
tectural bottlenecks, as proposed by Karkhanis and Smith [79], Taha et al. [122],
and more recently by Van den Steen et al. [130]. Compared with these models,
our new model is applicable to multi-core processor architectures with support
for SIMD instructions. Furthermore, our methodology is not limited to an x86
instruction-set architecture, but is independent of an actual ISA.

Modeling of cache contention in multi-core systems is studied in literature [43,
140, 60]. This work is usually limited to studying the e�ects of contention on
cache miss rates and they rely on existing single-threaded performance models
to predict the performance of the individual threads. In contrast, we present a
complete, integrated model for multi-core processors for which we use the model
by Xu et al. [140] to model cache contention. We extend the model to capture
bandwidth contention as well. Nugteren et al. [96] presents a model which applies
reuse distance theory to concurrent threads running on a GPU. Although they
achieve a good accuracy, the model needs knowledge about hardware parameters
such as the cache size when constructing the reuse distance profile. As a result, it
is not applicable to our approach as the profile is not independent of a hardware
architecture.

5.9 Conclusions
This chapter introduced a methodology for exascale computing system design. We
propose to use analytic modeling to enable fast design-space exploration of such
systems. The input of the analytic model is a set of workload properties, acquired
by using PISA, a hardware-agnostic application characterization tool based on the
LLVM framework. Based on a set of small-scale measurements, ExtrAX was used
to extrapolate workload properties to an actual exascale workload.

At the core of our methodology, and the focus of this chapter, is a new analytic
model for prediction of application performance on modern multi-core processors
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with vector extensions. The model captures various e�ects in modern processors
such as cache behavior, limitations due to ILP and ILP per instruction type, and
limited resources such as functional units or the reorder bu�er. Furthermore, it
captures contention on shared caches and memory bandwidth. We rely on the auto-
vectorizer of LLVM to analyze the vectorization potential of the application to a
maximum vector width of 16 elements and scale workload properties to predict the
performance on smaller vector-width architectures. The model can be configured
to vastly di�erent micro-architectures while requiring only a single application
characterization.

Hardware measurements on both an Intel® Xeon® E5-2697 v3 processor and
an ARM Cortex-A15 processor were performed to evaluate the accuracy of the
analytic model. The results show a high correlation of 0.8 with an average error
of 59% for core execution time and a maximum error of 11% for the impact of
multi-core contention. This is less accurate than a simulator but our analytic
model is several orders of magnitude faster, making fast, automated design-space
exploration of exascale systems possible.

In order to estimate the power consumption of future computing systems, we
integrate existing power models into our methodology. We use McPAT to estimate
power consumption of CPUs and CACTI for the memory of compute nodes.



Chapter 6

Analysis of the
science data processor

The previous chapter discussed a new methodology for exascale system design.
This methodology relies on analytic models to enable fast design-space exploration
in the early stages of computing system design. In this chapter, we apply the
methodology to the science data processor (SDP) of the SKA and design a compute
node for the SKA1-Low and SKA1-Mid instruments as they are defined in the
rebaselined design.

We analyze two algorithms used for image synthesis in the SDP as introduced
in Chapter 2: gridding and the (inverse) two-dimensional FFT (2D FFT). These
two algorithms combined are responsible for 34% of the computing load1. The grid-
ding algorithm takes as input the visibilities received from the CSP and projects
them onto a regular grid. This process involves multiplying the visibility with a
convolution kernel and adding the result to the grid. The resulting regular grid
is a Fourier-transformed image of the sky. Using the inverse 2D FFT, this grid is
transformed into the actual sky image. This process is iterated upon several times
before the final, calibrated sky image is ready.

PISA obtains workload properties for both algorithms for small-scale instru-
ment parameters and ExtrAX extrapolates the results to the scale of the full SKA1-
Low and SKA1-Mid instruments. The multi-core processor model in ExaBounds
performs a DSE over a wide set of design points to determine the best compute
node architecture. We explore the design space for both algorithms separately to
determine the ideal architecture for the individual algorithms and perform a DSE
to derive an optimized architecture for the algorithms combined.

In Section 6.1, we characterize the workload and scale the resulting properties
to the full scale of the SKA phase-one instruments. Section 6.2 introduces the

1The gridding algorithm and the 2D FFT algorithm account for 50% of the compute load
when the 2D FFT in the predict step of the major cycle is considered as well. However, we focus
on the part of the pipeline that is best understood for the SKA. Another major component of
the pipeline is calibration, which accounts for a further 30%. The exact calibration strategy is
not yet known and is therefore excluded from the analysis in this chapter.
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design space of the compute nodes we consider and the results of the DSE are
discussed in Section 6.3. In Section 6.4 we identify and discuss a few limitations of
the approach, based on the results. Related work is discussed in Section 6.5 and
Section 6.6 concludes the chapter.

6.1 Algorithm characterization
The PISA tool, introduced in Chapter 5, is used to characterize the gridding and
2D FFT algorithms and ExtrAX to scale the workload properties. We analyze the
algorithms for small workload sizes and extrapolate the results of profiling to the
workload size of the SKA phase-one instruments for a single compute node. Both
algorithms executing on the compute node are parallelized using OpenMP and we
assume that each compute node processes a fraction of the image bandwidth.

A design of experiments (DOE) defines a set of training experiments, which
is used to train the analytic models in ExtrAX. We use the central composite
circumscribed (CCC) design of experiments to minimize the uncertainty of the
trained analytic model [143]. For each parameter set in the DOE, we profile the
algorithms with PISA. The workload is parallelized using parallel for state-
ments in OpenMP and PISA generates a set of workload properties per thread. A
clustering algorithm identifies that all worker threads have similar properties and
we average the workload properties for all worker threads. The resulting profiles
are used in the rest of the analysis to construct an analytic model for each of the
individual properties. As the master thread only performs initialization of data
structures to run the algorithms in isolation, we use the workload profiles of the
parallel worker threads throughout the analysis and neglect the overhead of the
master thread. Furthermore, we create a second set of validation experiments at
larger scales (using the same CCC method for the design of experiments) to quan-
tify the accuracy of the analytic models before scaling workload properties to the
final scale of the SKA1-Low and SKA1-Mid instruments.

6.1.1 Gridding
The w-snapshots imaging method generates images for a short snapshot interval,
which are reprojected into a single, final sky image. The gridding algorithm uses a
convolution kernel to grid the visibilities belonging to one snapshot interval onto a
regular grid. We use a reference CPU implementation of the w-projection algorithm
provided by Romein [110]. A description of the algorithm is listed in Appendix A,
Algorithm A.5. The algorithm uses single-precision floating-point arithmetic. Sev-
eral parameters are used to configure the algorithm. For the purpose of this study,
we use a logarithmic distribution of stations according to the SKA1-Low design.
The number of polarizations is set to four. We assume a linear scaling of execution
time with respect to the number of processed visibilities and set the number of
processed visibilities per baseline per channel to 2160 for all experiments.

The parameters considered in the design of experiments for the training set
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Table 6.1: Parameter space of the gridding algorithm for the DOE of the training and
validation experiments.

Parameter Symbol Training Validation
Stations Nstat 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 14, 15, 17, 19, 20
Channels Nimage≠channel 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 14, 15, 17, 19, 20
Grid size (1D) Npixel 16, 32, 64, 128, 256 128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048
Support size (1D) Nsupport 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 14, 15, 17, 19, 20
Thread count Nthread 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 10, 12, 14, 16, 18

are listed in Table 6.1, the symbol refers to the name used in our computing re-
quirements model in Chapter 3. We vary the number of stations, the number of
channels processed per compute node, and di�erent sizes in pixels for the convolu-
tion kernel, the support size, and the image, the grid size. Finally, we execute the
gridding algorithm for di�erent numbers of OpenMP threads.

The number of stations influences the number of baselines used in the experi-
ment as approximately 1

2 N

2
stat. We generate a randomized list of baselines based

on the station distribution and select 1
2 N

2
stat baselines from the start of the list for

each experiment. As such, the selected baselines are a randomized sample of the
di�erent baselines found in the full array.

The central composite circumscribed DOE method generates a set of training
experiments from the parameter space given in Table 6.1. In total, we characterize
42 di�erent parameter settings and use those to construct the analytic scaling
models. We inspect the terms of the scaling model for the total instruction count
to verify the scaling models against our knowledge of the algorithm. As expected,
the total number of instructions scales quadratic with the number of stations and
support size, and linear with the number of channels. Increasing the grid size does
not significantly change the instruction count—as is expected as the total number
of pixels added to the grid does not change—, but it influences the data reuse
distribution. The total workload per thread decreases linearly with respect to the
thread count.

The accuracy of the scaling model is verified against a set of validation exper-
iments. The parameter space of these validation experiments is listed in Table 6.1
as well. The goal of the scaling models is to predict the workload properties at a
large scale. As a result, the validation experiments are for workloads larger than in
the training set to quantify the accuracy of extrapolating the workload properties.
The same approach using the CCC DOE, as for the training experiments, selects
42 parameter sets from the design space and characterizes them using PISA.

Workload properties for the validation experiments are predicted using the
trained scaling models and measured using PISA. We calculate the error for the
workload properties and take the absolute value of the error and average over all 42
experiments. The achieved error rates are given in Table 6.2. For most properties
the error is only a few percent, while for some properties the model has an error
of up to 6%.
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Table 6.2: Average prediction error of the workload properties for the validation exper-
iments for the gridding algorithm.

Property Average error Property Average error
Ninstructions 2.4% ILP 1.8%
Fint 2.0% ILPint 6.0%
Ffp 0.7% ILPfp 0.5%
Fctrl 1.5% ILPctrl 5.2%
Fmem 1.4% ILPmem 0.7%
Dd-reuse 2.3%

Table 6.3: Target workload parameters for gridding and the 2D FFT.

Parameter SKA1-Low SKA1-Mid
Stations or dishes 512 197
Channels 64 8
Grid size (1D) 8,192 65,536
Support size (1D) 9 35
Thread count 2–100 2–100

The scaling models are used to predict properties for the SKA1-Low and SKA1-
Mid instruments. Table 6.3 lists the target size of the number of stations or dishes,
channel count, grid size, and support size for both instruments based on the re-
baselined design [53]. The number of stations and dishes is given by the instrument
design, the grid and support size are calculated using the model derived in Chap-
ter 3. The channel count depends on the available memory in the system, we set the
memory size to a reasonable 256 GB per node for SKA1-Low and 1 TB per node
for SKA1-Mid. The algorithms are trivially parallelizable over channels: the total
set of 65,536 channels are divided in blocks of 64 for SKA1-Low and 8 for SKA1-
Mid, which are processed in parallel by di�erent compute nodes. Furthermore, we
predict profiles for a range of OpenMP thread counts in order to later select the
profile corresponding to the number of cores configured in the architecture model.

6.1.2 Two-dimensional FFT
We implement the two-dimensional FFT by using the single-precision SPIRAL
library [120, 103] for the individual one-dimensional FFTs and by using OpenMP to
execute the multiple one-dimensional FFTs in parallel. Appendix A, Algorithm A.6
lists a description of the algorithm. The code transforms a single set of Fourier
images, one for each channel and polarization, into a real (sky) image. Essentially,
the code transforms all images in the image cube for one snapshot of the w-
snapshots method.

Similar as for the gridding algorithm, we perform a design of experiments to
construct both a set of training experiments and a set of validation experiments.
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Table 6.4: Parameter space of the 2D-FFT algorithm for the DOE of the training and
validation experiments.

Parameter Symbol Training Validation
Channels Nimage≠channel 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 14, 15, 17, 19, 20
Grid size (1D) Npixel 16, 32, 64, 128, 256 128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048
Thread count Nthread 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 10, 12, 14, 16, 18

Table 6.5: Average prediction error of the workload properties for the validation exper-
iments for the 2D FFT.

Property Average error Property Average error
Ninstructions 11.9% ILP 2.2%
Fint 6.9% ILPint 0.9%
Ffp 1.8% ILPfp 1.1%
Fctrl 11.5% ILPctrl 14.9%
Fmem 4.0% ILPmem 1.4%
Dd-reuse 2.4%

For the two-dimensional FFT, we vary the number of channels, the grid size, and
the thread count. The parameter space for both sets of experiments is given in
Table 6.4. In total, we generate 14 training experiments and 14 validation experi-
ments using the CCC method.

Based on the training experiments we construct the scaling models for the
workload properties of the 2D FFT. Inspection of the terms of the scaling model
for the instruction count and see that the count scales with N

2
pixel log (Npixel) as

expected for the 2D FFT. The scaling with respect to the channel count is expected
to be linear, however, ExtrAX found a logarithmic scaling factor that minimizes
the error of the scaling model. One method to improve the accuracy is to extend
the training set with the validation set and retrain the model. However, this does
not allow validation of the trained models as increasing the workload size for new
validation experiments leads to too long characterization times.

We compare the results of profiling the validation experiments with PISA with
our predictions and list the achieved average error in Table 6.5. The errors are up
to 10% higher than the error of the gridding algorithm, which is a result of the
wrong scaling term with the number of channels.

For the two-dimensional FFT, we set the grid size at the target scale for SKA1-
Low and SKA1-Mid, which is the same as for the gridding algorithm as listed in
Table 6.3. The number of channels is fixed given the amount of memory installed
on a compute node and the thread count depends on the number of cores in the
design point.
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Table 6.6: Base core configurations for the DSE of the SKA SDP.

Description Symbol Large Small
Year - 2018 2018
# Cores ncores variable variable
Issue width nissue-width 8 4
# Integer units nint 4 3
# Integer units nint 4 3
# Floating-point units nfp 2 2
# Load/store units nmem 2 2
# Branch units nctrl 2 1
# Vector units nvector variable variable
Vector width bv 128 b 128 b
Front-end pipeline depth nfront-pipe 7 7
Issue queue capacity nIQ 60 60
Reorder bu�er capacity nROB 192 128
Load miss queue capacity nLMQ 16 10
Integer multiply latency Tint-mul 3 cycles 3 cycles
Integer division latency Tint-div 18 cycles 18 cycles
Floating-point multiply latency Tfp-mul 5 cycles 5 cycles
Floating-point division latency Tfp-div 10 cycles 10 cycles
Floating-point other latency Tfp-other 3 cycles 3 cycles
Instruction forward latency Tnone 1 cycles 1 cycles
L1 bandwidth BL1 180 GB/s 130 GB/s
L2 bandwidth BL2 180 GB/s 130 GB/s
L3 bandwidth per core BL3 40 GB/s 40 GB/s
DRAM bandwidth BDRAM variable variable
L1 size ML1 32 kB 32 kB
L2 size ML2 256 kB -
L3 size per core ML3 variable variable
DRAM size per socket MDRAM variable variable
Cache line size Wc,line-size 64 B 64 B
L1-hit latency TL1-hit 4 cycles 4 cycles
L2-hit latency TL2-hit 12 cycles -
L3-hit latency TL3-hit variable variable
DRAM-hit latency TDRAM-hit variable variable
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Table 6.7: Design space for the compute nodes. Each base core design in Table 6.6 is
configured using these parameters in the DSE.

Parameter Value
Core type Large, small
# Cores 4, 8, 16, 32, 48, 64, or 80
Core clock frequency 2.0 GHz, 2.4 GHz, or 2.8 GHz
# Vector units 0 or 2
L3 size per core and latency 0.5 MB-21 cycles or 2 MB-35 cycles
DRAM bandwidth 80 GB/s, 120 GB/s, or 160 GB/s
DRAM latency L3 cache latency + 70 ns
DRAM size 0.25 TB (SKA1-Low) or 1 TB (SKA1-Mid)

6.2 Compute-node design space
A compute node consists of a multi-core processor and memory. We analyze various
processor configurations for the SDP. Two core architectures, listed in Table 6.6,
form the base configuration of the processor. We configure a large and small core:
the large core has the most functional units and three layers of cache, while the
small core has less resources and no L2 cache.

While Table 6.6 lists all parameters that have a fixed value in the design-space
exploration, Table 6.7 lists the parameters varied. We increase the number of cores
and scale the size of the L3 cache with the number of cores. Per core, we configure
two di�erent sizes of the L3 cache with di�erent latencies. The DRAM latency is
set to 70 ns plus the variable L3 cache latency. For example, for the 0.5 MB cache
per core the DRAM latency is 70 ns · 2.0 GHz + 21 cycles = 201 cycles when the
core is clocked at 2.0 GHz. Furthermore, the cores are configured with two di�erent
clock frequencies and either have no vector units or have two 128-b vector units.
We do not explore larger vector sizes as inspection of the PISA results showed
that LLVM 3.5 was not capable of vectorizing the code with vectors larger than 4
elements, increasing the vector size will only increase power consumption and not
reduce execution time. Finally, we set the two di�erent DRAM sizes based on the
instrument. For SKA1-Low we configure 256 GB per processor, which is su�cient
to store the data for 64 channels. For SKA1-Mid we configure 1 TB of memory,
which is su�cient for the grids of only 8 channels.

The total architecture design space contains 504 processor-design points. To-
gether with two algorithms and two parameter sets for the SKA instruments, this
results in a total design space of 2016 di�erent points.

Both McPAT and CACTI are configured to generate results for 32-nm CMOS
technology. Based on the ITRS roadmap [78], we use CV

2 scaling to scale power
consumption to 2018 technology and we scale area with the square of the metal-
1 half pitch of the CMOS process. For power, this results in a scaling factor of
0.67◊ and for area in a scaling factor of 0.25◊ from 2010 to 2018 technology. We
only consider design points that are smaller than 400 mm2 after scaling which are
expected to give reasonable yield during the manufacturing process.
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(a) SKA1-Low.
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(b) SKA1-Mid.

Figure 6.1: Results of the design-space exploration of the gridding algorithm.
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6.3 Results
The design-space exploration finds the architectures in the design space which
maximizes the energy e�ciency for the gridding and 2D FFT algorithms individ-
ually and combined. The design-space exploration of 2016 design points lasts a
total of 18� hours and one design point is analyzed every 33 seconds. Out of that
time, 13� minutes were spent in the analytic multi-core processor model which
analyzes a design point every 0.4 seconds. The rest of the time is attributed to
McPAT (the processor power model).

6.3.1 Gridding
Figure 6.1 shows the energy consumption and the execution time of the grid-
ding algorithm on the di�erent processor architectures for both the SKA1-Low
and SKA1-Mid instruments. Investigation of the results show that the algorithm
achieves a near-linear speedup with respect to the number of cores, which is ex-
plained by the good strong scaling properties of the algorithm. The ILP for mem-
ory instructions is predicted to decrease for higher core counts, preventing linear
speedup of the algorithm with the number of cores.

The results show that, when the other core parameters are kept unchanged, in-
creasing the core count significantly decreases the energy consumed per processed
visibility, although the e�ect diminishes for larger core counts. The energy e�-
ciency of the processor cores themselves does not increase—doubling the number
of cores doubles the power consumption of the processor and halves execution time,
e�ectively keeping the energy consumption of the processor constant—, the energy
consumed in the main memory decreases significantly. The static leakage power
of the large memories is estimated by CACTI to be 25 W for the 256-GB memory
for SKA1-Low and 100 W for the 1-TB memory used for SKA1-Mid. Especially
for a low number of cores, the static power consumption of the main memory is
larger than the power consumption of the processor. Reducing the execution time
reduces the energy spent in the main memory. Essentially, building a final system
with faster processors is more energy e�cient as fewer compute nodes result in an
overall reduced memory size.

Furthermore, the figure shows that the algorithm benefits from the use of vec-
tor units. Vector units reduce the execution time, and, as a result, also reduce the
energy consumption per processed visibility. The analytic performance model con-
verts the workload properties with vector instructions to workload properties with
only scalar instructions for the architecture configurations without vector units.
The predicted slow-down without vectors of size four is approximately 6◊ for both
instruments, while we would expect a 4◊ slow-down based on the size of the vec-
tors. For the gridding algorithm, the ILP per type of memory operations is limiting
performance and the conversion, Equation 5.25 in Chapter 5, underestimates the
available ILP for type memory operations for scalar workloads.

The architectures which consumes the least amount of energy per visibility, and
have a predicted die area of less than 400 mm2, are selected as the most energy-
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Table 6.8: Most energy-e�cient design points for the gridding algorithm for the two SKA
phase-one instruments. Only designs with an area less than 400 mm2 are considered.

SKA1-Low SKA1-Mid
Energy 0.9 µJ/vis 14.8 µJ/vis
Throughput 7.2 ◊ 108 vis/s 4.8 ◊ 107 vis/s
Core count 48 48
Area 366 mm2 366 mm2

Core Small core @ 2.8 GHz Small core @ 2.8 GHz
L3 cache per core 0.5 MB 0.5 MB
Vector units 128 b 128 b
DRAM bandwidth (used) 80 GB/s (4.3 GB/s) 80 GB/s (4.4 GB/s)
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Figure 6.2: Roofline model for the gridding algorithm. The architecture and operating
point for gridding is the same for SKA1-Low and SKA1-Mid.

e�cient solutions. Table 6.8 shows the results. The gridding algorithm for SKA1-
Low reaches a higher performance and a lower energy per visibility than for SKA1-
Mid due to the smaller size of the convolution kernel. For both workloads, a 48-
core architecture with small cores minimizes the energy consumption per processed
visibility. The core is configured with vector units and the small L3 cache. The
available DRAM bandwidth is 80 GB/s, however, the gridding algorithm achieves
a DRAM bandwidth of roughly 4.4 GB/s. Although the algorithm would benefit
from a larger L3 cache, a 2-MB cache per core for 48 cores would violate the area
budget of 400 mm2.

Figure 6.2 shows a roofline plot [136] for the selected architecture executing
the gridding algorithm. The roofline shows the maximum attainable performance
of an application for a certain operational intensity given the architecture’s peak
performance and peak memory bandwidth. Furthermore, the predicted operating
point of the algorithm is marked in the plot. In this chapter, the OI is defined as
the number of floating-point operations of any type per byte accessed in the main
memory and is calculated by dividing the predicted performance by the predicted
memory tra�c.
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The architecture, and thus the roofline, is the same for gridding of both the
SKA1-Low and SKA1-Mid instruments. The operational intensity and the esti-
mated performance in terms of FLOPS is practically the same for both instruments
as well. The algorithm has a relatively high operational intensity of 49 ops/byte,
which indicates that the algorithm is not memory-bandwidth bound for this archi-
tecture. This is due to good spatial and temporal locality of the memory accesses:
consecutive visibilities are added to the grid close to each other. Reuse of the pixels
in the image is exploited by the caches in the architecture.

Although the algorithm is capable of exploiting the caches in the architecture,
and is not limited by the available memory bandwidth, investigation of the results
shows that performance is limited by the load and store operations in the code.
Although memory parallelism is available, as ILP for type memory operations is
approximately 7 independent instructions, it is not su�cient and the constraint
on ILP for memory operations (Equation 5.7 in Chapter 5) limits performance.
The roofline shows that gridding achieves only 17% of the peak performance of
1.3 TFLOPS, which is on par with earlier estimates in Chapter 3.

6.3.2 Two-dimensional FFT
The results of the DSE for the inverse two-dimensional FFT algorithm are shown
in Figure 6.3. Similar to results of gridding, the energy e�ciency increases when
more cores are added to the design. The reason is the same: a short execution time
is beneficial due to the static power consumption of the large memory.

In contrast to the gridding algorithm, the use of vector units does not signifi-
cantly improve the energy e�ciency or the execution time. The LLVM vectorizer
found little parallelism in the implementation that can be exploited using vec-
tor units. For several design points with a core count higher than 48, we see a
significant decrease in the energy e�ciency although the performance does not
change. In these situations, the implementation reaches the maximum memory
bandwidth and adding resources does not increase the performance while it in-
creases the power consumption. The three peaks in the figure correspond to the
memory bandwidths of 160, 120, and 80 GB/s respectively.

The most energy-e�cient design is the design that consumes the least amount
of energy per transformation. The two design points, with a predicted die area of
less than 400 mm2, are almost identical and are shown in Table 6.9 for SKA1-Low
and SKA1-Mid. The 2D FFT is memory-bandwidth limited and the design points
have the higher peak DRAM bandwidths, which are used for more than 90% of
their capacity. For SKA1-Low an 80-core architecture is selected with small cores
operating at 2 GHz and a 160-GB/s memory bandwidth, while for SKA1-Mid an
80-core architecture is selected with small cores operating at 2.8 GHz and a 160-
GB/s memory bandwidth.

The roofline plot in Figure 6.4 confirms that the 2D FFT algorithm is memory-
bandwidth bound for the large image sizes of the SKA. The SKA1-Low instrument
generates images with a resolution of 8192◊8192 pixels, and the SKA1-Mid instru-
ment with a resolution of 65536◊65536 pixels. A single image with single-precision
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(a) SKA1-Low.
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(b) SKA1-Mid.

Figure 6.3: Results of the design-space exploration of the 2D FFT algorithm.
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Table 6.9: Most energy-e�cient design points for the two-dimensional FFT algorithm
for the two SKA phase-one instruments. Only designs with an area less than 400 mm2

are considered.

SKA1-Low SKA1-Mid
Energy 13.5 J/transform 3.3 kJ/transform
Throughput 0.05 s/transform 7.9 s/transform
Core count 80 80
Area 390 mm2 390 mm2

Core Small core @ 2.0 GHz Small core @ 2.8 GHz
L3 cache per core 0.5 MB 0.5 MB
Vector units None None
DRAM bandwidth (used) 160 GB/s (138 GB/s) 160 GB/s (154 GB/s)
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Figure 6.4: Roofline model for the 2D FFT algorithm. The architecture and operating
point are di�erent for SKA1-Low and SKA1-Mid.

accuracy is 256 MB for SKA1-Low and 16 GB for SKA1-Mid and do not fit in the
data cache of the processor architectures. The resulting operational intensity is ap-
proximately 0.3 ops/byte for both instruments, which is in the bandwidth-limited
domain of the architecture (the area below the slanted part of the roofline plot).
The implementation for SKA1-Low uses 86% of the memory bandwidth (96% for
SKA1-Mid). While there are design points that have a higher performance and can
fully exploit the available bandwidth, these design points violate the area budget
of 400 mm2. The algorithm reaches 14% of the peak performance of 256 GFLOPS
for SKA1-Low and 12% of the peak performance of 448 GFLOPS for SKA1-Mid.
Note that the peak performance of the architectures is lower than for the archi-
tectures for gridding due to the absence of vector units, despite the higher core
count.

6.3.3 Holistic system design
In a final system design for the science data processor, both the gridding algorithm
and the two-dimensional FFT are assumed to execute on the same processor.
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(a) SKA1-Low.
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(b) SKA1-Mid.

Figure 6.5: Results of the design-space exploration of the gridding and 2D FFT algo-
rithm combined.
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We calculate the total energy consumption by adding the gridding and 2D FFT
energy consumption together to find the platform consuming the least amount of
energy. However, the instruments do not process the same amount of data in each
algorithm and, as a result, we calculate the total energy consumption for each
instrument by taking a weighted sum of the energy consumption of each of the
individual algorithms.

This weighted sum is based on the snapshot time of the instruments. Data is
gridded for a short duration of time, one snapshot period, and the resulting image
is transformed using the 2D FFT. For SKA1-Low, the snapshot period is 52.1
seconds and the system needs to grid 584,933 visibilities per second for 30 major
cycles of one channel with four polarizations , and two-zone baseline-dependent
averaging. The SKA1-Mid instrument has a snapshot period of 112.8 seconds and
grids 599,131 visibilities per second for 30 major cycles of one channel with four
polarizations and two-zone baseline-dependent averaging. The visibility rate is
determined using Equation 3.28 in Chapter 3.

Figure 6.5 shows the results of the DSE for the two algorithms combined.
The results show that the use of vector units improves energy-e�ciency as it is
beneficial to the gridding algorithm. As can be expected, the improvement is not
as large for the gridding algorithm alone (Figure 6.1) as the 2D FFT does not
benefit as much from vector units (Figure 6.3).

For both instruments, the design points that are limited by the available mem-
ory bandwidth are clearly visible (the peaks of design points with similar execution
time, but varying energy consumption). However, the points are spread out more
over di�erent execution times as only the 2D FFT is limited by the available mem-
ory bandwidth while the performance of the gridding algorithm is still improved
by adding more resources. This is clearly visible in Figure 6.5a, where the design
points limited by the memory bandwidth and without vector units have increased
execution time compared to design points with vector units.

Table 6.10 shows the resulting energy consumption per snapshot and the total
execution time per snapshot for the designs that executes both algorithms with the
best energy e�ciency. The design point which minimizes the energy consumption
per snapshot period is a di�erent architecture for SKA1-Low compared to the
architecture found when optimizing either for the gridding algorithm or for the
2D FFT. The design point for the SKA1-Mid instrument is the same as for the
2D FFT. The listed used DRAM bandwidth is the DRAM bandwidth used during
execution of the 2D FFT algorithm.

According to the results for SKA1-Low in Chapter 3, more processing is per-
formed for the gridding algorithm than for the 2D FFT, which results in a 32-core
vector architecture that favors the gridding algorithm. Although the architecture
for the SKA1-Low gridding algorithm in Table 6.8 has 48 cores, these cannot be
exploited by the 2D FFT due to the limited memory bandwidth. An option is to
increase the memory bandwidth, however, it is more e�cient to reduce the core
count. Although the core count decreased, the small cores are replaced by large
cores with a large 64 MB L3 cache to boost the performance of gridding. The data
for one snapshot is processed in 27.2 seconds, less than the snapshot period itself.
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Table 6.10: Most energy-e�cient design points for the gridding and 2D FFT algorithm
combined. Results per snapshot are for 4 polarizations and for 64 (SKA1-Low) or 8
(SKA1-Mid) channels. Only designs with an area less than 400 mm2 are considered. The
used memory bandwidth is during execution of the 2D FFT only.

SKA1-Low SKA1-Mid
Energy 5.7 kJ/snapshot 117.9 kJ/snapshot
Throughput 27.2 s/snapshot 292.8 s/snapshot
Core count 32 80
Area 322 mm2 391 mm2

Core Large core @ 2.8 GHz Small core @ 2.8 GHz
L3 cache per core 2 MB 0.5 MB
Vector units 128 b None
DRAM bandwidth (used) 80 GB/s (77 GB/s) 160 GB/s (154 GB/s)

Energy consumption is 5.7 kJ per snapshot for an average power consumption of
209 W for a compute node.

For the SKA1-Mid instrument, the 2D FFT performs more operations and
the architecture that minimizes the energy consumption per snapshot is the 80-
core architecture with a 40-MB L3 cache, 0.5 MB per core, that favors the 2D
FFT algorithm. A snapshot is processed in 293 seconds, which is longer than the
snapshot period itself. As a result, the final system has to process the snapshots
for di�erent time slots in parallel. This is possible as the visibility data is bu�ered
in the SDP. The compute node consumes 117.9 kJ per snapshot for an average
power consumption of 403 W for a compute node. It needs to be noted that about
230 W is dissipated by the memory and the remaining power by the processor.

Figure 6.6 shows the roofline plot for the SKA1-Low and SKA1-Mid instru-
ments. The operating points for both the gridding algorithm and the 2D FFT
are shown. The results from Chapter 3 showed that for SKA1-Low the gridding
algorithm has a higher computational load than the 2D FFT. In contrast, for
SKA1-Mid the 2D FFT algorithm has a higher computational load. The roofline
indeed shows that the architecture for SKA1-Low is selected to run the gridding
algorithm better than the 2D FFT: gridding achieves 23% of the peak performance
while the 2D FFT reaches only 3% of the peak. For SKA1-Mid the resulting ar-
chitecture allows the 2D FFT to reach a higher performance of 12% of the peak
performance, while the performance of the gridding algorithm is reduced to 15%.
In absolute numbers, the 2D FFT reaches a higher performance for the SKA1-Mid
instrument than for SKA1-Low, in contrast to gridding.

The operational intensity of the gridding algorithm executing on the SKA1-Low
architecture changed with respect to the results in Figure 6.2. The OI increased
from 49 ops/byte to 196 ops/byte. The architecture for both algorithms combined
for SKA1-Low features a larger L3 cache of 2 MB per core, leading to a higher
cache hit rate for the gridding algorithm and thus a decreased number of access
to the main memory. The processor executes more operations per byte accessed.
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Figure 6.6: Roofline model for the gridding and 2D FFT algorithm combined. The
architecture and operating point are di�erent for SKA1-Low and SKA1-Mid.

The OI of SKA1-Mid gridding algorithm and the 2D FFT for both instruments
did not change significantly.

6.4 Limitations
The results presented in the previous section give valuable insights in the behavior
of the di�erent algorithms running on a wide range of hardware configurations. The
methodology is capable of capturing various e�ects that limit the performance. A
few observations can be made based on these results:

• Although the memory bandwidths go up to 160 GB/s, it is predicted that
up to 80 cores are needed to fill this bandwidth. Modern processors, such as
the IBM® POWER8® processors already o�er memory bandwidths of up to
192 GB/s with only 10 cores [75]. Two properties of the platform potentially
allow applications to fully exploit the high bandwidth that are not modeled
by our analytic processor model: simultaneous multithreading (SMT) and
hardware prefetching. With 8-way SMT, the processors already executes
80 threads to hide memory transactions, while hardware prefetching can
e�ectively reduce the access latency. Such properties potentially increase the
energy-e�ciency of the algorithms executing on processors. Further work
is required to capture these properties in the analytic multicore processor
model.

• The current LLVM vectorizer exploited only limited parallelism in the grid-
ding algorithm and almost none in the 2D FFT. As a result, only 128-bit
vector units are considered for the architecture design points, while an ac-
tual implementation of the algorithms may benefit from wider vectors. Our
modeling approach is limited by the quality of the vectorizer. When newer
versions of LLVM become available with better vectorizers, our approach
automatically benefits from them.
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Table 6.11: Area and power estimates of McPAT of a single small core of a 32-core
design with and without vector units.

Parameter No vector 128-b vector
units units

Area 4.7 mm2 16.0 mm2

Subthreshold leakage with power gating 0.12 W 0.48 W
Runtime dynamic 0.46 W 3.52 W

• Table 6.11 shows the predicted area and power consumption of a single core
in a 32-core design with and without vector units. As explained in Chapter 5,
McPAT does not support vector units and we model vector units by adding
eight floating-point units to the design for the two 128-bit vector units (an
increase from 11 to 19 functional units for the small core design). The ta-
ble shows that area increases by more than 3◊, leakage power by 4◊ and
dynamic power by 7◊. Although the area and power consumption should
increase, the predicted values seem rather high. In reality, vector units sim-
plify connection to the register file as they operate on di�erent, but fixed,
subwords of a vector register as compared to eight separate functional units,
a property that is not captured by the current modeling approach with Mc-
PAT. This may lead to an overestimation of both power and area.

6.5 Related work
Analysis and implementations of new image synthesis algorithms are widely stud-
ied in radio astronomy. For example, Tasse et al. [123] analyze the AWimager used
in the LOFAR telescope. Their primary goal is to be able to correct for more in-
strumental e�ects than previous imagers to improve the quality of the resulting
sky image. Although the main focus of their work is on analyzing the scientific
performance of the imager, computing performance is discussed as images should
be generated in a reasonable time frame. Similarly, O�ringa et al. [102] introduces
the WSClean imager and present it as a potential imaging approach for the SKA.
The imager is based on w-stacking and is presented as a more e�cient way to gen-
erate images compared with various other imaging techniques. Furthermore, they
predict imaging performance for the SKA. However, both Tasse et al. and O�ringa
et al. use an existing computing infrastructure to analyze processing speed and, in
contrast to our work, do not study di�erent design points to identify architectural
properties beneficial to the algorithms.

Existing studies on the performance of imaging algorithms on di�erent hard-
ware platforms is usually performed using prototyping approaches. Performance
of the gridding algorithm was studied on CPU, GPU, and the Cell B/E plat-
forms [131, 24]. These studies involve optimizing the kernels for the di�erent plat-
forms at hand and analyze the resulting performance and system bottlenecks.
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Dodson et al. [56] take a complete imaging pipeline and datasets for the Chiles
telescope and analyze performance of the pipeline on three di�erent systems: a
medium-sized cluster, a high-performance computing system, and a cloud system.
They analyze the applicability of the three systems to radio astronomy image
synthesis. Such studies give valuable insights into the bottlenecks of kernels run-
ning various architectures. A downside of prototyping is the limited capacity and
the limitation to current-day systems—both in terms of architecture and size of
the workload that is executed—and the time-consuming e�ort to generate imple-
mentations for di�erent platforms or porting an imaging pipeline to a di�erent
computing environment. In contrast, we are capable of predicting the performance
of the imaging algorithms on compute nodes for future exascale systems in a short
timespan.

To the best of our knowledge, scientific literature related to the analysis of
the SKA science data processor is still limited. Broekema et al. [39] present the
first high-level design of the SDP design consortium. They employ a top-down
approach to design the system and present a preliminary logical architecture of the
network. In order to size the system, they propose to use a similar fixed, first-order
estimate of computing e�ciency as we used in Chapter 3. We apply our system
design methodology, presented in Chapter 5, to the SDP which allows us to predict
the computing e�ciency instead. In Chapter 3 the implementation e�ciency was
estimated at 20% for all algorithms. The analysis in this chapter showed that it is
a reasonable estimate for the gridding algorithm, but an overestimate of up to 6◊
for the 2D FFT. Our modeling approach can be used by the SDP consortium to
get a better understanding of the computing e�ciency of their algorithms and of
the architectural properties beneficial to the algorithms to improve the design of
the computing system.

6.6 Conclusions
In this chapter a design-space exploration was performed to find the a compute-
node architecture for the SKA science data processor that minimizes power con-
sumption. The analysis focused on two key algorithms of the SDP: the gridding
algorithm and the two-dimensional FFT. Both algorithms account for 34% of the
computing load in terms of the floating-point instruction count. We applied the
methodology for exascale system design introduced in Chapter 5. The algorithms
are characterized using PISA for a set of small-scale experiments to train the
extrapolation models of ExtrAX. The set of training experiments is carefully con-
structed using a central composite circumscribed method for the design of exper-
iments. ExtrAX scaled the workload properties to the size of the SKA phase-one
SKA1-Low and SKA1-Mid instruments. The design-space exploration of compute
nodes with multi-core processors is performed using ExaBounds.

The design space contained 504 di�erent multi-core processor configurations.
We analyzed a total of 2016 di�erent design points for the two algorithms and two
instrument configurations. The analysis took 33 seconds per design point where 0.4
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seconds are attributed to the analytic performance model and the remaining time
to the power model. The design point that minimizes the energy consumption for
the execution of both algorithms combined is a 32-core processor with big cores,
128-bit vector units, a 64-MB L3 cache, and an 80-GB/s memory bandwidth for
SKA1-Low and a 80-core processor with small cores, no vector units, a 40-MB L3
cache, and a 160-GB/s memory bandwidth for SKA1-Mid. Data for 64 channels of
one snapshot period of 52.1 seconds is imaged in 26 s for the SKA1-Low instrument,
while the processor consumes 209 W. The design for SKA1-Mid takes 293 s at an
average power consumption of 403 W to image 8 channels of one snapshot period
of 112.8 s.

The predicted performance and energy consumption show several important
insights for the design process. First of all, the analysis gives a better insight
into the achieved implementation e�ciency of the platforms and results in more
accurate predictions on the energy consumption as compared with the first-order
power model introduced in Section 3.2. Secondly, the design-space exploration
shows that both algorithms impose di�erent requirements on the architecture to
run e�ciently. The performance of the gridding algorithm is primarily limited by
the computing capabilities of the cores, leading to an architecture with vector
units. In contrast, the 2D FFT is limited by the memory bandwidth, which leads
to a design with a high memory bandwidth. Thirdly, the analysis shows that the
memory consumes a significant amount of power, and memory power consumption
should be included in future studies for the SKA computing systems.

Furthermore, in Chapter 3, the snapshot time was derived based on the re-
quired number of operations per second and weighted operations for the gridding
and 2D FFT algorithms equal. However, gridding executes more e�ciently on the
hardware platform than the 2D FFT. The gridding algorithm reaches a peak per-
formance of approximately 21% versus 3% for the 2D FFT for SKA1-Low and
15% versus 12% for SKA1-Mid. This should be taken into account when calculat-
ing the optimal snapshot time and will result in a lower energy consumption of
the system. Moreover, each design point in the design space will have a di�erent
snapshot time that minimizes energy consumption, showing the need for a holistic
design method as presented in this dissertation.



Chapter 7

SKA system architecture proposal

Chapter 3 introduced a computing model for the Square Kilometre Array and
showed computing requirements for the di�erent phase-one instrument designs.
The rebaselined SKA phase-one instruments require computing systems capable
of processing up to 230 Pops/s. A first-order power model was introduced and used
to predict the power consumption of the digital processing chain.

A prototyping approach was used to analyze potential computing platforms for
the station processor and central signal processor in Chapter 4. For both proces-
sors, a CPU, a GPU, and an FPGA implementation were studied and the energy
e�ciency was measured. Furthermore, two tentative ASIC solutions were proposed
which minimize the power consumption of digital processing for the SKA1-Low
and SKA1-Mid instruments. The system design methodology, introduced in Chap-
ter 5, was used to study various compute node configurations for the science data
processor in Chapter 6 and it was found that a 32-core processor minimizes power
consumption of the gridding and 2D FFT algorithms for SKA1-Low and an 80-core
processor for SKA1-Mid.

In this chapter, the results of the optimization of the computing platforms are
incorporated into a system design for the SKA. The architecture for the SKA1-
Low station processor contains several ASICs to process and beamform all antenna
signals. The power consumption per station is derived. Similarly, the full CSP
workload cannot be executed in near real-time on a single hybrid memory cube
(HMC)-based ASIC. Several chips are needed to process the full signal bandwidth
in near real-time and we propose an architecture for the SKA1-Low and SKA1-
Mid instrument. Finally, the SDP needs many compute nodes to process the full
bandwidth of the instrument.

Section 7.1 discusses an architecture for the SKA1-Low station processor, while
Section 7.2 proposes an architecture for the CSP and Section 7.3 for the SDP.
We discuss the size of the individual processors and their power consumption. In
Section 7.4 we discuss the results and the impact on the SKA. Finally, Section 7.5
concludes the chapter.

119
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Figure 7.1: Proposed architecture for the SKA1-Low station processor.

7.1 Station processor
In this section, we propose an architecture for the SKA1-Low station processor. We
derive power consumption per aperture-array station and for the full instrument.
In Section 4.2, a 22-nm ASIC solution was introduced that uses the least amount of
energy to process the antenna data, and our proposal implements the SKA1-Low
processor using this custom ASIC design. On the timescale of the SKA phase one,
we expect that technology nodes such as 14 nm or 10 nm are available. However, the
presented architecture is still based on 22-nm technology, the technology assumed
during the design of the ASIC in Chapter 4. A further energy saving can potentially
be achieved by implementing the ASIC in a smaller technology node.

The SKA1-Low instrument contains 256 dual-polarized antennas per station
in the rebaselined design as listed in Table 2.1. In total, 512 stations are planned
for a total of 131,072 antennas.

Figure 7.1 shows the proposed architecture for an SKA1-Low station. Each 22-
nm ASIC contains 32 antenna channels connected to 16 dual-polarized antennas.
As each chip is capable of channelizing and beamforming the antenna data in near
real-time, a total of 16 chips per station implement the processor. The ASICs are
daisy-chained using a 35.2-Gb/s link to beamform all 256 antennas per station.
The resulting beam data is sent to the CSP, using a bandwidth of only 9.6 Gb/s
after truncation to 8-bit samples. Furthermore, all chips are connected to a station
correlator and calibration unit.
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The proposed ASIC solution consumes 6.7 W per chip. For 16 chips, digital pro-
cessing for each station consumes 107 W including the analog-to-digital converter.
The 512 stations together contain 8,192 ASICs and consume 55 kW, where 19% of
the power is consumed by the ADCs. The solution reaches an energy e�ciency of
128 Gops/s per watt, excluding the ADCs.

An alternative implementation of the station processor based on FPGA tech-
nology would consume 7◊ more energy, as was shown in Chapter 4. Such an
alternative design would consume more than 385 kW for all stations. Note that
the ASIC proposal integrates the ADC, while an FPGA solution requires separate
ADCs which increases the power consumption further.

7.2 Central signal processor
In Section 4.3, we introduced an ASIC solution that minimizes the energy con-
sumption of the CSP. The solution is based on HMC technology with dedicated
near-data accelerators (NDAs) added to the logic layer. We estimate power con-
sumption for the SKA1-Low and SKA1-Mid correlator. Similarly to the station
processor, we present results for 22-nm technology.

The proposed architecture is shown in Figure 7.2. The overall architecture for
both SKA instruments is similar. However, the number of components needed
di�ers. A set of HMCs enhanced with the proposed NDAs is connected to a host
chip. The host chip receives beam data from the stations or dishes and sends
visibilities generated by the HMCs to the SDP. They are connected to a data
transpose network to exchange input data: each host receives data for all subbands
for a few stations, while the HMCs process data for all stations for a single subband.
Both the coarse- and fine-grained delays are implemented on the HMCs.

For the host chip we select a Xilinx Virtex UltraScale+ XCVU3P FPGA [137],
the transceivers of this FPGA provide 163 GB/s o�-chip transport. The host con-
nects to the data transpose network using a 4x HDR InfiniBand link [76], a tech-
nology that will become available in 2017. A 4x HDR link provides 200 Gb/s or
25 GB/s of link bandwidth, which limits the number of stations or dishes con-
nected to the host. A total of 16 SKA1-Low stations are connected to a single host
and 32 hosts are needed for all stations. The data transpose network consists of a
single 32-port HDR InfiniBand switch.

The data bandwidth required to receive data from 16 stations is 17.6 GB/s.
Approximately 17 GB/s is sent over the data transpose network, which can be
sustained by the InfiniBand links. Each host is connected to 16 HMCs and pro-
cesses 16 subbands. The data rate from the host to HMCs is 17.6 GB/s, where we
assume that the HMC-based accelerator converts the 8-bit samples received from
the stations to the sample size which the accelerator uses for processing. Note
that we do not connect the HMCs with the maximum available bandwidth to the
FPGA. The visibility data rate out of the HMCs towards the SDP is 16 GB/s. The
total bandwidth in and out of the FPGA is 101.2 GB/s, less than the maximum
of 163 GB/s provided by the transceivers.
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Figure 7.2: Proposed architecture for the CSP.

The ASIC solution for station processing generates 547 subbands for the 300-
MHz signal bandwidth. As a result, three hosts with associated HMCs are added
to the system for a total of 35 hosts and 560 HMCs with NDAs. Unused HMCs are
powered down. The total power consumption of the HMCs, based on the analysis
in Section 4.3, is 5.3 kW. This excludes power consumption of the FPGAs and the
switch in the data transpose network.

For the SKA1-Mid instrument, we analyze a CSP for processing a bandwidth
of 1 GHz, as it is required for the lower frequency bands of the instrument. In the
rebaselined design [53] a processing pipeline is proposed using a two-stage PPF,
similar to SKA1-Low. For SKA1-Low, the first stage is performed in the station
processor while the second stage is performed in the CSP. In our solution, the
HMCs perform only the second-stage filter for both instruments. Additional work
is needed to analyze the first-stage filter. However, we expect that the host FPGA
has su�cient resources to perform a 512-point PPF per dish.

The data rate of a single dish is 3.7 GB/s for a 1-GHz bandwidth and 6 dishes
connect to each host FPGA. This requires a data input bandwidth of 22.2 GB/s.
The bandwidth for the data transpose is 21.5 GB/s, within the limits of the In-
finiBand links. In order to receive data from all 197 dishes, 33 host FPGAs are
needed. We use the same design point of 16 HMCs per host for a total of 528 HMCs
enhanced with NDAs, which are su�cient to process all 512 subbands and they
produce visibilities with a data rate of 6.5 GB/s. The total aggregate bandwidth
of the FPGA is 97.4 GB/s.

The accelerator architecture is re-evaluated for the SKA1-Mid workload and
consumes 0.49 J when processing a single integration time for a single subband of
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Figure 7.3: Architecture of the SDP computing islands.

all 197 dishes. Each HMC-based accelerator consumes 6.2 W. The total power con-
sumption of digital processing excluding the first-stage polyphase filter is 3.2 kW
for the instrument.

An alternative FPGA solution for the CSP consumes 8◊ more energy as was
shown in Chapter 4. Such an FPGA design is estimated to consume 42.2 kW for
SKA1-Low and 25.6 kW for SKA1-Mid.

7.3 Science data processor
In Chapter 6, we performed a design-space exploration of multi-core processor ar-
chitectures for the SDP. Broekema et al. [39] propose a top-level design for the
SKA SDP and focus on the networking aspects of the system. In their system
design, data received from the CSP is distributed over compute islands. Each com-
pute island consists of many compute nodes as is shown in Figure 7.3. The compute
nodes are connected to a switch, which in turn is connected to two separate data
networks: the CSP data ingest network and the internal SDP network which con-
nects compute islands to each other and to the data archive. The compute nodes
for both instruments are distributed over any number of computing islands. No
constraint on parallelization is introduced by the gridding or 2D FFT algorithms
as the algorithms are trivially parallelizable over channels and snapshots.

With our exascale system design methodology we designed the compute nodes
for this system. A separate SDP facility is constructed for each of the two instru-
ments in phase one of the SKA. For SKA1-Low, each compute node has a total of
256 GB of DRAM. The processor design is a 32-core design and is primarily opti-
mized for the gridding algorithm. The imaging strategy is based on w-snapshots,
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and a compute node processes data of one snapshot of 52.1 seconds for 64 channels
in 26 seconds. All 65,536 channels need 514.6 nodes for processing. Gridding and
the 2D FFTs are part of the major cycle of the imaging pipeline which is executed
30 times in total for 3 calibration cycles times 10 major cycles. Processing data
in near real-time needs a total of 16,000 compute nodes. At 209 W per node, all
nodes together consume 3.3 MW for gridding and the 2D FFTs.

The compute nodes for SKA1-Mid have 1 TB of DRAM installed and consume
403 W. The design is di�erent as for the SKA1-Low instrument with 80 cores
and an increased memory bandwidth. One snapshot period for SKA1-Mid is 112.8
seconds, which is processed in 293 second on the compute node for 8 channels. In
total, we need 21,300 nodes for a single cycle of the major cycle and 638,976 nodes
for 30 cycles. The compute nodes together consume 258 MW for gridding and
the 2D FFTs alone. Note that this power consumption is a worst-case estimate
for imaging with the full instrument, the maximum bandwidth, and maximum
resolution. Actual power consumption will be lower as individual science cases do
not use the full instrument.

7.4 Discussion
The architectures proposed in this chapter focus on digital processing for the
SKA phase-one instruments. The selected architectures are based on the analysis
presented in Chapters 4 and 6, and minimize the power consumption of the digital
processing elements for the targeted algorithms. However, for a full system analysis
the power consumption of the other algorithms and system components such as the
network have to be included to make an informed decision on the final architecture.

The predicted power consumption of the station processor and the CSP is much
lower than that of the SDP. One could argue that reducing power consumption
for these processing stages is not important when the system as a whole is consid-
ered. However, the station processor and CSP will be located in the desert where
no power delivery infrastructure is yet available. As a result, a potential energy
saving not only reduces the power bill, but also the total capital cost as power
infrastructure can be provisioned for a smaller overall power consumption.

Two custom ASICs minimize power consumption of the station processor and
the CSP. Although reducing the power consumption translates into a reduction of
operational cost, the design of custom ASICs incurs significant design and acqui-
sition costs. A costing analysis is needed to assess the overall cost savings of such
an approach.

As a first-order estimate, the results in Chapter 4 predict a power saving of
7◊ for station processing when using custom ASICs versus FPGAs. The power
saving for the CSP is estimated at 8◊. The total reduction in power consumption
is 330 kW for station processing and 60 kW for the CSP for the digital processing.
Both processors will be constructed in the desert, where we estimate the cost of
electrical power at AC0.30 per kWh. Over a 10-year period, approximately 10 mil-
lion euro is saved on chip power consumption alone. However, the cost saving is
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larger: the reduced power consumption leads to reduced requirements on system
cooling—a factor of 7-8◊ less heat is dissipated—and on power delivery infrastruc-
ture, further reducing operational and acquisition cost. Furthermore, the station
processing ASIC design implements more functionality than an FPGA solution
implements, such as the analog-to-digital converters. An FPGA-based system will
therefore require additional components that will further increase the power con-
sumption of the system.

The computing elements for the SDP are predicted to consume 3.3 MW and
258 MW for SKA1-Low and SKA1-Mid respectively for only the gridding and 2D
FFT algorithms. The actual computing load, when considering other algorithms
needed for imaging, in terms of number of floating-point operations is 13◊ higher
for SKA1-Low and 2.5◊ higher for SKA1-Mid. Power consumption of the remain-
ing algorithms depends on their implementation e�ciency and will increase the
worst-case power consumption. A power consumption of this magnitude is too
high for the SKA. Although the actual power consumption of the SDP is lower
as individual science cases do not use the full instrument, other solutions need to
be explored, such as the use of accelerators, to reduce the power consumption to
a�ordable levels. An ASIC solution can reduce power consumption for the SDP,
but is di�cult to design as the algorithms in the SDP are still actively researched.
A programmable ASIC can be developed, although the use of o�-the-shelf accel-
erators is likely a more viable path which should be explored first.

In Chapter 3 it was predicted that the SDP would consume 6 MW and SKA1-
Mid 30 MW for SKA1-Low and SKA1-Mid, respectively. As our results are based
on the analysis of only two algorithms, the total power consumption for SKA1-Low
and SKA1-Mid is expected to be higher. Primarily, for SKA1-Mid, the predicted
power consumption is already higher than our earlier estimates. This di�erence is
explained partly by the worse implementation e�ciency of the 2D FFT in contrast
to the assumption in Chapter 3. Secondly, the di�erent modeling approaches lead
to di�erent power predictions for the future system.

7.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we proposed three architectures for the three di�erent processing
stages of the SKA: station processing, the central signal processor, and the science
data processor. Table 7.1 summarizes the results. The architecture for the station
processor for SKA1-Low is based on the ASIC design introduced in Section 4.2
and contains 16 chips per station. The power consumption of digital processing is
107 W for a single station and 55 kW for all stations combined.

The CSP architecture is based on the HMC-based accelerator design introduced
in Section 4.3. The design for SKA1-Low contains 560 HMC-based accelerators
connected to 35 host FPGAs. The total power consumption of the accelerators
is 5.3 kW. For SKA1-Mid, 528 accelerators are connected to 33 host FPGAs and
consume 3.2 kW.

For the SDP, the architecture is based on a proposal for the network architec-
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Table 7.1: The power consumption and the number of computing elements of the pro-
posed architecture for the SKA phase-one instruments.

Instrument All station CSP SDP
processors (gridding and 2D FFT)
8,192 ASICs 560 HMC+NDAs 16,000 compute nodesSKA1-Low 55 kW 5.3 kW 3.3 MW1

n/a 528 HMC+NDAs 638,976 compute nodesSKA1-Mid n/a 3.2 kW 258 MW1

1 Worst-case power consumption for imaging based on w-snapshots with the full
array, the maximum bandwidth, and the maximum resolution.

ture by Broekema et al. [39], and we propose a design for the compute nodes based
on multi-core processors in their architecture. A total of 16,000 nodes are needed
for the gridding and 2D FFT algorithms in the SKA1-Low instrument, while the
SKA1-Mid instrument needs 638,976 nodes for the same algorithms. Total worst-
case power consumption for these nodes for SKA1-Low and SKA1-Mid is 3.3 MW
and 258 MW respectively for imaging with the full instrument at full bandwidth
and resolution. A final system for both SKA1-Low and SKA1-Mid will be larger
and consume more power as the analysis focused on two key algorithms covering
34% of the computing load. However, actual power consumption of the SDP is,
primarily for the SKA1-Mid instrument, expected to be lower as individual sci-
ence cases do not exploit the full instrument. Furthermore, other solutions, such
as using GPU accelerators, can be explored to reduce the power consumption.

The architecture proposed in this chapter minimizes the power consumption
by using custom ASICs in the station processor and the CSP and leads to poten-
tial operational cost saving of at least 10 million euro over the course of 10 year
compared with programmable platforms. The analysis of the SDP covers key algo-
rithms of the imaging pipeline and predicts a power consumption already higher
than predicted for the full system based on the first-order power model introduced
in Chapter 3. Although the computing requirements analysis based on the first-
order power model gives valuable insights into trade-o�s for the design of the SKA
telescope, the analysis in this chapter shows that the results are optimistic and a
more in-depth analysis is warranted.



Chapter 8

Conclusions and future work

It is expected that exascale computing systems become available in the next
decade. One of the main challenges computer architects face in their pursuit of
next-generation supercomputers is to keep power consumption under control, and
they need to resort to holistic design methodologies to design a system meeting the
stringent power constraints. Such a holistic methodology provides architects with
an understanding of applications, architectures, and their interactions in order to
design a workload-optimized computing system.

A key example of a system that benefits from a holistic design approach is
the future Square Kilometre Array radio telescope and the computing systems
required to process the data it generates. The computing system needs to process
data in near real-time at low power consumption, while at the same time maxi-
mizing the scientific capabilities of the instrument. This gives an extra dimension
to the system-design space: architects can trade o� instrumental parameters (for
example, the physical distribution of antennas) against the energy consumption of
the computing system.

8.1 Conclusions
The SKA is the use case in this dissertation to which we apply a holistic design
methodology. Chapter 3 presented a high-level model to derive requirements on
the computing system in terms of floating-point operations per second (FLOPS)
and data bandwidth achieved for the three computing stages of the instrument:
the station processor, the central signal processor, and the science data processor.
A first-order power model, based on an estimated energy e�ciency, predicts the
power consumption of the various stages. Two design points of the SKA phase-one
instruments were analyzed. The first design point is the original baseline design,
which contains the SKA1-Low, SKA1-Mid, and SKA1-Survey instruments. Partly
based on results from our model, the SKA Organisation issued a rebaselined design
to reduce the computing requirements of the phase-one instruments. The rebase-
lined design contains only two instruments, SKA1-Low and SKA1-Mid, and we
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observe a significant reduction of the computing load and power consumption for
the new telescope design. The rebaselining process shows the importance of using
a holistic design methodology: architects can only make optimal design decisions
when all aspects of the telescope system are taken into account.

The constant energy e�ciency for all algorithms in the first-order power model
is an oversimplification of the e�ciency of the computing pipelines when they are
executing on actual hardware. A better grasp on the achieved energy e�ciency
leads to more accurate power consumption predictions of the future system. In
Chapter 4, prototypes of computing elements in the station processor and CSP
were analyzed and the energy e�ciency was measured on CPU, GPU, and FPGA-
based platforms. Furthermore, we analyzed two ASIC solutions, one for each pro-
cessor, and estimated the energy e�ciency when custom hardware is used. The
results show that, for the SKA, an ASIC solution minimizes power consumption
of the computing elements.

However, constructing prototypes of future systems is costly and requires many
person-hours to produce optimized implementations for each platform. In the early
stages of the design process of future computing systems, a faster methodology for
system design is needed. Chapter 5 introduced a new methodology which relies
on analytic models for a fast evaluation of di�erent design points. The workload
is characterized at a small scale using PISA, a hardware-independent workload
analysis tool. Based on the small-scale workload properties, ExtrAX predicts prop-
erties for an exascale workload. The hardware-independent workload properties,
together with a set of parameters that describe the hardware architecture, form
the input to the performance and power models of ExaBounds. ExaBounds in-
tegrates a new analytic performance model for multi-core processors with vector
extensions, which this dissertation presents. The analytic performance model en-
ables fast design-space exploration at better accuracy than back-of-the-envelop
calculations.

Using the fast system design methodology, we designed a compute node for
the SKA phase-one science data processor in Chapter 6. Using the model, we were
able to analyze more than 2016 design points in less than 19 hours. The analysis
focused on two key algorithms of the SDP: gridding and the two-dimensional FFT,
which together account for 34% of the computing load. The results showed that
the hardware that maximizes energy e�ciency di�ers for the algorithms executing
individually and those executing sequentially on the same processor. The analy-
sis provided key insights into the implementation e�ciency of both algorithms;
primarily the 2D FFT is predicted to execute less e�ciently than estimated in
Chapter 3. These results will lead to a di�erent optimal design point for the SKA
instruments and show the potential of using analytic performance models for early
design-space exploration of exascale system architectures.

Chapter 7 proposed an architecture for the imaging science cases for the sta-
tion processor, CSP, and SDP for the SKA1-Low and SKA1-Mid instruments. The
ASIC designs that minimize energy consumption of the station processor and the
design for the CSP from Chapter 4 were presented in the context of a complete
system. We derived the minimum number of computing nodes required to per-
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form gridding and the 2D FFT in the SDP for both instruments. The proposed
architecture of the SKA1-Low station processor consumes 55 kW for all stations.
The CSP for SKA1-Low consumes 5.3 kW for digital processing and 3.2 kW for
the 1-GHz frequency bands of SKA1-Mid. The SDP for SKA1-Low consumes a
worst-case power consumption of 3.3 MW and 258 MW for SKA1-Mid based on
multi-core CPU technology, both for the gridding and 2D FFT algorithms. The
actual power consumption of the SDP is, primarily for SKA1-Mid, expected to be
lower as individual science cases do not use the full instrument.

Although the design of the SKA computing system is the use case in this dis-
sertation, the methodologies presented in this work are generally applicable to the
design of other computing systems as well. The computing platform requirement
model and prototypes are application-specific. However, comparable models and
prototypes can be constructed for any workload executing on a future exascale sys-
tem. Furthermore, the system design methodology based on analytic performance
models uses a workload characterization tool with which any type of workload can
be analyzed. The SKA use case shows how these methods are applied to design
an exascale computing system and how the results obtained influence the design
of the system.

8.2 Future work
The methodologies presented in this dissertation for exascale system design and
the design of radio telescopes can be used by the SKA design consortia to support
their design e�orts. The proposed architectures for the SKA station processor,
central signal processor, and science data processor are design points that reduce
the operational costs of the instrument, and a detailed design can be developed.
Furthermore, the generic system design methodology can be applied to the design
of other computing systems as well. Recommendations for future work we identify
fall into two categories: 1) future work for the generic system design methodology
and 2) future work for the SKA system design.

We presented our system design methodology in Chapter 5. At the core of
methodology is the analytic multi-core processor model called ExaBounds. This
methodology can be extended to make it fully applicable for the design of future
exascale computing systems. Some of the directions for future work are listed
below.

• Extend ExaBounds with an accelerator model. Currently, we cannot
assess the impact of accelerator technology such as GPUs or architectures
like the Intel® Xeon Phi™. An extension of the methodology with an ac-
celerator model is needed for it to be fully applicable to future exascale
computing system design. A first step is to use the existing multi-core pro-
cessor model to predict the performance of a Xeon Phi-like accelerator and
the overhead of host-device communication. This helps determine whether
it is worthwhile to o�oad computations to the accelerator. For this purpose,
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PISA can be extended with an analysis pass to determine the amount of
data communication between a host program and accelerated code.

• Extend ExaBounds to multiple compute nodes. The methodology
currently focuses on the performance and power prediction of an application
executing on a single multi-core compute node. However, in a large-scale
computing system, communication between nodes has a significant influence
on the performance and power consumption. The implications of di�erent
interconnect network topologies between computing nodes have not yet been
modeled. The methodology needs to be extended with a network model and a
method to profile the network behavior of applications. A potential approach
is to use communication heat maps, which PISA already generates, as the
input for a model to quantify the amount of data tra�c between threads.

• Improve the accuracy of performance predictions. For early design-
space exploration of exascale systems, relative accuracy is important, and
the model achieves a good correlation. However, the absolute accuracy of
the analytic multi-core processor model can be improved further. Additional
modeling can include the e�ects of code expansion when compiling to an
actual ISA, for example, additional code needed for register spilling, or call-
ing conventions. Another improvement is to include the e�ects of hardware
prefetchers in the cache hierarchy.

• Improved power modeling. The power model for the compute node is
currently based on McPAT and CACTI. These tools have already existed for
several years and focus on somewhat older processor and DRAM technology.
Power modeling can be improved by extending McPAT with a proper model
for vector functional units. CACTI is currently limited to DDR3 memories
and neither supports modeling of recent technologies nor does it predict the
power consumption of future technologies. Furthermore, the power models
account for 98% of the analysis time of our methodology, and significant im-
provements in analysis time can be made if faster power models are available.

For the SKA telescope, this dissertation presented an initial architecture and
recommendations for future work on the SKA system design are listed below.

• More detailed modeling of SKA computing platform requirements.
The model we presented to derive requirements on the computing systems
for the SKA assumes that the various science cases use the telescope to its
full extent. In practice, most science cases will not require processing of all
baselines or the full bandwidth. An analysis of the science case requirements
may reduce the overall computing power needed. Further extensions of the
model include, for example, requirements on storage bu�ers and memory, and
the analysis of various algorithms or pipelines. Other pipelines include, for
example, pulsar search and timing pipelines, each with di�erent requirements
on the computing platform.
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• Fabrication of the ASICs for prototyping. The proposed ASIC solu-
tions reduce energy consumption of the future SKA telescope. We modeled
the power consumption of the designs at a high abstraction level. However,
it is yet unknown how the proposed ASICs will perform in a real environ-
ment. The next step is to finalize the design and fabricate the actual ASICs.
Furthermore, a cost analysis is needed to verify that the operational savings
are not o�set by the acquisition costs.

• DSE for all SDP algorithms. We performed a design-space exploration on
a set of architectures for two important algorithms of the SKA science data
processor workload, two algorithms that cover almost half of the required
processing for imaging. The behavior of the other algorithms executing on
those architectures is yet unknown. An extended analysis is needed, covering
all algorithms for the imaging and other pipelines to understand the behavior
of the complete SDP workload.

• Accelerators for the SDP. The power consumption for the SDP reported
in this dissertation when using multi-core CPU technology is high. The power
consumption of the SDP must be decreased for the SDP to become feasible to
operate. One way to reduce it could be to use, for example, GPU accelerators.
The impact on power consumption can be analyzed using ExaBounds when
it is extended with an accelerator model.
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Appendix A

Analyzed algorithms

The algorithms analyzed for the station processor and the CSP in Chapter 4, and
for the SDP in Chapter 6 are listed in this appendix.

A.1 Polyphase filters
Algorithm A.1 shows the PPF filter for the station processor. The code lists the
core of the algorithm, which generates a single complex sample for each subband for
each antenna and polarization, and is executed repeatedly during an observation.
In line 4, the algorithm retrieves a new real-valued sample and stores it in the
correct delay line of the FIR filter identified by the current antenna, polarization
and subband. This operations moves all samples in the delay line with one step
and adds the new sample to the beginning (the oldest sample is removed). Line 6
to 10 implement the actual FIR filter. The filter taps are the same for the filter of
each antenna and polarization. Finally, when 2Nband samples are generated, the
result is transformed using an FFT and a sample for each subband is generated
for all stations and polarizations.

Algorithm A.1: Pseudocode of the PPF algorithm for the station processor.
1: for antenna in 1 to Nelem do
2: for polarization in 1 to Npol do
3: for band in 1 to 2Nband do
4: sample Ω NextSample(antenna, polarization)
5: StoreInDelayLine(sample, antenna, polarization, band)
6: sum Ω 0
7: for idx in 1 to Ntap do Û FIR filter
8: sample Ω GetFomDelayLine(idx, antenna, polarization, band)
9: tap Ω GetTap(idx, band)

10: sum Ω sum + sample · tap
11: firOutput[band] Ω sum
12: ppfOutput[antenna][polarization] Ω FFT(firOutput) Û FFT
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Algorithm A.2 shows the polyphase filter for the CSP. A PPF is applied to
each station, band, and polarization. The filter is similar to the filter for the
station processor, with the di�erence that it operates on complex input data.
The algorithm generates samples for each channel for all stations, polarizations
and subbands.

Algorithm A.2: Pseudocode of the core of the PPF algorithm for the CSP.
1: for station in 1 to Nstat do
2: for band in 1 to Nband do
3: for polarization in 1 to Npol do
4: for channel in 1 to Nall

channel/Nband do
5: sample Ω NextSample(station, band, polarization)
6: StoreInDelayLine(sample, station, band, polarization, channel)
7: sum Ω 0 + i · 0
8: for idx in 1 to Ntap do Û FIR filter
9: sample Ω GetFomDelayLine(idx, station, band, polarization, channel)

10: tap Ω GetTap(idx, channel)
11: sum Ω sum + sample · tap
12: firOutput[channel] Ω sum
13: ppfOutput[station][band][polarization] Ω FFT(firOutput) Û FFT

A.2 Beamforming

The beamformer algorithm is shown in Algorithm A.3. The beamformer algorithm
executes continuously during an observation. For all beams, subbands, and polar-
izations it calculates a weighted sum of the signals of all antennas in a station. On
line 6 the algorithm retrieves a sample from a specific antenna, while on line 7 the
corresponding weight is retrieved. The weight incorporates both the fine-grained
time delay as well as a gain for calibration. Sample and weight are multiplied and
added to the beam.

Algorithm A.3: Pseudocode of the core of beamformer algorithm.
1: for beam in 1 to Nbeam do
2: for band in 1 to Nband do
3: for polarization in 1 to Npol do
4: beams[beam][band][polarization] Ω 0
5: for antenna in 1 to Nelem do
6: sample Ω GetFilteredSample(band, antenna, polarization)
7: weight Ω GetDelayCalibrationWeight(beam, band, antenna, polarization)
8: beams[beam][band][polarization] Ω

beams[beam][band][polarization] + sample · weight
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A.3 Correlation

Algorithm A.4 shows the correlator kernel used in the CSP. The cross-correlations
are calculated for each pair of stations (a baseline) and for all channels. For the
case that two polarizations X and Y are measured, these polarizations are cross-
correlated and four visibilities per baseline are generated: XAXB , XAYB , YAXB ,
and YAYB

1. Line 8 through 11 calculate the actual correlations and integrate
the results for the duration of the integration time ·csp. The produced visibilities
are transported to the SDP and the algorithm is repeated for the duration of the
observation.

Algorithm A.4: Pseudocode of the correlator algorithm.

1: for channel in 1 to Nall
channel do

2: for stationA in 1 to Nstat do
3: for stationB in 1 to stationA do
4: for polarizationA in 1 to Npol do
5: for polarizationB in 1 to Npol do
6: baseline Ω GetBaselineIdx(stationA, stationB)
7: sum Ω 0 + i · 0
8: for time in 1 to ·csp do
9: sampleA Ω samples[channel][stationA][polarizationA][time]

10: sampleB Ω samples[channel][stationB][polarizationB][time]
11: sum Ω sum + sampleA · sampleB
12: visibilities[baseline][channel][polarizationA][polarizationB] Ω sum

A.4 Gridding

Algorithm A.5 shows the structure of the gridding or w-projection algorithm [110].
The algorithm iterates over all channels and all Nbaseline baselines (a pair of sta-
tions or dishes), and processes the time samples of one snapshot period. The algo-
rithm retrieves the (u, v, w) coordinates of the four visibilities (one for each of the
four cross-correlations or polarizations XAXB , XAYB , YAXB , and YAYB) on line
4. The convolution kernels, which have a size of N

2
support pixels are oversampled by

a factor of eight (line 5 and 6) to increase the accuracy, and the correct convolution
kernel is selected on line 9. The visibilities are multiplied with a convolution kernel
and added to the correct grid on line 11. After all data of a snapshot is processed,
the 2D FFT transforms the grid into a sky image.

1For the correlations of two polarizations X and Y of a station A with itself, only three
visibilities are calculated as XAYA and YAXA are equivalent.
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Algorithm A.5: Pseudocode of the gridding or w-projection algorithm [110].
1: for channel in 1 to Nimage≠channel do
2: for baseline in 1 to Nbaseline do
3: for time in 1 to Tsnap step ·csp do
4: (u,v,w) Ω getUVWcoordinates(baseline, time, channel)
5: overSampU Ω int(8 · frac(u)) Û The convolution kernels are
6: overSampV Ω int(8 · frac(v)) Û oversampled by a factor of 8
7: for suppU in 1 to Nsupport do
8: for suppV in 1 to Nsupport do
9: weight Ω convKernels[int(w)][overSampU][overSampV][suppU][suppV]

10: for polarization in {XAXB , XAYB , YAXB , YAYB} do
11: grid[channel][polarization][int(u) + suppU][int(v) + suppV] Ω

grid[channel][polarization][int(u) + suppU][int(v) + suppV] +
visibilities[time][baseline][channel][polarization] · weight

A.5 2D FFT
The inverse 2D FFT algorithm is shown in Algorithm A.6. An image is produced
for each channel and polarization. The inverse 2D FFT implementation first applies
the inverse 1D FFT on all rows u of the image on lines 3 and 4, followed by applying
the inverse 1D FFT to all columns v on lines 5 and 6.

Algorithm A.6: Pseudocode of the inverse 2D FFT algorithm for one snapshot period.
The notation [u, :] indicates the data in row u, while [:, v] indicates the data in column
v.

1: for channel in 1 to Nimage≠channel do
2: for polarization in {XAXB , XAYB , YAXB , YAYB} do
3: for u in 1 to Npixel do
4: grid[channel][polarization][u,:] Ω iFFT(grid[channel][pol][u,:])
5: for v in 1 to Npixel do
6: grid[channel][polarization][:,v] Ω iFFT(grid[channel][pol][:,v])



Nomenclature

Abbreviations
2D FFT two-dimensional FFT

ADC analog-to-digital converter

AIP advanced instrumentation program

APU accelerated processing units

ASIC application-specific integrated circuit

AVX2 Advanced Vector Extensions 2

CCC central composite circumscribed

CFMA complex fused multiply-add

CPI cycles per instruction

CPU central processing unit

CSP central signal processor

DOE design of experiments

DSE design-space exploration

eDRAM embedded DRAM

FFT fast Fourier transform

FIR finite-impulse response

FLOPS floating-point operations per second

FMA fused multiply-add

FPGA field-programmable gate array
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FU functional unit

GPU graphics processing unit

HMC hybrid memory cube

HPC high-performance computing

ILP instruction-level parallelism

IPC instructions per cycle

IQ issue queue

IR intermediate representation

ISA instruction-set architecture

ITRS International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors

LLC last-level cache

LMQ load miss queue

LO local oscillator

LOFAR Low-Frequency Array

LRU least recently used

MAC multiply-accumulate

MAPE mean absolute percentage error

MFAA mid-frequency aperture array

MIPS millions of instructions per second

MPI message passing interface

MSHR miss-status holding register

MSR model-specific register

NDA near-data accelerator

NRE non-recurring engineering

OI operational intensity

ops/s operations per second

PAF phased-array feed
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PCIe PCI Express

PISA platform-independent software analysis

PPF polyphase filter

PSF point-spread function

RAPL running average power limit

RF register file

RFI radio-frequency interference

RISC reduced instruction-set computing

ROB reorder bu�er

S/s samples per second

SDP science data processor

SIMD single instruction, multiple data

SKA Square Kilometre Array

SKAO SKA Organisation

SMT simultaneous multithreading

SPF single-pixel feed

SSA single static assignment

SSRF shared scalar register file

SVT standard threshold voltage

TIA transimpedance amplifier

WSRT Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope
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Samenvatting

De prestaties van hoge-prestatie rekensystemen nemen met iedere nieuwe genera-
tie toe. In het afgelopen decennium hebben supercomputers peta-schaal prestaties
bereikt: machines die in staat zijn om meer dan 1015 zwevendekommainstructies
per seconde (FLOPS) te verwerken. Vandaag de dag zijn ingenieurs bezig om de
volgende barrière te doorbreken: het ontwerpen van een exa-schaal systeem dat in
staat is om meer dan 1018 FLOPS te verwerken. Een grote uitdaging hierbij is om
het energieverbruik laag te houden. Peta-schaal systemen bereiken een energie-
e�ciëntie van enkele GFLOPS per watt, terwijl wordt verwacht dat exa-schaal
systemen een energie-e�ciëntie van ten minste 50 GFLOPS per watt moeten kun-
nen halen. Systeemarchitecten worden geconfronteerd met een grote ontwerpruimte
die te duur is om te simuleren of prototypes voor te bouwen. Nieuwe methoden
zijn nodig om ontwerpkeuzes te analyseren zodat een energie-e�ciënt exa-schaal
rekensysteem mogelijk wordt in dit decennium.

Een uitstekend voorbeeld van een exa-schaal systeem is het computersysteem
dat nodig is voor de toekomstige Square Kilometre Array (SKA) radiotelescoop.
Honderdduizenden antennes en duizenden schotels worden in de Australische en
Zuid-Afrikaanse woestijnen gebouwd. In de eerste fase worden twee instrumenten
gebouwd: SKA1-Low en SKA1-Mid. De ruwe datastroom uit de ontvangers—meer
dan 150 TB/s in fase 1—zal in bijna real-time verwerkt moeten worden. Dataver-
werking vindt plaats in drie stappen: de stationsprocessor, de centrale signaalpro-
cessor (CSP) en de wetenschappelijkedataprocessor (SDP). Het product bestaat
uit wetenschappelijke data voor astronomen, bijvoorbeeld hemelafbeeldingen. De
SKA is de toepassing voor de exa-schaal systeemontwerp-methode ontwikkeld in
deze dissertatie, in het bijzonder gefocust op de hemelafbeeldingspijplijn.

De eerste bijdrage van dit werk is een applicatie-specifiek model om de eisen
aan het dataverwerkingssysteem af te leiden vanuit instrumentele parameters van
radiotelescopen. Een eerste-orde energiemodel is gebaseerd op de extrapolatie van
de TOP500 supercomputerlijst. Een analyse van het baseline fase 1-ontwerp laat
zien dat een rekencapaciteit van bijna 1 EFLOPS nodig is met een energieverbruik
tot 120 MW in 2018. De SKA Organisation heeft, deels gebaseerd op de resultaten
van dit onderzoek, het ontwerp van de telescoop herzien om het energieverbruik
te reduceren. Het herziene ontwerp benodigt een gereduceerde rekencapaciteit van
200 PFLOPS met een energieverbruik tot 30 MW.

De tweede bijdrage is een analyse aan de hand van prototypes van moge-
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lijke hardware platformen voor de stationsprocessor en de CSP. De prestaties
en energie-e�ciëntie van de belangrijkste algoritmen van beide processors wor-
den geanalyseerd op drie programmeerbare platformen: een Intel® Xeon® CPU,
een Nvidia Tesla GPU en een Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA. De CPU implementatie is
energie-e�ciënter dan de GPU implementatie voor de stationsprocessor, terwijl
de GPU implementatie e�ciënter is voor de CSP. Energie-e�ciëntie neemt verder
toe met de FPGA implementatie en een applicatie-specifiek geïntegreerd circuit
(ASIC) leidt tot het laagste energieverbruik. Een analyse van het hoog-niveau ont-
werp van twee ASICs leidt tot de conclusie dat deze het energieverbruik met een
factor 7 tot 8 reduceren in vergelijking tot de programmeerbare platformen.

De derde bijdrage is een methode en een analytisch prestatiemodel van pro-
cessors voor het analyseren van rekensystemen vroeg in het ontwerpproces. Deze
methode is in staat om snel prestatie- en energie-e�ciëntie-trends te analyseren
zonder de tijdrovende inspanning van het ontwikkelen van prototypes of uitvoe-
ren van simulaties. Voor een vroegtijdige verkenning van de ontwerpruimte, ofwel
design-space exploration (DSE), is het belangrijk om een goede relatieve nauw-
keurigheid te behalen: de nauwkeurigheid waarmee systemen gerangschikt worden
op basis van prestaties of energie-e�ciëntie. Vergeleken met metingen op twee
systemen hebben de prestatievoorspellingen een goede correlatie van 0.8 voor re-
ferentieapplicaties uit SPEC CPU2006 en Graph500. Het model evalueert een ont-
werppunt in enkele seconden, wat het potentieel laat zien voor een snelle DSE.

De vierde bijdrage is een analyse van mogelijke architecturen voor de SDP. De
benodigde algoritmen voor het genereren van hemelafbeeldingen worden nog actief
onderzocht en nieuwe algoritmen worden ontwikkeld om de benodigde afbeeldings-
kwaliteit te bereiken met lage rekenkracht. Het ontwikkelen van prototypes voor
het analyseren van nieuwe algoritmen en architecturen is zeer tijdrovend. Daarom
passen we onze methode, gebaseerd op analytische modellering, toe op belangrijke
algoritmen gebruikt in huidige instrumenten: gridding en de 2D FFT. Deze algo-
ritmen dekken 34% van de verwachte benodigde rekencapaciteit. We verkennen
de ontwerpruimte om architectuureigenschappen te vinden die leiden tot een laag
energieverbruik van het rekensysteem. De resultaten laten zien dat gridding baat
heeft bij de aanwezigheid van vectoreenheden, terwijl de 2D FFT voornamelijk
voordeel heeft van een hoge geheugenbandbreedte.

De laatste bijdrage is een voorstel voor een architectuur voor de SKA. De re-
sultaten van de prototypes en de analyse met behulp van ons analytisch model
worden geschaald naar de volledige grootte van de fase 1-telescoop. De voorge-
stelde architectuur voor de SKA1-Low stationsprocessor verbruikt 55 kW voor alle
stations. De CSP voor SKA1-Low verbruikt 5.3 kW voor digitale signaalverwer-
king en 3.2 kW voor SKA1-Mid. Voor griddng en de 2D FFT verbruikt de SDP
in het slechtste geval 3.3 MW voor SKA1-Low en 258 MW voor SKA1-Mid voor
het volledige instrument met de maximale bandbreedte en de maximale resolutie.
Het werkelijke energieverbruik zal lager zijn omdat individuele observaties niet het
volledige instrument zullen gebruiken. De resultaten laten de mogelijkheid zien om
analytische prestatiemodellen te gebruiken voor het vroegtijdig verkennen van de
ontwerpruimte voor exa-schaal systeemarchitecturen.
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